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HEARING ON RgAUTHORIZATION OF TEMPO-
RARY CHILD CARE FOR HANDICAPPED CHIL-
DREN AND CRISIS NURSERIES ACT OF 1986
[RESPITE CARE] AND THE CHILD ABUSE
CHALLENGE GRANT PROGRAM

THURSDAY, APRIL 6, 1989

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, DC

The subcommittee net ursuant to notice, at 9.50 a.m., in Room
2261, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Major R. Owens [Chair-
man] presiding.

Members present: Representatives Owens, Payne, Jontz, Bartlettand Smith.
Staff present: Maria Cuprill, Wanser Green, Laurence Peters and

Richard Horne.
Chairman OWENS. The meeting of this subcommittee will cometo order.
Last year, despite the fact that these super planes continued to

malfunction, one hundred B-1 bombers were delivered at a cost to
the government of $27.1 billion dollars.

The programs we are considering today add up to less than $10
million dollars--less than one-tenth of the cost of just one of these
aircraftand yet this "kinder and gentler" administration wants
to zero out funding for the 7,hild Abuse Challenge Grant Program
and freeze the Temporary Child Care for Handicapped Children
and Crisis Nurseries program at current levels, effectively cutting
its budget.

On the other hand, the administration wants to be kinder and
gentler to the thrift industry. We are now obligated to spend bil-
lions of dollars to bail out the bad business judgment of scores ofsavings and loan investment managers, but where are the dollars
to add credibility to the administration's compassion for the abused
children in this country?

The incidence of child abuse in this country is a national scan-
dal. Despite a slight decline in the total child population, thenumber of child maltreatment reports in the United States rose by
380 percent between 1976 and 1985.

A survey conducted by the House Select Committee on Children,
Youth and Families found a disturbing 37 percent increase in child
abuse deaths between 1984 and 1986.

(I)
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Our response must be to do everything we can to insure that all
children can live without fear. Laws dealing with child abuse pre-
vention should be unanimous, bipartisan and bicameraland yet
we open this hearing today with the understanding that the admin-
istration will not support the reauthorization of the Child Abuse
Challenge Grant Program.

We are also here to begin the process for the reauthorization of
the Temporary Child Care for Handicapped Infants and Crisis
Nurseries Act.

It has been reported that at least 25 percent of child abuse cases
involve children with disabilities. Respite care should be part of a
family support program to give parents some relief from the day-to-
day demands of caring for a child with a disability. It is important
that we not allow money for this program to be frozen below infla-
tion levels.

If the administration's budget were to be guided by truly
humane and rational priorities, the programs we are considering
today for reauthorization should receive increases based on the dra-
matic rise in the incidence of child abuse in recent years.

The federal government has since the 1970s played a key role in
moving the states to accept more of their responsibilities in the
area of child abuse and child welfare.

The 1986 amendments to the Child Abuse Prevention, Adoption
and Family Services Act, for example, were a key catalyst in induc-
ing states to change their laws to better administer childreh's jus-
tice. Similarly, the Challenge Grant Program, through its state-
matching requirements, has sustained child abuse prevention pro-
grams in states that would have otherwise directed their over-bur-
dened resources to meeting the increased demands of child abuse
treatment.

If t' federal government reneges on its commitment to main-
tain trust funds that have now been started in 47 states and to es-
tablish the remaining trust funds, a powerful message is sent: pre-
vention programs are an optional extra rather than central to the
states' efforts to combat the growing rise in child abuse.

In short, when it comes to the increased needs of families and
children, the federal government cannot and must not flinch from
its leadership role. We still have a very long way to go to meet the
challenges ahead as we attempt to build upon these fledgling pro-
grams.

This hearing, which happens to fall at the beginning of Child
Abuse Prevention Month, is also our beginning as we focus our at.
tention, confront these issues and take concerted steps in the right
direction.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Major R. Ov.'ens follows:
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OPENING STATEMENT

CHAIRMAN MAJOR P. OWENS

HEARING ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF

THE "TEMPORARY CHILD CARE FOR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN AND

CRISIS ACT OF 1986" AND THE CHILD ABUSE CHALLENGE GRANT PRO'3RAM

APRIL 6, 1986

LAST YEAR, DESPITE THE FACT THAT THESE SUPER PLANES CONTINUED

TO MALFUNCTION, ONE HrNDRED B-1 BOMBERS WERE DELIVERED AT A CCST

TO THE GOVIRNMENT OP $27.1 BILLION DOLLARS. THE PROGRAMS WE ARE

CONSIDERING TODAY ADD UP TO LESS THAN $10 MILLION DOLLARS--LESS

THAN ONE-TENTH OF THE cost OF JUST ONE OF THESE AIRCRAFT. AND

YET, THIS "KINDER AND GENTLER" ADMINISTRATION WANTS TO ZERO our

FUNDING FOR THE CHILD ABUSE CHALLENG' GRANT PROGRAM AND FREEZE THE

TEMPORARY CHILD CARE FOR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN AND CRISIS NURSERIES

PROGRAM AT CURRENT LEVELS, EFFECTIVELY CUTTING ITS BUDGET.

IN THE OTHER HAND, THE ADMINISTRATION WANTS TO BE KINDER ANC

GENTLER TO THE THRIFT INDUSTRY. WE ARE NOW OBLIGATED TO SPEND

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS TO BAIL OUT THE BAD BUSINESS JUDGMENT OF

SCORES OF SAVINGS AND LOAN INVESTMENT MANAGERS, BUT WHERE ARE THE

DOLLARS TO ADD CREDIBILITY TO THE ADMINISTRATION'S COMPASSION FOR

THE ABUSED CHILDREN IN THIS COUNTRY?
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THE INCIDENCE OF CHILD ABUSE THIS COUNTRY IS A NATIONAL

SCANDAL. DESPITE A SLIGHT DECLINE IN THE TOTAL CHILD POPULATION,

THE NUMBER OF CHILD MALTREATMENT REPORTS IN THE UNITED STATES ROSE

BY 180 PERCENT BETWEEN 1976 AND 1985. A SURVEY CONDUCTED BY THE

HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AHD FAMILIES FOUND A

DISTURBING 37 PERCENT INCREASE IN CHILD ABUSE DEATHS BETWEEN 1984

AND 1386. OUR RESPONSE MUST BE TO DO EVERYTHING WE CAN TO ENSURE

THAT ALL CHILDREN CAN LP.- WITHOUT FEAR. LAWS DEALING WITH CHILD

ABUSE PREVENTION SHOULD BE UNANIMOUS, BIPARTISAN, AND BICAMERAL.

AND YET, WE OPEN THIS HEARING TODAY WITH THE UNDERSTANDING THAT

THE ADMINISTRATION WILL NOT SUPPORT THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE

CHILD ABUSE CHALLENGE GRANT PROGRAM.

WE ARE ALSO HERE TO BEGIN THE PROCESS FOR THE REAUTHORIZA-

TION OF THE TEMPORARY CHILD CARE FOR HANDICAPPED INFANTS AND

CRISIS NURSERIES ACT. IT HAS BEEN REPORTED THAT AT LEAST 25

PERCENT OF CHILD ABUSE CASES INVOLVE CHILDREN WITH DISABILITIES.

RESPITE CARE SHOULD BE PART OF A FAMILY SUPPORT PROGRAM TO GIVE

PARENTS SOME RELIEF FROM THE DAY-TO-DAY DEMANDS OF CARING FOR A

CHILD WITH A DISABILITY. IT IS IMPORTANT THAT WE NOT ALLOW MONEY

FOR THIS PROGRAM TO BE FROZEN BELOW INFLATION LEVELS.

IF THE ADMINISTRATION'S BUDGET WERE TO BE GUIDED BY TRULY

HUMANE AND RATIONAL PRIORITIES, THE PROGRAMS WE ARE CONSIDERING

TODAY FOR REAUTHORIZATION SHOULD RECEIVE INCREASES BASED ON THE

DRAMATIC RISE IN THE INCIDENCE OF Ct'ICD ABUSE IN RECENT YEARS.
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THE FEDERAL GOVERNMEN" HAS SINCE THE 1970'S PLAYED A KEY ROLE

IN MOVING THE STATES TO ACCEPT MORE OF THEIR RESPONSIBILITIES IN

THE AREA OF CHILD ABUSE /VD CHILD WELFARE. THE 1986 AMENDMENTS TO

THE "CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION, ADOPTION AND FAMILY SEVICES ACT," FOR

EXAMPLE, WERE A KEY CATALYST IN INDUCING STATES TO CHANGE THEIR

LAWS TO BETTER ADMINISTER CHILDREN'S JUSTICE. SIMILARLY, THE

CHALLENGE GRANT PROGRAM, THROUGH ITS STATE-MATCHING REQUIREMENTS,

HAS SUSTAINED CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAMS IN STATES THAT WOULD

HAVE OTHERWISE DIRECTED THEIR OVER-BURDENED RESOURCES TO MEETING

THE INCREASED DEMANDS OF CHILD ABUSE TREATMENT. IF THE FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT RENEGES ON ITS COMMITMENT TO MAINTAIN TRUST FUNDS THAT

HAVE NOW BEEN STARTED IN :7 STATES AND TO ESTABLISH THE REMAINING

TRUST FUNLS, A POWERFUL MESSAGE IS SENT: PREVENTION PROGRAMS ARE

AN "nTTIONAL EXTRA" RATHER THAN CENTRAL TO THE STATES' EFFORTS TO

COMBAT THE GROWING RISE IN CHILD ABUSE.

IN SHORT, WHEN IT COMES TO THE INCREASED NEEDS OF FAMILIES

AND CHILDREN, THE FEDERAL GO:RNMENT CANNOT AND MUST NOT FLINCH

FROM ITS LEADERSHIP ROLE. WE STILL HAVE A VERY LONG WAY TO GO TO

MEET THE CHALLENGES AHEAD AS WE ATTEMPT TO BUILD UPON THESE

FLEDGLING PROGRAMS. THIS HEARING, WHICH HAPPENS TO FALL AT THE

BEGINNING OF CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION MONTH, IS ALSO OUR BEGININING

AS WE FOCUS OUR ATTENTION, CONFRONT THESE ISSUES, AND TAKE

CONCERTED STEPS IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION.
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Chairman OwE Ns. I yield to Mr. Payne for an opening statement.
[Whereupon, due to audio difficulties, Mr. Payne's oral opening

statement was not recorded.]
[The prepared statement of Hon. Donald M. Payne follows:]

1 t I
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Statement on Child Abuse and Crisis Nurseries
The Honorable Donald M. Payne

Mr. Chairman. As you know, the incidence of child abuse has

risen sharply over the past decade. The heinous example of New

York City Attorney Joel Steinberg has made the nation acutely

aware of the pervasiveness of child abuse. And although

awareness is generally heightened, funding for services like

respite care, wnich provides temporarily relief for parents and

other caretakers who are under the stress of unemployment, drug

addiction or any number of other personal problems, remains far

oelow their recommended levels.

Today I am pleased to be here to lend my support for two

bills that I would consider essential to the care and protection

of children who have fallen under the emotional and physical

weight of domestic v.,lence or physical disabilities: the Child

Abuse Challenge Grant Program and the Temporary Child Care for

Handicapped Children and Crisis Nurseries Act.

In the past, we assumed that a greater frequency of child

abuse must be countered proportionally with increase in

treatment and crisis intervention. Most of the federal funds

were used for treatment, and little was left for prevention. We

now believe that prevention is equally important in stopping thin

type of domestic violence. As legislators, we obtain the most

effective tools to assist community leaders in balancing the

scales between treatment and prevention.
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Through continued support for the challenge grant, temporary

child care demonstration projects and crisis nurseries for abused

children, we would be able to provide more resources to state,

local and research facilities designed to improve methods of

preventing child abuse.

More specifically, the challenge grant and crisis nurseries

programs offer us the unique opportunity to further the efforts

begun under P.L.98-473 to assist the children and families

affected by domestic violence. While it not only sends a signal

to the nation that Congress unilaterally intends to take a more

active role in child abuse programs, it also conveys a message of

solidarity by establishing a federal, state and local partnership

designed to improve prevention methodology. More importantl:, it

assures the people most in need of services the chance to receive

quality assistance.

In addition, Congress has another opportunity to expand its

support for state and local agencies' child care initiatives

through the Temporary Care for Handicapped Children Act. This

legislation would provide temporary non-medical care for

children with special needs to alleviate the social, emotional

and financial stress among those children and their families. By

increasing access to programs through an increase of federal

funds, we essentiaily preempt the opportunity for neglect and

abuse,
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-3-

Frankly, Mr. Chairman, I must say that I am ..rased to be a

member of a subcommittee that will be taking the lead during the

101st Congress on issues important to the family It is an issue

that will only grow in importance as America enters the 21st

century. Therefore, you can be assu:ad of my continued support

on this ki,,d of legislation well into the future.

..::
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Chairman OwENs. Our first speaker will be Ms. Betty Stewart,
Associate Commissioner of the Children's Bureau of the Office of
Human Development Services.

STATEMENT OF BETTY STEWART, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER,
CHILDREN'S BUREAU, OFFICE OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
SERVICES.

Ms. STEWART Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
subcommittee.

I am Betty Stewart, Associate Commissioner of the Children's
Bureau. Thank you for this opportunity to discuss our implementa-
tion of the Child Abuse Prevention Challenge Grant Program and
the Temporary CL:ld Care for Handicapped Children and Crisis
Nurseries Act.

Several years ago, some states began to recognize the importance
of funding child abuse prevention activities and creatively estab-
lishing children's trust and prevention funds. By 1984, about
twenty states had establish'' .uch trust funds to support child
abuse prevention activities.

The Challenge Grant Program wt.s enacted by Congress in 1984
to provide an incentive through federal matching funds to chal-
lenge additional states to establish trust funds or other funding
mechanisms, including appropriations, targeted only for child
abuse and neglect prevention activities.

We believe that this program has been successful in achieving its
goal of creating ongoing resources at the state level for child abuse
prevention activities.

In Fiscal Year 1986, thirty-three states received federal Chal-
lenge Grants totaling $4.85 million. In Fiscal Year 1987, forty-four
states were funded, for a total of $5 million.

In Fiscal Year 1988 forty-two statesevery state which applied
for a Challenge Grantreceived an award. The Fiscal Year 1988
grant awards ranged from $4,768 to West Virginia to $956,709 to
California, for a total of $4.787 million.

Federal Challenge Grant funds represent a small percentage of
monies now available for child abuse prevention activities at the
state and local le\ is. Based on state applications submitted in
Fiscal Year 1988, Children's Trust and Prevent;on funds collected
and made available for child abuse and negler,, prevention activi-
ties included an aggregate of approximately $31.3 million in non-
federal funds.

These funds are raised through a variety of methods including
state income tax check-offs; birth certificate surcharges; increased
fees on marriage licenses, divorce filings or death certificates; the
sale of heirloom birth certificates; and state appropriations. Over
one-third of the trust funds also receive direct donations from pri-
vate sources.

Recently, the Department delivered to Congress a report on state
Challenge Grant Program activities for grant awards made in
Fiscal Year 1986. These funds were used by state and local agencies
and organizations for a wide range of child abuse prevention pro-
grams such as community-based programs on parenting, child care
and child development; personal safety training for children; sup-
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port groups and counseling for families at risk; and educational
programs to increase public awareness of child abuse. Examples of
some of these activities include the following.

In California, many counties have established local child abuse
and neglect prevention councils. These councils have conducted cul-
turally sensitive and ethnically appropriate training sessions for
parents, established support groups among at-risk populations and
developed curricula for preschool through elementary school levels.

In Michigan, health care providers have been working with
young mothers in infant care classes and providing child care liter-
ature in prenatal clinics. The Visiting Nurse Association is provid-
ing a group of high risk mothers with intensive, individually de-
signed services and support during a critical time frame in the de-
velopment of the mother/child relationship.

In New York, the Buffalo North American Indian Culture Center
developed a child abuse and neglect prevention program for Buffa-
lo urban Indian families to eliminate barriers which prevent
Indian youth and families from participating in existing communi-
ty services.

In North Carolina, a support program for teen mothers in Hert-
ford County has provided pre- and postnatal care, made referrals
for related services, taught parenting skills to young mothers, fa-
thers and significant others, and coordinated educations: services
to allow teen mothers to remain in school.

In Louisiana, efforts have been made to recruit volunt Hers from
churches, service groups, university students and the rublic for
community programs, and a toll-free 24-hour "Helpline" nas been
established to provide counseling and information to kmilies at
risk before an abusive incident occurs.

In Maine, a ten-week course for primary and secondary school
teachers regarding child abuse and neglect was conducted, with
credits for the course being sanctioned by the state university
system. A six-month public awareness campaign entitled "Child
Abuse and Neglect is a Preventable Problem" was conducted.

In Oklahoma, family life skills and child abuse prevention curric-
ula were coordinated and promoted in public and private schools. A
review of child abuse data was conducted. A resource lending li-
brary was developed. Presentations were made on child abuse pre-
vention to civic and community gi pups and a training conference
on child abuse prevention, intervention and treatment for profes-
sionals was organized.

The Children's Trust Fund of Texas has undertaken a demon-
stration project in three Texas cities to prevent child abuse by ado-
lescent parents. In addition, a public service announcement has
been completed on shaken infant syndrome with distribution sched-
uled for Child Abuse Prevention Month.

In Connecticut, a statewide "Child Awareness in the Schools"
project was developed to help elementary and middle school per-
sennel and parents become more involved in preventing child
abuse and neglect, become more knowledgeable in identifying signs
of child abuse and neglect and become more aware of information
regarding the resources available for families in stress. Training
materials were printed in both English and Spanish.
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This is just a small sample of the hundreds of innovative child
abuse and neglect prevention programs being carried out at the
state and community levels through the State Children's Trust and
Prevention Funds.

In order to encourage coordination among the states and to assist
them in identifying and implementing effective prevention pro-
grams, the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect, NCCAN,
funded a grant to the National Committee for Preventicf. of Child
Abuse National Committee, an internationally recognized leader in
child abuse prevention ai/ ities.

Under this grant, the National Committee provided, by means of
a regular conference call, a forum for states to share information
on cost-effective planning and identification of innovative program-
ming; coordinated an annual conference of Children's Trust and
Prevention administrators; provided technical assistance in devel-
oping effective public awareness campaigns by exchange of bro-
chures, videocassettes and public service announcements that have
proved effective; and conducted an annual survey of Children's
Trust and Prevention Funds administrators to gather information
on the Funds' structure, revenue sources, size and expenditure pat-
terns.

In December 1988 NCCAN convened a national conference in
Washington for Challenge Grant Program grantees which provided
states an opportunity to share information in such areas as teen
parenting programs, parent self-help groups and building commu-
nity networks to prevent child abuse and neglect.

The announcement requesting applications for the Fiscal Year
1989 Challenge Grant Program awards was published in the Feder-
al Register on. March 30. We expect to receive applications from at
least forty-five states this year. We anticipate that almost all states
will have trust funds or other funding mechanisms for child abuse
prevention activities in place by the end of 1990.

We believe this program has been very successful in encouraging
states to establish Children's Trust Funds or other funding mecha-
nisms for child abuse and neglect p:evention activities.

The Challenge Grant Program has accomplished the purpose for
which it was established. For these reasons, the Department did
not request funds for this program in Fiscal Year 1990.

The Temporary Child Care for Handicapped Children and Crisis
Nurseries Act cf 1986 directed the Department of Health and
Human Services to establish demonstration programs to states to
assist private and public agencies and organizations in providing
two types of services: in-home or out-ofhome temporary nonmedi-
cal child care for handicapped' children and children with chronic
or terminal illnesses, and crisis nurseries for abused and neglecte
children, children at risk of abuse and neglect, or children in fami-
lies receiving protective services.

In Fiscal Year 1988, the first year for which funds were appropri-
ated, $4.787 million was available for these two demonstration pro-
grams. Through a competitive award process, 32 grants involving
28 states were funded.

Sixteen states received grants to demonstrate temporary child
care programs for handicapped or chronically ill children and six-
teen states received grants to demonstrate effective crisis nurseries.
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Four states, North Carolina, Florida, Illinois and California, re-ceived grants in both demonstration areas.
The average amount of each grant is $150,000. The grants wereawarded in August and September of 1988 and are in the earlystages of implementation.
Some of the projects funded included the following. The Arkan-

sas project is one that will provide respite care and other services
through existing parent support groups in fifteen rural counties of
Arkansas. Parents will be the respite care providers. Each provider
will be trained and certified by the St. Vincent Medical Infirmary.

The Chronic Illness Respite Care Project, operated by the NewYork State Department of Social Services, is one that will identifyand train respite care providers of minority backgrounds to providerespite care for children with AIDS who live with their own par-ents or with foster care families. A manual will be produced and
disseminated in order to encourage the development of additional
programs in other parts of New York state.

In addition, we have directed resources to provide for networking
and information exchange among these grantees. For example,
North Carolina is facilitating the exchange of information amongall grantees and other sources of expert information on these pro-grams. In this way we hope to enhance the impact of the demon-
stration programs across the states and local communities by pro-viding information about common issues of concern and in compa-rable form. In order to coordinate and share information, we arealso sponsoring a meeting of all of these grantees in late May.

As you know, last year Congress reauthorized the TemporaryChild Care for Handicapped Children and Crisis Nurseries Act forone year and subsequently appropriated $4.94 million dollars forFY 1989. An announcement requesting applications for the FY1989 grants to states will be published in the Federal Register bythe end of this week.
Preference for these grant awards will be given to states that did

not receive grants in FY 1988.
The Secretary currently has the authority to operate temporarychild care and crisis nursery activities under Section 426 of the

Social Security Act. In Fiscal Year 1990 the Secretary will continueto fund similar demonstration projects under the child welfare re-search and demonstration program.
Therefore, the Reagan administration budget did not request the

reauthorization of the Temporary Child Care for Handicapped Chil-
dren and Crisis Nurseries Act in FY 1990. However, an amountequal to the FY 1989 appropriation for temporary child care andcrisis nurseries was added to the Fiscal Year 1990 budget requestfor the child welfare research and demonstration program.Under the Bush administration budget proposals for Fiscal Year1990, the funding for these activities are contained in the resiat.al
freeze category, which includes numerous programs across the gov-ernment.

The freeze is flexible in that it allows for negotiations between
Congress and the administration to determine appropriate fundingpriorities.
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In closing, we appreciate the opportunity to share with you our
view of our successful implementation of these programs. I will be
happy to answer your questions.

[The prepared statement of Betty Stewart follows:]

.drI
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee

I am Betty Stewart, Associate Commissioner of the Cnildren's

Bureau. Tnank you for tnis opportunity t,_, discuss our

implementation of the Child Abuse Prevention Cnallenge Grant

Program and tre Temporary Child Care for Handicapped Cnildien and

Crisis T rseries Act.

Child Abuse Prevention Cnallenge Grants

Several years ago, some States began to recognize the importance of

funding child abuse prevention activities and creatively

establisned Children's Trust and Prevention Funds. By 1984, about

20 States had established such trust funds to support cnild abuse

prevention activities. The Challenge Grant Program was enacted by

Congress in 1984 to provide an incentive through Federal matching

funds to "challenge" additional States to establish trust funds or

ocner funding mecnanisms, including appropriations, targeted only

for cnild abuse and n,glect prevention activities. We believe tnis

program nas been successful in acnieving its goal of creating

ongoing resources at the State level for child abuse prevention

activities.

In FY 1986, 33 States received Federal Challenge Grans totaling

$4.8S million. In FY 1987, 44 States were funded for a total of $5

milli -n. In FY 1988, 12 States, every State which applied for a

Challenge Grant, received an award. The FY 1988 grant awards

ranged from $4,768 (to Wst Virginia) to $956,709 (to California)

for a total of $4,787 million.
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Federal Challenge Grant Funds represent a small percentage of

monies now available for child abuse prevention activities at tne

State and local level. Based on State appl,cations submitted ,n FY

1988, Cnildre:.'s Trust and Prevention Funds collected and made

available for c'illd abuse and neglect prevention activities an

aggregate of approximately $31.3 million in non-Federal funds.

These funds are raised tnrougn a variety of metnods including State

Income tax checK-offs, oirtn certificate surcharges: increased fees

on marriage licenses, divorce filings, or death certificates: tne

sale of heirloom oirth certificates, and State appropriations.

Over one-third of the trust funds also receive direct donations

from private sources.

Recently, the Department delivered to Congress a report on State

Challenge Grant Program activities for grants awards made in

FY 1986. These funds were used by State and local agencies and

organizations for a wide range of child aouse prevention programs

such as community-based programs on parenting, child care, and

child development, personal safety training for children; support

groups and counseling for families at cisK, and educational

programs to Increase public awareness of cnild abuse. Examples of

some of tnese activities Include the following:

r
i.
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o In California, many counties nave establisned local Cnild

Abuse and Neglect Prevention Councils. These Councils

nave conducted culturally sensitivc and ethnically

appropriate training sessions for parents, establisned

support groups among at risk populations, and developed

curricula for pre-school through elementary scnool levels.

o In Michigan, nealtn care providers nave been working with

young motners in infant care classes and providing cnild

care literature in prenatal clinics. The Visiting Nurse

Association is providing a group of nigh -risk motners w.tn

intensive, individually designed services and support

during a critical time-frame in tne development of tne

mother/child relationship.

o In New York, the Buffalo North American Indian Culture

Center developed a child abuse and neglect prevention

program for Buffalo urban Indian families to eliminate

barriers which prevent Indian youtn and families from

participating in existing community services.

o In Nortn Carolina, a support program for teen mothers in

Hertford County nas provided pre- and post-natal care,

made referrals for related services, taught parenting

skills to young motners, fatners and significant others,

and coordinated educational services to allow teen mothers

to remain in scnool.
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o In Louisiana, efforts nave been made to recruit volunteers

from churches, service groups, university students and tne

public for community programs, and a toll-free 24 hour

"Helpline" has been established to provide counseling and

information to families at risk before an abusive incident

occurs.

o In Maine, a 10 week course for primary and secondary school

teacners regarding child anuse and neglect was conducted,

with credits for tne course being sanctioned by the State

university system. A 6 month public awareness campaign

entitled "child Abuse and Neglect is a Preventable Problem"

was conducted.

o In Oklanoma, family life skills and child abuse prevention

curricula were coordinate-. and promoted in public and private

scnools. A review of cnild abuse data was conducted: a

resource lending library was developed, presentations were

made on child aouse prevention to civic and community groups:

and a training conference on cnild anuse prevention,

intervention and treatment for professionals was organized.

o The Children's Trust Fund 01 Texas nas undertaken a

demonstration protect in tnree Texas cities to prevent cnild

anuse by adolescent parents. In addition, a public service

announcement nas neen completed on shaken infant syndrome

with distribution suneduled for Child Abuse Prevention Month.

r
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o In Connecticut, a statewide "Cnild Awareness in the Schools

Project" was developed to nelp elementary and middle scnool

personnel and parents become more involved in preventing

cnild aouse and neglect, become more Knowledgeable in

identifying signs of cnild abuse and neglect, and become

more aware of information regarding tne resources availanle

for families in stress. Training materials were printed in

ootn Englisn and Spanisn.

Tnis is gust a small sample of tne hundreds of innovative cnild

souse and neglect prevention programs Hein_ carried out at the

State and community level tnrougn the State Children's Trust and

Prevention Funds.

In order to encourage coordination among tne States and to assist

tnem in identifying and implementing effective prevention

programs, tne National Center on Cnild Abuse and Neglect (NCCAN)

funded a grant to tne National Committee for Prevention of Cnild

Abuse (National Committee), an internationally recounized leader

in child abuse prevention activities. ',rider this grant, the

National Committee --

o provided ny means of a regular conference call, a forum for

States to snare information on cost effective planning and

identification of innovative programming

C,
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o coordinated an annual conference of Children's Trust and

Prevention Fund administrators,

o provided tecnnical assistance in de/eloping effective

public awareness campaigns by excnange of brochures,

videocassettes, and public service announcements tnat nave

proved effective and

o conducted an annual survey of Cnildren's Trust and

Prevention Funds administrators to gather information on

the Funds' structure, revenue sources, size, and

expenditure patterns.

In December 1988, NCCAN convened a National Conference in

Wasnington for Cnallenge Grant Program grantees which provided

States ar opportunity to snare information in such areas as teen

parenting programs, parent self nelp groups and building community

networxs to prevent child abuse and neglect.

Tne announcement rezuesting applications for tne FY 1989 Cnallenge

Grant Program awards was published In tne Federal Register on

March 30. We expect to receive applications from , least 45

States this year. We anticipate tnat almost all States will nave

trust funds or otner funding mecnanisms for child abuse prevention

activities in place by tne end of 1990.
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We believe this program has been very successful in encouraging

States to establisn Chlidren's Trust Funds or other funding

mechanisms for cnild abuse and neglect prevention activities. The

Challenge Grant Program nas accomplished the purpose for wnicn it

was established. Far these reasons, the Department did not

request funds for this program in FY 1990.

Respite Care/Crisis Nurseries

Tne Temporary Cnild Care for Handicapped Cnildren and Crisis

Nurseries Act of 1986 directed tne Department of Health and Human

Services to establish demonstration programs to States to assist

private and public agencies and organizations in providing two

types of seLv,ces

o in-ncrme or out-of-home temporary non-nedical cnild care for

nandicapped cnildren and cnildren witn cnron.c lr terminal

illnesses; and

o crisis nurseries for abused and neglected cnildren,

cnildren at risk of abuse and neglect, or cnildren in

families receiving protective services.
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In FY 1988, tn, first year for wnich funds were appropriated,

$4.787 million as available for these two demonstration

programs. ',hrough a competitive award process, 32 grants

involving 28 States were funded. Sixteen States received gr._ s

to demonstrate temporary child care programs for handicapped ,,r

chronically ill cnildren. Sixteen States received glan24 to

demonstrate effective crisis nurseries. Four State; (NOrtn

Carolina, Florida, Illinois and California) received grants in

ootn demonstration areas. The average amount of eacn grant is

$150,000. The grants were awarded in August and September of 1988

and ate in tne early stages of implementation. Some of the

projects funded include tne following:

o The Onio Department of Human Services pro,ect will extend

an e sting weekend crisis nursery program to a 24 hour,

7 day a week program. In addition, a State-wide needs

assessment and resource invent_ry will be conducted to

deteswsne now the different counties are dealing with

respite care and crisis nurseries and to determine wnere

gaps in service exist.

o Tc, AricansaS project will provide respite care and otner

servic.:'S through existing "parent support groups" in 13

rural counties. Parents will be tne respite care

provi4,,rs. Eacn provider will oe trained and certified ny

tne St. Vincent Medical Infirmary.

r
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o Tne `Chronic Illness Respite are Project" is being

operated by the New York State Department of Social

Services. This project will identify and train respite

care providers from minority backgrounds to provide respite

care for children with AIDS who live with ttleir own parents

or with foster care families. A manual will be produced to

encourage the development of additional programs in other

parts of the State.

o The Massacnusetts Department of Social Services in Boston

is forming the "Child Care AIDS Network" to pilot

family-based, temporary child care for children with AIDS.

Under this project, foster families will oe organized into

a formal, statewide child cart exchange netw rk. Training

and support groups, case management, and medical and social

service consultation and referral will be provided.

o The California Department of Social Services is using funds

to expand the "Cnildren's ARK" (Assistance and Relief for

Kids) program to include respite care. This infant and

child development program provides a range of child

development services for drug-exposed newborns and their

families.
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In addition we nave directed resources to provide networking and

information exchange among grantees. For example, North Carolina

is facilitating tne exchange of information among grantees and

other sovrces of expert information. In this way we nope to

enhance the impact of tne demonstration programs across the States

and local communities ny providing information aoout common issues

of concern in a comparable form.

In order to coordinate and snare information among jrantees, we

will also sponsor a meeting of all grantees in late May.

As you Know, last year Congress reauthorized the Temporary Child

Care for Handicapped Children and Crisis Nurseries Act for one

year and sucsequently appropriated $4.94 million for FY 1989. An

announcement requesting applications for FY 1989 grants to States

will be published in the Federal Register by the end of this

week. Preference for these grant awards will be given to States

that did not receive grants in FY 1988.

The Secretary currently has the authority to operate temporary

child care and crisis nurseries activities under Section 426 of

the Social Security Act. In FY 1990, the Secretary will continue

to fund similar demonstration projects under the child welfare

researcn and demonstration program.

-10-
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Therefore, tne Reagan Administration oudget did not request the

reauthorization of the Temporary Child Care for Handicapped

Children and Crisis Nurseries Act in FY 1990. However, an amount

equal to the FY 1989 appropriation or Temporary Child Care and

Crisis Nurseries was added to the FY 1990 oudget request for tie

child welfare research and demonstration program.

Under the Bush Administration Budget proposals for FY 1990, tne

funding for these activities are contained in the residual freeze

category, which includes numerous programs across tne government.

The freeze is flexible in that it allows for negotiations oetween

Congress and the Administration to determine appropriate funding

priorities.

In closing, we appreciate the opportunity to share with you our

view of tne Department's successful implementation of these

programs. I would be nappy to answer your questions.

0 k °
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Chairman OWENS. Thank you, Ms. Stewart. We have been joined
by two additional colleagues, Mr. Jontz and Mr. Smith I wonder if
Mr. Jontz or Mr. Smith would like to m .ke an opening statement
before we begin?

Mr. JONTZ. Mr. Chairman, I have no opening statement to make.
I do want to submit for the record a letter from the Honorable
Evan Bayh, Governor of the State of Indiana, with regard to fund-
ing for Challenge Grants for child abuse prevention, and if it would
be appropriate to insert that into the record at this time, I would
like to do that and express my appreciation of the leadership of the
governor of our state on this important issue and my agreement
with the opinions he is expressing in this letter

Chairman OWENS. Without objection, the letter will be entered
into the record.

{The material to be supplied follows:]

r
tl
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OFFICE OF TEE GOVERNOR
INDIABAPOLVI. INDULNA 441110114797

ITAX DAVI
00111110i

April 5, 1989

The Ron6rable Jim fonts
1039 Longrorth Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Jim:

Recently, I became aware that the proposed federal budget
eliminated funding for challenge grants for child abuse
prevention. : want to share with you a few alarming
'statistics. Indiana has seen an increase in the number of child
abuse and neglect oases through recent years. In 1988, there
were a total of 30,763 reported oases while in 1981 there were

only 22,844. What is espeoially frightening about these
statistics is that the number of abuse cases has nearly doubled
over this same period. In 1981, there were a total of 8,249
abuse oases while in 1988 thre were 16,023.

With these statistics in mind, I urge you to support the
retention of these funds in the federal budget. They are
essential to programs that will help prevent ohild abuse and
assist Its victims, both in Indiana and the nation. To allow

this assault upon our future is unconscionable. We must all

commit ourselves to ensuring that this nation's abused and
neglected children receive the assistance they deserve.

Sincerely,

SE:JED:gib

Evan Bayh 140°61111.1b
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Chairman OWENS. Mr. Smith?
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have a short statement

to make. I want to begin by expressing my apologies for being late.
I am going to have to be in and out because Congressman Miller,

who I guess was here earlier, has chosen today at 10:30 to organize
the Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families, of which I
am a member, so I am going to have to go and do that and then
hopefully be back to hear this.

I would only say that the Children's Trust Fund in Vermont has
made a significant difference in the life of families in our state, as
it touches not only children who are subject to problems of abuse
but also this largely, until recently, undiscussed or unspoken prob-
lem of respite care and all associated services.

It is a problem that I have been working on politically and per-
sonally since I was a member of our state senate, which is, God
forbid, almost ten years ago. I attach - -I think it is one of those
little programs that has made an enormous difference in the lives
of individuals who struggle vrith problems that they did not choose
for themselves and struggle to live lives that are whole.

So I attach great significance and real human importance to the
deliberations of this subcommittee today as it relates to the Chal-
lenge Grants of the Trust and the respite care issues.

Chairman OWENS. Thank you. Ms. Stewart, I think your testimo-
ny illustrates how effective the program has been in stimulating
activity within the states.

It is a very tiny amount of money. You can't find it in the
budget. It is so tiny that we wonder why attention was focused on
it as one area that we should cut.

You speak of absorbing this small but critical amount of money
into Section 426 of the Social Security Act.

Ms. STEWART. Could I make a
Chairman OWENS. Yes.
Ms. STEWART. The money I was talking about in terms of 426 is

the Crisis Nurseries money--
Chairman OWENS. That is the respite care. The other amount

you just want to cut out completely. That will get absorbed any-
where, the money for the Challenge Grants.

The language of Congress was that they wanted to establish and
maintainthe federal government would have a role in establish-
ing those Challenge Grant programs and maintaining them.

We certainly succeeded with a very small amount of money in
stimulating a lot of activity. The total amount of activity, I think
your testimony said, adds up to about $33 million?

Mr. SMITH. Thirty-one point something.
Chairman OWENS. Thirty one million dollars. That isn't even a

million dollars per state. Of course, there are some statesI said
forty-seven and the correct number, I think, is that forty-four have
participated in the program up to now. For the present fiscal year
only forty-two are involved, but as many as forty-four out of the
fifty, have participated which is a plus. Some have participated to a
very small degree and a very small amount of activity is going on.If you take all fifty, you have less than a million dollars that has
been generated from the program to date in all fifty states.

What is the great rush to stop the successful program?

97-966 0 - 89 - 2
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Ms. STEWART. Well, I will just repeat and maybe elaborate a
little bit on what I said earlier.

We feel that the program has been successful. States that had
initially established Children's Trust Funds even before the federal
funding was available have maintained those funds.

We have an additional state, the state of Arkansas, who has a
trust fund and as of this year now has enough money in that fund
that they will be applying for grants this year.

We have two additional states that have legislation pending, I be-
lieve Colorado and Mississippi. We have a third state, Wyoming,
which expects to introduce legislation in their next session of Con-
gress, so that states have taken advantage of this encouragement
to continue.

The other thing is that the amount of money that is coming from
state and private sources is much, much greater than what is
coming from the federal government. I think that we have
viewednot to say that we don't think prevention is very impor-
tant, because we have a major focus on prevention activities
through our National Center on Child Abuse discretionary funding
program, but we feel that this particular program has served its
intent and for that reason we do not recommend its continuation.

As I said earlier, this is a part of the flexible-
Chairman OWENS. The fact that the amount of money which is

now in the program is much greater than the federal contribution,
that is nothing new. Programs in education, programs in health
sod human services operate that way all the time.

Is there any evidencedid you do any kind of evaluation or do
any kind of study or were there statements made or did governors
indicate that for some reason this was differentif the federal
stimulus was not there they would automatically keep going?

How do we know that if the federal stimulus is not there we
won't lose some of the programs that we have?

Ms. STEWART. Well, I don't know thatwe certainly have no in-
dication that I know from any governor or any state that if this
money is not available that these programs will stop. Many of
these programs are now established

Chairman OWENS. Do you have any indication from any of them
that they don't need the money anymore? Did anybody say that we
would like to see the federal government withdraw its tiny contri-
bution?

Ms. STEWART. That has never happened, as far as I know, for any
federal program.

Chairman OWENS. So the administration has decided to do this
just on the basis of the great need to save money?

Ms. STEWART. We have decided to do this on the basis that we
feel the program has fulfilled its purpose, funds are established,
funding mechanisms are in place through the collection of money
from birth certificates and other kinds of activities. That is the
reason.

Chairman OWENS. On the second part of the consideration today,
the respite care, you propose to move it under Section 426. What is
under Section 426 already? What kinds of programs are being
funded there already?

r,
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Ms. STEWART. The basic prog ams that are funded under 426 are
a Child Welfare Discretionary separate amount which is specifical-
ly targeted toward child welfare training.

That includes areas such as foster care, family-based services,
residential care and other areas that have to do with general child
welfare programs.

Chairman OWENS. What is the total budget now before you add
this research training and demonstration projects under Section
426? What budget amount?

Ms. STEWART. For 1990?
Chairman OwENs. Yes, what is your currentwhat is your 1989

budget?
Ms. STEWART. I am not sure I can give you that, but I will be

glad to provide it.
Chairman OWENS. Do you know it for 1990?
[No response]
Chairman OWENS. You don't know it for either year?
Ms. STEWART. I don't want toI'm not sure. Excuse me just a

moment.
It is $13 million.
Chairman OWENS. You have $13 million in that Section already?
Ms. STEWART. That is correct.
Chairman OWENS. Which funds a variety of programs you just

indicated? i
Ms. STEM '.RT. That is correct.
Chairman OWENS. What guarantee do we have that there will be

funding beyond this year for the respite care nrograms? If we put
them under there the secretary has discretio l. What guarantees
will there be that the same or mere money will be spent on this
very critical area?

Ms. STEWART. The same funds that are available this year have
been added to the 426 budget specifically for this program. We areexpecting to publish a "Federal Register" announcement within
the next week for the next amount of funding, so that we have
every intention to continue funding this program at least at thesame level.

Chairman OWENS. If you only put the same amount of money in
there, that is already cut. You are not taking that first into consid-
eration at a time when the need is galloping forward and we have
every indication that the need is far greater now than every before.
Eighteen states do not fund any respite temporary care assistance
at this point, yet you are cutting it by just putting the amount of
money in the general 426 area of funding that we had before.

You don't recognize the fact that there is an increased need?
Ms. STEWART. Our understanding is that these programs are set

up to be demonstration, to provide us with information, to provide
states and other communities with information about what worksin these kinds of programs, what is the most effective, how to es-tablish them, really to develop models that can be spread through-
out the cou :y.

The funding of the first round of grants was for seventeen
months, because that was the total length that we could fund them
because of the way the funding was set up.

r
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We realize that these are programs that require some time and
our intention would be to continue funding the ones that we cur-
rently have if they are succeeding in their efforts, so that we would
over the long run be funding these programs for a period of thirty-
four months.

In addition, with the next round of grants we would also want to
do the same thing, so that at the end of three years we are going to
have probably something like sixty-four demonstrations split be-
tween these two areas that will have a life of three years, that will
be funded at least in the range of $150 or more, and I think that
that is going to provide not just us at the federal level, but states
and communities with substantive information about these pro-
grams.

Chairman OWENS. Well, states are very hard-pressed to just take
care of the treatment of child abuse, with the great increase of ob-
vious cases, and also many states are having tremendous budget
trouble.

You don't feel that we are sort of abandoning the process which
is really the least expensive approach to this problem, we would
hope: prevention, the prevention sector of the problem.

Ms. STEWART. I am sorry, I don't-
Chairman OWENS. You say that once the demonstration projects

have gotten off the ground you feel there is no more federal obliga-
tion -)r. participation?

Ms. STEWART. No, I didn't say--what I intended to say is that
this Act set these programs up as a demonstration. We are very
committed to this program. I think that we are doing everything
and will continue to administer this program in a way that is going
to maximize its effectiveness, not just for the individual programs
but for others around the country who are looking toward these
demonstrations for information and assistance.

Chairman OWENS. Have you done any studies or evaluations of
what the impact of the programs has been since 1983?

Ms. STEWART. Well, this programwe have just funded our first
round of grants and they have had about seven months. They are
just getting underway. We will learn more at the meeting we are
having for all of these grantees in May.

The grantees are required by the law to provide the secretary
with information on their programs. One of the things that we will
be doing at the May meeting, with the help of our North Carolina
grant, is to develop some common data sets from each of the grant-
ees so that we can collect information that will be the same
throughout all of these grants and thus give us more information.

I thinkfrom my own knowledge as a practitioner in the past, I
think that the respite care and crisis nurseries programs have
pretty much been grass roots kind of programs, many of which
grew up out of the mental health field and other kinds of areas.

I don t know how much actual research information we have at
this point about the extent to which these programs are effective in
reducing child abuse. I don't think that we know that.

Certainly from an anefdotal perspective we know that these
kinds of programs have great potential to relieve pressures on par-
ents who may themselves be in crisis under the strain and there-
fore it says to them, you know, we accept that you have a difficult
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job and you need help. They can receive this help without it being
devastating to them and really supporting them.

Chairman OWENS. Thank you. Mr. Payne?
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I, too, must apologize. At

10:30 I was asked to sit in on the Committee on Hunger to listen to
some testimony that is going to be taken. Shortly after that I willreturn here.

Although I think you certainly asked the appropriate questions,it just seems to me to be a step in the wrong direction.
As has been indicated, states are having tremendous problemsbalancing their budgetsmost states in the union, including mystate of New Jersey, which for the last five or six years has had a

tremendous surplus because of economic development and so forth,this year has a tremendous deficit.
For programs like this, it is to be expected that the states would

pick up more and more of the costs, I think, that is neither realis-
tic nor reasonable, especially in light of the fact that the federal
government is even talking about tapping into resources that state
governments usually use as funding sources, such as federal tax ongasoline, as an example.

That has been the purviews of the states, where they have con-tinually raised taxes on gasoline in order to balance their local
budgets. Now the federal government is looking into dipping into
that, yet still we are asking states to take more and more responsi-bility.

There is a growing number of children with AIDS. In someurban areas, as high as five percent of the births are to parentswho are IV drug users. To see us turning our backs on the peoplewho most need this assistance, even if it is for demonstration pro-
grams, to me it seems that the federal government would be look-ing for ways of providing permanent funding for programs in thisimportant and critical area.

It appalls me that the use of the jargon of flexible freeze, where
you find some programs being cut as much as 46 percent because of
the manner in which funding comes about, I just think it is a hoaxon the American public It is a sin to turn our backs on so many
people who are voiceless and who really need the assistance.I know that you are not the person who sets the budget. There isno question about that. You just happen to be the one here.

Chairman OWENS. Thank you, Mr. Payne. Mr. Jontz?
Mr. Jorrrz. I do have some questions, Mr. Chairman, but I wouldlike to yield to Mr. Smith from Vermont, because he does have an-other obligation, and I would defer to his time situation.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you. I will be uncharacteristically brief.You won the raffle.
Ms. STEWART. I won the raffle?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, that's what w' say in Vermont when you get tobe the one to bring the bad news.
(Laughter]
Mr. SMITH. I think, you know, there are two issues. Not to getinto a debate with my colleagues on tht panel, but the issue of

whether or not the federal government has been more or less suc-cessful at balancing its budget or has a bigger of a smaller problem
than even the state of New Jersey, where we have a good Republi-

L./ s
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can governor, or the state of New York, where we have a Demo-
cratic governor, I think is one that reasonable people could at least
spend a lot of time talking about.

We have got a heck of a problem here and our responsibility is to
try to figure out how to make the most sense out of it.

What I am interested in is that at some point in the future we
may as a matter of legislative intent say that we want to change
this program and turn it into an ongoing federal program to sup-
port the twowe are talking about two different bills hereand
change the nature of the Challenge Grant Program to an ongoing
support program. I think that is something that I would support.

In the meantime you are in the difficult position of having to
come and argue what was legislative intent and we are in the posi-
tion of saying we think this is working, and while we are dissemi-
nating good practices around the country we are also serving
people.

The state of VermontI like the match, I like the challenge, I
like the trust. The state of Vermont is outperforming, you know. If
we funded this bill more we would get a whole lot more money in
Vermont and I suspect the other participating states are in the
same situation.

Our state share is way aboveor, I will put it differently. Our
federal share is way below where it would be if this thing were
funded even the way we had hoped it would be.

From my point of view this is a time in which, as we make what
are difficult budget decisions, I think we need to at least maintain
and, if we can, increase the commitment to a historically just dra-
matically, tragically underserved subset of the population.

I have one particular question about respite care. Is your office
aware of a state initiative program in Michigan through which the
parents of disabled children are, in fact, simply given money, be-
cause they have a disabled child, for respite care?

The state of Michigan apparently has recognized that the cheap-
est, most cost-effective way to help iwnilies with disabled children
cr young children with significant problems or disabilities is to
simply give them a drawing account which they can use within an
annual cycle to either purchase or in other ways provide respite
services.

Have you heard anything about that?
Ms. STEWART. I am not personally familiar with that. I will be

glad to check with some of my staff to see if they know more about
it. It is not anything I have heard of.

Would this include all children in the state who have disabil-
ities?

Mr. SMITH. It is my understanding, and it is cheap and, in fact,
the argument of, I think it is, Governor Blanchard's officehe is
on your team, isn't heis that his name? I think it is Governor
Blanchard.

Anyway, the argument from the state government in Michigan
that I have understood is that it is far and away the cheapest and
most effective way to go and that they are very excited.

I think it may, ju. t from the point of view of trying to move the
ball down the field a little bitit is something you ought to have
someone in your office check on, because if I got it wrong I need to
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hear that and if I don't have it wrong I think it is something thatthe world ought to know about.
Beyond that piece of information, I would appreciate hearingfrom you and I think the committeeif there are models out therethat are working, we need to know about them.
I will rest with my initial statement. One final question. Is thereany other programhow do I want to put this? Medicaid reform

gave people who were means tested in, or Medicaid eligible, subsi-dysome coveragefor respite care.
Is there any other coverage at the federal level other than thisbill for people who are not Medicaid eligible, or people who areIviedicaid eligible? I mean, what other kinds of programs do wehave for respite care?
Ms. STEWART. There may well be other health-related programs.I think the difference in the program is that it is more chronically

ill or children with handicaps. It is not a medically oriented pro-gram, so that I think there may well be programs that I am notdirectly familiar with that are related to health needs and respite
care or some kind of care that also meets their health and physicalneeds.

Mr. SMITH. I may be alone in this, and I am a newcomer here,Mr. Chairman, but I find again and again that wher we are tryingto think about a comprehensive set of services the one place that itdoesn't come together is around the child; in other words, the par-ents of the child don't know what is available.
I guess I am believing that if I don't know what is available com-prehensively at the federal level, or what we believe is available,

what we are trying to make available, whether it is on the medicalside or the social side, how in the world is a parent of a child goingto know what is available?
If there is any way to get to the staffs just some overview of thedifferent bits and pieces. I run into this with older Americans all

the time. I think it would be very helpful.
Ms. STEWART. I think that one of the major issues of legislationthat has impacted particularly on the young child is the EducationAct for Handicapped Children, which is very much geared towardproviding a comprehensive approach with very strong parent in-volvement, meeting the needs of these youngsters as it relates totheir educational needs.
Mr. SMITH. Well, I think we all know that law pretty well. Thatdoesn't get at what I am asking about.
Ms. STEWART. I understand that, but it does provide for a com-prehensive perspective.
Mr. SMITH. Right. If there is some way without breaking theback of your office that we could have some sense of what the dif-ferent pieces are in the federal pie that together get at the questionof respite care and abuse for children, it might help us, rather thancontinually debating, you know, a straw here and a sliver thereand the elephant's tail here. Let's try to get the whole beast assem-bled and see what it looks like. It might help us.
Anyway, thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will try to getback here.
Chairman OWENS. Mr. Jontz?
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Mr. JONTZ. Thank you very much. Ms. Stewart, I want to read to
you just a little bit from the federal statute that I know you are
very familiar with.

"The Congress finds that disturbing increases have occurred in
recent years in the numbers of younger Americans who are abused.
Given the increased demand for treatment and crisis intervention
in child abuse id neglect cases, federal funds distributed to the
states are most often used for treatment and little is left for pre-
vention.

"Since 1980 some states have begun to recognize the critical
needs for prevention efforts and trust funds are being established
to allow states to pay for child abuse and neglect prevention activi-
ties.

"In recognition of the increased cases of child abuse and neglect,
other states have established significant funds for child abuse and
neglect prevention activities through direct appropriations and the
nation cannot afford to ignore the importance of preventing child
abuse."

Do you think all of those statements are true today?
Ms. STEWART. I don'tI mean, I don't find them to be inaccurate
Mr. JONTZ. You think those are accurate conclusions? You would

agree with those statements which I just read to you? Would you?
Ms. STEWART. I don't disagree with them.
Mr. thmrrz. Then you agree with them?
Ms. STEWART. I would.
Mr. JONTZ. Fine. Well, as you know, this is from Section 402 of

Title IV of Public Law 98-473, which is the section of law with
regard to the findings that Congress made in establishing the Chal-
lenge Grant Program.

If I understand your testimony, you say you believe that the find-
ings which Congress made in 1984 which were the underpinnings
of the Challenge Grant Program are now just as true in 1988 as
they were in 1984, when the Congress put these words into law.

Now, let me read you another section from this particular law,
Section B.

"It is the purpose of Sections 402 to 409 by providing for federal
challenge grants to encourage states to establish and maintain
trust funds or other funding mechanisms, including appropriations
to support child abuse and neglect prevention activities."

Your testimony used the word "establish" on numerous occa-
sions. Your testimony never used the word "maintain."

Why is that?
Ms. STEWART. As I responded to a question earlier, not only have

the great majority of the states established Children's Trust Funds,
all of those states that have established such funds have main-
tained them during this period, including the twenty or so states
that already had funds prior to the passage of the legislation.

Mr. JoNTz. Well, it seems to me that the word "maintain" envi-
sions some ongoing concern about an effort to continue mecha-
nisms that have been established.

I question whether at this point in 1989 the purpose for which
this law was established has really been fulfilled, seeing as how we
do have a long way to go in most of these programs and it seems to
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me the need to maintain the programs is just as great today as
what it was in 1984.

Do you think the need to maintain the programs has diminished
in any way?

Ms. STEWART. I think that many of the states have set up their
mechanisms so that they can maintain the programs through vari
ous kinds of collections in the states.

Mr. Jorrrz. Well, you know, I really think that what you have
presented to us today is a very poor rationale for terminating the
Challenge Grant Program, because in fact all of the conditions that
the Congress found true in 1984 in establishing this program are
just as true today, and the need to maintain the programs and to
establish them in some cases where they have not been established
is just. as great today.

I really find it quite appalling that with the need so great we
would have a witness from the administraion come forward and
Eggest that this program, of such modest size, be terminated.

Your experience in dealing with child abuse at the community
level may be much larger than mine. I was co-author of Indiana's
child abuse law. We are celebrating our tenth anniversary of that
law this week. i have seen a great deal of improvement in the re-
sponse by our state and our local communities to the problem of
child abuse, but I also knowand, again, your experience may be
much la- r that, taine and perhaps it contradicts my experience
that .,urces that are now available at the local level are far
smai. -a what the need is.

I ca._ ik of a very recent case where I was in a small town in
my district and had the opportunity to visit with some nurses who
were providing care for a child. They shared with me their frustra-
tions that the federal government was willing to pay for the medi-
cal care that they provided on an vagoing basis to this child, but
that when they left the house the conditions in the household were
so volatile and the rarents were so poorly equipped to meet the
needs of the child that they feared abuse and neglect was occur-
ring. Theca .aas nothing in this small rural community no serv-
ices available-4o provide any help to those parents from a preven-
tion standroint.

I am sure this same experience is replicated throughout our
country. It is not just in the rural, remote communities where an
absence of resources exists. It is in communities of all sizes, I be-
lieve.

Whatever money the federal government can spare for this pur-
pose seems to me to be coney very well spent, and what'6 more it
seems to me that there is some cymbolic purpose in addition to the
actual resources that are provided that this particular program ful-
fills, because I would like to think that the federal government at
least recognizes the problem and at least is willing to say, we want
to do something to continue a commitment to addressing these
very important needs.

I am very discouraged by 4-he sense of priorities that I see here in
Washington. My constituents at home don't understand this. They
don't understand, and I realize again that vou are not responsible
for the parameters of the budget overall, but the people at home
don't understand why, with the problems of child abuse they see in
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our local communities, our nation can send billions of dollars
around the world and we can spend $4 biiiion a year on Star Wars,
and we have these critical needs here at home and we are saying,
well, the states are taking care of this problem and so we are going
to get out of providing an.stance.

I hope thatI appreciate the position you are in. As Mr Smith
said, you won the lottery to come today to make thi., testimony. I
hope you can relay bark to the people you deal with in OMB or
wherever it is that this message you have brought to us today
really is not very well received, because it seems so out of place
with the priorities that we hear from people at home as to where
they think our federal tax dollars should be spent.

I am a little bit ashamed, if you will, to be eAgaged in this dia-
logue, because I am sure that you see the need there and 1 don't
mean to be trying to convince you of the need, because I am sure
that you understand it much better than I.

I simply hope that we can get the message back to whoever it is
that put together this outlandish set of budget priorities that some-
thing is wrong when we have to terminate such a modest program
where the needs are so large.

I apologize, Mr. Chairman, for going on at some length, but I do
feel very strongly about the need to work in partnership with fed-
eral, state and privs_ce sectors in addressing this very, very vast
problem which is not getting smaller, but rather is L.. tting larger
in spite of our efforts. Surely it would be hard to find a better use
for a tax dollar than to prevent child abuse and neglect.

I appreciate the patience of the chairman for my comments this
morning.

Chairman OWENS. The gentlerna-'s remarks very much need to
be placed on the record.

I think it is also in the line of that same comment that it is im-
portant to note the fact that mechanism 5 for funding of these trust
funds from one state to another are quite different and in many of
them quite uncertain.

Louisiana almost lost its funding for its Challenge Grant Trust
Fund. New York has a situation where each year it has to vote on
it, and given the fact that there is a budget squeeze this year it is
not certain that the funds that have to be appropriated at the state
level will be appropriated, or the mechanisms used to collect the
money will be allowed only for this purpose.

If you remove the federal incentive, the federal stimulus, as tiny
as it is, you are likely to have more difficulty in getting the state
shares on a continuous, ongoing basis.

I would like to just clarify one question I asked before. If you
don't have the information now, we would like for you to submit it
in writing.

Since 1983 you have funded some grants in other programs, in
other places within HHS. Grants have been made related to respite
care. We win ld be interested to know what kind of evaluation or
reviews have been done on those programs.

I also would like to close with a general question. That is, there
has been a 36 percent increase in child abuse and neglect fatalities
between 1985 and 1988. Much of this is attributable to the great
increase in drug abuse.
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With this kind of escalating increase in child fatalitiesdeaths
does the administration have any kind of response? Is it concerned
at all about its role, the federal government's role, in what is an
obvious problem?

Ms. STEWART. We certainly are very much concerned about child
deaths. The actual number of children estimated that we know
from the states who died of child abuse last year, I think, was
about 1,200 children, which represents a small but significant in
terms of the lives of the children increase in the past year.

We have been looking at this with researchers in the field and
others within the National Center at ways in which we can better
understand how to predict the kind of adult behavior that will lead
to child deaths. There is really not very much information on this.

We are also looking with researchers and other people from CDC
at ways in which we can have better protocols to, in fact, make
better determinations, because there is a general feeling that there
may be more children who die as a result of abuse but at medical
examination their death is determined to be because of the actual
physical injury that they suffered.

So there is a lot of work that needs to be done in this area, both
in relationship to the responsibilities of the National Center on
Child Abuse and others who are very concerned about this whole
issue.

Chairman OWENS. Thank you. We will submit some additional
questions in writing concerning these two very important pro-
grams.

We want to thank you for appearing.
MS. STEWART. Thank you.
Chairman OWENS. Our next panel consists of Mr. Phillip Strick-

land, the founder and immediate past Chair of the Texas Chil-
dren's Trust Fund; and Ms. Deborah Daro, D.S.W., Director of the
National Center on Child Abuse and Prevention Research, Chicago,
Illinois.

Mr. Strickland, you may begin.

STATEMENTS OF PHILLIP STRICKLAND, FOUfIDER AND IMMEDI-
ATE PAST CHAIR, TEXAS CHILDREN'S TRU:- ;' FUND; AND DEBO-
RAH DARO, D.S.W., DIRECTOR, NATIONAL CENTER ON CHILD
ABUSE AND PREVENTION RESEARCH.

Mr. STRICKLAND. Mr. Chairman, I am delighted that I have the
pleasure of having won the lottery on the other side of this issue,
for earlier this week I was testifying to a Sena, committee in
Texas on a highly controversial issue, and it is nice to be before a
committee that is obviously very sensitive to this issue, an issue
which I think basically should be considered a noncontroversial
and certainly a nonpartisan issue.

I am Phil Strickland. I was the first Chair of .he Children's
Trust Fund of Texas. I was one of the organizers of that Children's
Trust Fund.

I have with me Ms. Janie Fields, who is presently the Director of
the Children's Trust Fund of Texas, who can help us with any
questions that you might have.
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I bring to ycu the perspective of one children's trust fund and a
word about what the Challenge Grant money has enabled us to do
in that one particular state.

Some of the people who will be before you today will urge you
not only to reauthorize the Challenge Grant Program but also to
increase the ceiling to $7 million to meet the required 25 percent
match.

The recommendation which I want to suggest to you this morn-
ing is different from that. It is that the grant be reauthorized and
that funding be authorized to $15 million in order to provide a 50/
50 match to the eligible state expenditures for trust funds.

I make that suggestion for three reasons, because, number one,
these funds deal with one of the most fundamental problems that
we are facing in our society today. Second, these funds enable us to
have a significant impact on child abuse prevention. Third, these
funds provide a huge return on the investment, both economicaily
and in the prevention of pain and suffering by our children.

These funds do, indeed, deal with one of the most fundamental
problems that we face in our society. What will life be like, for ex-
ami:e, for our children in the year 2000? Do the signs point to chil-
dren who are growing up happy and content and well cared for and
challenged and the product of got' education and good parenting?

Will they grow up in a child-oriented society which is concerned
about the mental, physical and spiritual health of our children and
which is dedicated to producing healthy children?

Or do the signs point elsewhere? Do they point to large numbers
of children who live in intense poverty, receive marginal educa-
tions and go home to abusive families?

In 1986 by the accounting standards of HHS approximal
1,584,700 children were confirmed by protective services in the var-
ious states as being abused or neglected. That, as you know, is the
tip of the iceberg.

A large percentage of abuse cases are never reported. If you take
just the confirmed cases and project that over the next ten years it
will mean nearly 16,000,000 cases of abuse in this country, even
without figuring any increase in the rate of abuse That rate, how-
ever, has increased from 9.8 children per thousand in 1980 to 16.3
children per thousand in 1986, a 66 percent increase.

The cost is very high. First and foremost, and we can't forget
this, it is primarily high in the lives of children who suffer immedi-
ate physical pain and often a lifetime of emotional pain as a result
of the abuse.

The societal cost of such abuse is also enormously high. Accord-
ing to a recent report prepared by the Texas Department of Mental
Health and Mental Retardation and the Texas Departi.ient of
Human Services, 50 percent of abused children show poor school
performance, 50 percent show low self-esteem, 33 percent chronic
health problems, 20 percent experience learning disorders, 10 per-
cent become self- destructive.

Sixty-five percent of the inmates in the Texas Department of
Corrections were abused as children. Sixty to eighty percent of the
adult drug or alcohol abusers in that system were abused and 90
percent of the murderers came from ab ;isive families.
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Abuse causes poor school performance and dropouts. Ninety per-
cent of Texas prison inmates are school dropouts. The state also
makes a huge investment in simply trying to protect abused chil-
dren. Funding for child protective services in Texas is currently ap-
proximately $90 million a year.

Even with that kind of investment, we are still critically short of
case workers and are dealing primarily only with priority one and
priority two children in that particular system.

TI-3 research is very clear and very clearly substantiates the in-
disputable connection between child abuse and all kinds of other
social problems. The cost of failing to attend to the needs of our
children is E n enormous cost. The cost of treating our failures in
inundating us.

Our prisons are overflowing. Drug crimes engulf us. Our mental
hospitals are underequipped to handle the need. Our public health
services are taxed beyond their capacities. Child abuse outraces our
ability to respond and social services programs reel from overload.

We are investing huge amounts of money to treat our problems.
We are investh ; very little to prevent them.

Second, the funding which you have provided enables us to have
a significant impact on child abuse prevention in Texas. Simply
put, I suggest to you that we are talking here, not only in Texas
but across our nation, about a program that is working.

In Texas most of our funds go into local programs. We are limit-ed to ten percent of our funds for both administration and for
broad statewide initiatives. Texas has now received two years of
matching funds, $155,000 the first year and $196,000 the secondyear.

Some of the second year funds have not yet been obligated. In
spite of that, the federal challenge funds have enabled us to do the
following:

One, to develop a public awareness plan. We have been able to
develop a creative strategic plan to accomplish the goals for a
public awareness campaign. This campaign includes a public serv-
ice announcement on the dangers of shaking an infant, which
many of you saw as you came in because it was being played on the
monitc Ninety of those PSAs have been distributed and will begin
to run in Texas in the next couple of weeks.

An eleven-minute slide presentation will soon be avpilable for
use by council members and others to increase public awareness re-
garding child abuse and neglect and what a community can do to
help.

Incidentally, we are also currently in negotiation with Boy
Scouts in the Houston area, talking to them about the possibility of
an interaction with their child abuse prevention efforts, utilizing
both the resources of the Children's Trust Fund and the Boy Scouts
of America in that area and utilizing specifically the Challenge
Grant money to do so.

We have distributed press kits on child abuse all over the state.
A sixteen-page definitive brochure on approaches to preventing
ch;' I abuse and neglect has been prepared for distribution. A child
development poster which provides information to parents on child
development and immunization schedule as supported by the
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American Pediatrics Society has been developed for distribution to
parents as they leave the hospital.

The Children's Trust Fund of Texas has also developed a demon-
stration project utilizing the Community of Caring curriculum de-
veloped by the Kennedy Foundation. This is another avenue in
which we have sought to leverage, as we speak, the funding which
you have provided for us. A child abuse and neglect module for
that curriculum was developed and completed by the Kennedy
Foundation and the Yale Child Studies Center. Pilot projects are
now being done in two cities in Texas. Other pilot projects will soon
begin.

We have done professional forums with the fun 1s that you have
provided. Two professional forums have been held, bringing togeth-
er national experts from across the country. The first of these
forums looked at the issue of teaching life skills to children. The
second looked at personal safety and adolescent parenting pro-
grams.

Thirty professionals attended each forum, those professionals
from across the country, and the proceedings of those forums are
going to be helpful to us in two -vays. First, they will provide us
and other human services agencies and professionals with research-
based evidence on which programs are most effective in preventing
child abuse and neglect. Second, these forums are going to help us
to establish effective minimum standards for programs which are
funded by the Texas Children's Trust Fund.

We have done technical assistance in evaluation and monitoring
with the utilization of your federal funds. We have been able to
expand our evaluation process.

We are basically doing evaluation currently in three ways. Every
program in Texas is internally evaluat 3d. Seconci, we have a gener-
al evaluation '.)f all of the programs Third, we have emphasis-relat-
ed evaluations being done on groups of programs such as those
which deal with hispanic children and those which deal wit.' teen-
age parents.

The funds have also enabled us to provide broad technical assist-
ance to communities across the state that need help in developing
their own child abuse prevention programs, many of which did not
receive any actual funding for those programs from the Children's
Trust Fund. In other words, we have become in Texas an enormous
resource to communities all over the state for how they can, in
turn, establish their own child abuse prevention programs.

In a nutshell, you are enabling us to increase enormously the ef-
fectiveness of our Children's Trust Fund programs beyond the
32,500 families and the 153,000 children which we served last year.

Incidentally, we also have relied heavily on approximately 52,000
hours a year of volunteer time that is being given through the
trust fund programs in the state of Texas.

Your federal Challenge Grant money has also allowed us to do
some polling on child discipline attitudes which will give us valua-
ble information regarding how to assist families in understanding
effective discipline which does not harm the child.

These funds, Mr. Chairman, provide a huge return on the invest-
ment the federal government is making. In light of the impact that
child abuse has on our society, I want to suggest to you that $15

46
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million is a minimum investment which the federal government
should be making in trying to present this massive problem.

! am suggesting that this Congress should put into child abuse
prevention in this session approximately the same amount it has
budgeted this year for Senate stationery, that we spend as much
preventing child abuse as we put into the military budget for the
1990 Goodwill Games, that cleaning up the abuse of our children is
worth as much money as we set aside in the EPA budget for clean-
ing leaking underground storage. This is at lea. as important as
one SH-50 helicopter or one Super Stallion helicopter.

Few investments are ultimately more important in this country
than investing in the lives of our children. Few investments in the
lives of our children are paying higher ultimate dividends than in-
vestments in child abuse related programs through the Children's
Trust Funds across this nation.

I urge you not only to reauthorize the Child Abuse Prevention
Federal Challenge Grants Act and to do as the initial legislation
suggested to maintain these programs, but to consider doubling the
match level to 50 percent and to funding it accordingly.

[The prepared statement of Philip Strickland follows:]
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I

TESTIMONY REGARDING REAUTHORIZATION OF THE CHILD ABUSE
PREVENTION FEDERAL CHALLENGE GRANTS ACT -- 1198-473

before the House Subcommittee on Select Education

Thursday, April 6, 1989

Phil Strickland

I appreciate the opportunity to testify before you toda;

regarding the reauthorization of challenge grants for

Children's Trust Funds. I am Phil Strickland, director of

the Texas Baptist Christian Life Commission. I was also the

first chair of the Children's Trust Fund of Texas, and I also

chair a broad coalition of approximately 50 organizations in

Texas known as the CARE Coalition, which addresses child

abuse prevention and treatment issues. I bring to you the

perspective of one Children's Trust Fund and a word about

what the challenge grant money has enabled us to do in one

particular state. You will have other witnesses today who

will be able to bring to you a more generic view of the

impact of the federal challenge grants on trust funds in

general.

Some who will come before you today will urge you

not only to reauthorize the challenge grant program, but also

to increase the :ailing to S7 million to meet the required 25

percent match. The recommendation which I am going to

suggest to you is different: It is that the grant be

rea.thorized and that funding be increased to approximately

$15 million in order to provide a 50-50 match to the eligible
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state expenditures for trust funds. I make that suggestihn

because 1) these funds deal with one of the most fundamental

problems that we are facing in our society 2) these funds

enable us to have a significant impact on child abuse

prevention and 3) these funds provide a huge return on the

investment, both economically and in the prevention of pain

and suffering by our children.

1. These funds deal with one of the most fundamental

problems that we face in our society. What will life be

for our children in the years to come? Do the signs

point to children who are growing up happy, content, well

cared for, challenged, the products of good education and

good parenting? Will they grow up in a child-oriented

society which is concerned about the mental, physical and

spiritual health of our children and which is dedicated

to produce healthy children?

Or do the signs point elsewhere? Do they point to large

numbers of children who live in intense poverty, receive

marginal education and go home to abusive families?

In 1986, by the accounting standards of HHS,

approximately 1,584,700 children were confirmed by

protective services in the various states as being abused

or neglected. That, in turn, is the tip of the iceberg.
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A large percentage of abuse cases are never reported.

If you just take the confirmed cases and project that

over the next ten years, it will mean nearly 16 million

cases of abuse in this country, even without figuring any

increase in the rate of abuse. That rate, however, has

increased from 9.8 children per thousand in 1980 to 16.3

children per thousand in 1986, a 66 percent increase.

The cost is high. First and foremost, it is hilts in the

lives of children who suffer immediate physical pain and

often a lifetime of emotional pain as a result of the

abuse. But the social cost of such abuse is also

enormously high. According to a recent report by the

Texas Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation

and the Texas Department of Human Services,

-- 50 percent of abused children show poor school

performance

-- 50 percent show low self-esteem

-- 33 percent experience chronic health problems

-- 70 percent experience learning disorders

-- 10 percent become self-destructive

r
l 't..)
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Sixty-five percent of the inmates in the Texas Department

of Corrections were abused as children. Sixty to eighty

percent of the adult drug or alcohol abusers were abused,

apd ninety percent of the murderers come from abusive

families. Abuse causes poor school performance and

dropouts. Ninety percent of Texas prison inmates are

school dropouts (Children: Choices and Changes, Hogg

Foundation for Mental Health, Austin, Texas, 1988, page

70).

Recent studies of the patients who are in psychiatric

hospitals or psychiatric clinics and community health

centers indicate that nearly one-half give histories of

varying degrees of neglect or abuse in their early lives.

The state also makes a huge investment in simply trying

to protect abused children. Funding for child protective

services in Texas is currently approximately $90

million per year. Even with that investment, we are

still critically short of caseworkers.

One needs only read the 1987 Massachusetts Committee for

Children and Youth Report Preventing Child Abuse; A

Resource for Policvmakers and Advocates, to find the

research which clearly substantiates the indisputable
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connection between child abuse and a myriad of other

social problems. The cost of failing to attend to the

needs of our children is enormous. The cost of treating

our failures is inundating us. Our prisons are

overflowing, drug crimes engulf us, our mental hospitals

are underequipped to handle the need, our public health

services are taxed beyond their capacities, child abuse

outraces our ability to respond, and social services

programs reel from overload.

We are investing huge amounts of morey to treat our

problems. We are investing little to prevent them.

2. The funding wh ch you have provided enables us to

have a significant impact on child abuse prevention in

Texas. Simply put, we are talking here about a program

that works. In Texas, the legislature has developed such

confidence in this program that it is now looking for

other ways to provide additional funds to the program.

Children's Trust Fund programs are working.

In 7 as, most of our funds have to go into local

programs. We are limited to ten percent of our funds

for both administration and for broad, statewide

initiatives. Texas has now received two years of

matching funds, $155,000 the first year and $196,000 the

r
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second year. Some of the second-year funds have not

yet been obligated. In spite of that, the faderal

challenge funds have enabled us to do the following:

1) Develop a public awareness plan. We have been able to

develop a creative, strategic plan to accomplish the

goals of a public awareness campaign. This campaign

includes a public service announcement on the dangers of

shaking an infart. How many of you were aware that

shaking a very young infant can cause serious physical

harm? Ninety PSAs nave been distributed and will begin

to run in Texas in the next couple of weeks.

An eleven-minute slide presentation will soon be

available for use by Council members and others to

increase public awareness regarding child abuse and

neglect and what a community can do to help.

Five hundred press kits have been distributed.

A 16 -page definitive brochure on approaches to preventing

child abuse and neglect has been prepared for

distribution over the state.

A child development poster which provides information to

parents on child development and an immunization schedule
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as supported by the American Pediatrics Society haq been

developed for distribution to parents as they leave the

hospital.

2) Adolescent parenting. The Children's Trus Fund of

Texas has developed a demonstration project utilizing the

Community of Caring curriculum developed by the Kennedy

Foundation. A child abuse and neglect mod le for that

curriculum was developed and completed by the Kennedy

Foundation and the Yale Child Studies Center. Pilot

projects are now being done in two cities in Texas.

Other pilot projects will soon begin.

3) Professional forums have been conducted with these

funds. Two professional forums have been held bringing

together national experts from across the country. The

first of these forums looked at the issue of teaching

life skills to childre., the second looked at personal

safety and adolescent parenting programs. Thirty

professionals attended each forum, and the proceedings of

those forums will be published. The forums will be

helpful is two ways. First, they will provide the

Children's Trust Fund and other human services agencies

and professionals with research-based evidence on which

programs are most effective in pre,enting child abuse and

neglect. Second, they will enable us to establish
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effective minimum standards for programs funded by the

Children's Trust Fund.

4) Tecti;iral assistance, _valuation and monitoring have

also been erhanced by she utilization of these funds. We

'lave i2en ,ble to expand our evaluation process, with

general v,aluations being done of all CTF programs aid

specific evaluations being done of groups of pr,irams

such as those which deal with Hispanic children and those

which deal with teenage parents. The funds have also

enabled us to provide technical assistance in communities

acreL.s the state that need help in developing their cwn

child abuse prevention programs, many if not most of

which receive no actual funding from the Children's Trust

Fund. In other words, you are e .51ing us to increase

,normously the effectiveness of our Children's Trust Fund

programs beyond the 32,482 families and the 153,313

childrei which we sLrved last year. The child abuse

expertise of the Children's Trust Fund is being shared

with numerous groups across the state which, in turn, are

implementing their own prevention programs.

5) Polling on child discipline attitudes is also being

done utilizing the challenge grant funds. This polling

will give us valuable information regarding how to assist

families in understanding effective discipline which does

r
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not harm the k ild.

3. These funds provide a huge return on investment, both

economically and in the prevention of pain and suffering

for our children.

In light of the impact that child at..ise has on our

society, i suggest that S15 million 7s a minumum

investment the federal government should be making in

trying to prevent this massive problem. I am suggesting

that this Congress put into child abuse prevention in

this session approximately the same amount it has

budgeted this year for Senate stationery; that we spend

as much preventing child abuse as we put into the

military budget for the 1990 Good Will Games; that

i:leaning up the abuse of our children is worth as much

money as we set aside in the EPA budget for cleaning

leaking underground storage. This is at least as

important as one SH-60 helicopter for the Navy or

one "Super Stallion" helicopter for the Marines.

Few investments are ultimately more important in this country

than investing in the lives of our children. Few investments

in the lives of our children are paying higher ultimate

dividends than investments in child abuse related programs

through the Children's Trust Funds across this nation. I
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urge you not only to reauthorize the Child Abuse Prevention

Federal Challenge Grants Act but to consider doubling the

match level to 50 percent and funding it accordingly.
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Chairman OW ENS. Thank you. Ms. Daro?
Ms. DARO. Thank you very much. I want to thank the committee

for holding this hearing and for giving me an opportunity to ad-
dress them this morning.

I found the comments made this morning already very refrosh-
ing. You are all excellent advocates for prevention. I think it is en-
couraging that I can sit in the audience and I don't know party af-
filiation without a score card. It says to me .liat children are be-
coming a real unifying force in Congress and I am excited about
that.

For the past two years it has been my privilege '..o really work
with the Trust Funds and I have come to respect both the staff of
the Trust Funds for their unique and very important focus on pre-
vention as well as the role each of those funds play in developing
strong prevention networks within their state.

I want to talk briefly this morning about three things. I want to
talk about the growth of these funds and what it has meant for the
kinds of prevention programs that are now available in communi-
ties around this country. I want to talk about the federal Challenge
Grants and what it has really meant in furthering the goal of pre-
vention, and finally the importance of sustaining a federal role at
this time.

As you know, since 1980 funds have been established in forty-
seven states. Twenty-eight of these states have passed it in the last
five years. Approximately $21 million was spent last year to sup-
port 1,200 programs around the country. They represent the con-
tinuum of prevention services, and that i-. -ery important to keep
in mind.

There is no one prevention program out there. There is no one
program that is g rig to solve the problem of child abuse. What we
need is a great deal of diversity and a great deal of flexibility as we
look to each community and decide what exactly would you need in
your area to prevent child abuse.

The Trust Fun allow that kind of diversity to happen and to
grow. In addition to expanding that program diversity, the Trust
Funds have also contributed significantly to our knowledge base
about what works with prevention.

Prevention is hard to prove. It is probably one of the most diffi-
cult issues we face and I face as a researcher. One of the things
that is encouraging about the Trust Funds is that it really gives us
a natural experiment, if you will. Those 1,200 programs are out
there and the Trust Fund administrators want to know what is the
most effective program with what kinds of people.

It moves us further. It helps our planning process. We are not
just shooting in the dark, if you will, but we are building on some
credible evidence about what kinds of nrograms work best with
what kinds of families.

Second, there are questions about how the Challenge Grant
money has been used. Some have said, well, are we just putting it
into a big pot of money and is it getting absorbed with all the other
state efforts?

I think there are at least two unique ways in which these Chal-
lenge Grants have furthered the Trust Fund growth and develop-
me. t.
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About 50 percent of the states, as we look at how they spend the
Challenge Grant monies, do in fact use that money to augment
their existing direct service application program. In other words,
they are able to provide more services to more people along the
lines they had hoped to be able to do that.

It is important to keep that in mind because so many of the
funds just simply don't have the resources to fund all of the needs
they are able to identify, so the federal Challenge Grants are really
making services available to more people than would otherwise be
possible.

Second, the other 50 percent of the funds have really pushed
beyond their initial parameters. You have given the funds an op-
portunity to grow in a unique way, a way that simply wouldn't be
possible if there wasn't a federal presence.

Some states have used the money to develop new service initia-
tives, to try to move in an area where their state maybe hadn't
been as comfortable moving in before there was federal money
available.

Others have been able to develop greater public awareness ef-
forts simply to let members of their state and members of the com-
munity know more about the Trust Funds as well as about preven-
tion in general, and finally, as Phil was saying, in the state of
Texas, to really further the advancement of the field, to hold
forums, to begin to push our knowledge further along than we had
been able to to date.

For me, most importantly, the federal challenge grant money has
been used to really enhance management and efficiency in the op-
erations of the Trust Funds. Again, as Texas and many other states
have, they have strong ceilings on what can be used for administra-
tive costs. That means that there is not as much money for moni-
toring, for tracking, for training providers al, the state might ideal-
ly like.

The fact that the federal money is there means that these are
the best programs possible that are being delivered for prevention
today. I think that bodes well. When states have looked at how
many of their programs are still around after they are no longer
able to fund them, they find retention rates of 80 to 85 percent of
these programs.

As someone who has evaluated federal demonstration programs
for most of my professional life, I can tell you that that kind of re-
tention rate doesn't exist in a program that is simply funded and
supported with federal funds. When a program is invested at the
local level and the state level, those programs are around for years
to come.

So you have done such a good job that some people are saying,
well, maybe you don't need to do ar thing more. Well, clearly I dis-
agree with that, and I think from what I have heard this morning
you all disagree with it also.

I would like to point out three reasons why I think the federal
Challenge Grant should be continued, and I would underscore
Phil's suggestion that they be expanded.

First, thv Trust Funds, while growingthe resources available
for expansion are still woefully inadequate. The funds report to us
that they are able to fund no more than 50 percent of the applica-

r
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tions that they receive. In some states that funding rate is as low
as eight percent.

It is not that these are bad programs. It is simply that they don't
have the resources available to support the innovative ideas that
people in the field are coming to them with. Filling this unmet
need, I think, requires both state initiatives as well as federal ini-
tiatives.

Second, I think the Challenge Grant model, my mind, the way
one would want the federal government to work. Child abuse is a
local issue. The particulars of how to prevent child abuse most cer-
tainly need to be designed at the local level, but providing leader-
ship and resources to see that states move in that direction is clear-
ly a federal responsibility.

For a very small investment the federal government is able to
see growth in an area that I think everyone would agree is most
necessary.

The Challenge Grants offer more than financial independence.
They tk .1 people, public corporations, state legislatures simply that
it is important to focus on prevention. It is important to offer these
services. It models a leverage of funding, if you will, that many of
the Trust Funds have taken to heart and do in their own communi-
ties.

Th' re are partnerships between Trust Funds and educational in-
stitutions, Trust Funds and health care prc ziders, between Trust
Funds and corporations. That kind of modeling is exactly the sort
of thing we like to see happen and continue.

I think ending the federal support at this point would endanger
that kind of leveraging from continuing and would be particularly
herd felt among tie Trust Funds that are new and have relatively
few resources.

Finally, the Challenge Grants help states sustain a focus on pre-
vention and that is most unique. As many of the members talked
about this morning, the state of child welfare is a sad state today.
Child abuse reports are up. Child abuse fatalities are up five per-
centthirty-six percent since 1985.

We are extraordinarily concerned about that. The demands of
current victims will always tug at our heart strings. It is very hard
to turn your back on an abused child, an abandoned child, but if
we are going to make effective progress we really need to begin to
look to prevention, and that is where the Challenge Grants really
do send a message, that prevention is important. It says t) the fiela
that if we are not doing prevention we are missing the boat in a
very important way. Elimination of the Challenge Program or a re-
duction in its scope might well convey a message to local and state
legislators that prevention is no longer a credible to confront child
abuse.

Forty-five percent of the resources the Trust Funds have come
from state appropriations, so although the private sector is certain-
ly doing its role, we need state legislatures to continue to vote for
the message of prevention.

If we were to take a position of eliminating the Challenge
Grants, we might well endanger our capacity to make any signifi-
cant headway in reducing child abuse and neglect in the coming
decade.
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In man: respects child abuse follows the pattern of a disease. If
left unattended, even minor disorders can mushroom into serious
disorders with serious, sometimes fatal, consequences.

Certainly prevention is difficult. I have talked about the difficul-
ty of measuring prevention. It is almost difficult, as some would
say, to do goodthe limits of benevolence, as one author oncewrote.

Despite these very real problems, the course is one that must be
pursued by both the state and federal levels. Intervening after achild has suffered is simply too late for that child, for that child's
family or for a society that cares about its future.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Deborah Daro follows:]
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Children's Trust and Prevention Funds:
The Importance of Sustaining Fede:"1 Incentives

OVERVIEW

The Children's Trust and Prevention Funds are state level

governmental organizations which establish permanent funding

mechanisms for child abuse prevention programs at a community

level. Formed by state legislation, these funds create an

opportunity for local communities to assume responsibility for

the prevention of child abuse by providing needed expertise and

funding. In many states, these funds represent a significant

source of f-nding for those programs providing primary and

secondary prevention services.

Since 1986, these state initiatives also have been supported

through the Child Abuse Prevention Federal Challenge Grant (PL

98-473) which provides for up to a 25% match for the prevention

monies collected by the state. The purpose of this funding, as

stipulated in the legislation, is "to encourage states to

establish and maintain trust funds or other funding mechanisms

including appropriations to support child abuse and neglect

prevention activities." Over the past three years, the Federal

Challenge Grants have served this purpose as demonstrated by the

growth and expansion of trust and prevention funds nationwide.

1
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The purpose of this written testimony is to provide an overview

of this developmental process, to highlight the current scope and

activities of these funds, and to outline the contribution trust

and prevention funds offer the broader field of child abL.:^

prevention research. The final section addresses the major

challenges the trust funds face in the coming decade and the need

for continued Federal leadersnip in this area.

BACKGROUND AND STRUCTURE

The idea of a Children's Trust Fund was conceived in the

late 1970's by Dr. Ray Heifer, a pediatrician nationally

recognized in the field of child abuse. Dr. Helfer designed the

funds as a way of securing support for prevention efforts in an

era of diminishing governmental budgets and increased scrutiny of

public responsibilities. Since 1980, advocates for child abuse

pr tion have established trust and prevention funds in 47

states. Twenty-eight of these funds have been enacted in the

past five years (e.g. 1984 - 1988).1

The majority of Children's Trust and Prevention Funds

incorporate innovative funding models utilizing a variety of

public and private sources. The most common public sources

in.Aude appropriations, state income tax check-offs, increased

fees on marriage licenses, birth certificate surcharges,

increased cost of divorce filings, increased fees on death

certificates, and the opportunity to design and develop heirloom

birth certificates for sale. In addition to these mechanisms,

2
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over one-third of the funds receive direct donations from private

sources.

The governing boards of the trust and prevention funds are

intended to create public-private partnerships within the states

they serve. Board members generally include representatives from

those governmental agencies working to prevent child abuse and

neglect such es education, social services, mental health, law

enforcement, and criminal justice. In addition, private citizens

are appointed by the governor and legislative leadership of the

state. The responsibilities of the boards vary from state to

state, including either or both advisory or administrative

duties.

In addition to supporting the expansion of local child abuse

prevention se-vice systems, the funds have created net

opportunities for applied research. Formal program evaluations

are requested fror. the grantees by the majority of fund

administrators. At present, over three-quarters of the fully

funded and operating trust and prevention funds are actively

engaged 'n program evaluation activities. In some instances, the

findings from these efforts are used to guide future funding

decisions or to identify specific areas which programs need to

strengthen in order to eAhance outcomes. Beyond this immediate

use, these evaluative efforts offer a critical resource to the

broader child abuse prevention community. By documenting the

utility and limitations o" multiple prevention strategies, the

truat and prevention fund!' offer the field a much needed
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experimental laboratory for highlighting successful client level

strategies as well as modeling potential systemic changes.

CURRENT FUNDING LEVELS AND ACTIVITIES

For the past twc years, the National Committee for

Prevention of Child Abuse (NCPCA) has facilitated communication

among trust and prevention fund administrators through annual

surveys of their efforts and ongoing conference calls. The most

recent survey was conducted in September, 1988. All trust and

prevention fund administrators were sent a mail questionnaire

soliciting information regarding their fund's structure, revenue

sources, size and expenditure patterns. Follow-up telephone

contacts with all respondents were le to maximize the response

rate.

At the time of the 1988 survey, four of the 46 authorized

funds had not yet .aisLl revenves and an adaitional three had not

yet distributed any resources.2 Forty-two of the state

administrators surveyed provided the majority of the revenue and

expenditure information requested. However, only a small number

of administrators (12) were able to :onsistently document the

number of service units provided or the number of individuals

served as a result of fund activities.

Collectively, the Children's Trust and Preve.tion Funds

raised over $27 million in FY 1988 through a variety of funding

mechanisms. This figure represents a 17% increase over the

documented FY 1987 revenue levels and is significantly larger

than the 3% increase in reports of child abuse noted during the

4
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same period.3 Almost 45% of these prevention dollars are

generated through direct appropriations from state legislatures;

20% of the dollars are generated by surcharges on existing filing

fees such as birth certificates and marriage licenses; and 15% of

the dollars are generated through income tax check-off systems.

The balance of funding (21%) is obtained through other sources

such as private donations or interest income. Of the 42 states

covered in the sl vey, only 14 utilize a single funding source,

most commonly direct appropriations or an income tax check off.

The majority of the funds rely upon multiple funding sources, a

strategy viewed as offering greater opportunity for expanded

revenues and for insuring that the viability of the fund is not

threatened through a sudden disruption in a given reven, 3 source.

A to,a1 of 39 trust fund administrators provided detailed

expenditure data. Based on these data, over $21 million was

allocated in FY 1988 to support more than 1,200 programs, over

20% more programs than were funded the previous yew.. The

distribution of these programs by prevention service category is

as follows;

28% are parenting educat'^n programs, over 40% of which

directly target teens.

21% are fife skills training for children and young

adults, three-quarters of which provide child assault

prevention instructions to children and one-quarter of

which provide interpersonal skills training or pre-

parenting training for teens.

5
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12% are support programs for new parents.

8% are public information and educational programs

8% are services for abused and neglected children.

7% are self-help groups and other neighborhood support

programs.

4% are crisis intervention services including telephone

hot lines, respite care programs, and crisis

counseling.

4% are public awareness campaigns, including the

development of public service announcements.

8% are other types of prevention services including day

care, program evaluation, and community development

efforts.

In additicn to state funds, the Federal Challenge Grants

distributed almost $4.8 million to 43 states in 1988, a slight

decline from the 1987 distribution levels. These grants ranged

from a high of over $956,000 to California to a low of less than

$5,000 to West Virginia. Approximately 50% of the states

receiving these funds have used these resources to augment their

existing direct service grants program. In these cases, federal

funds have allowed states to provide more services in a greater

number of communities than would have been possible with merely

state-raised revenues. The remaining recipients utilized the

federal funding to establish new direct service initiatives, to

enhance their public awareness efforts, or to improve their

planning and management activities. Specifically, Federal

6
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Challenge Grant monies have been used to support the production

of public service announcements; the development and

dissemination of parenting materials; the conduct of special

interest forums to explore new prevention options; and the

establishment of state -wide child abuse prevention networks.

Many trust fund administrators also have relied upon federal

support to provide the necessary resources for monitoring and

facilitating the exchange of information among their grantees and

for conducting comprehensive program evaluations. This approach

has been parti_ularly critical in states which place strict

ceilings on the percentage of funding which may be used for

administrative purposes. In short, federal support has allowed

local funds not only to expand their direct service opportunities

but also to explore innovative program and management

opportunities.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE BROADER RESEARCH COMMUNITY

Child abuse trust and prevention funds offer each community

in this country a tangible revenue source for expanding primary

and secondary prevention efforts. Beyond this critical local

function, however, the funds serve as an excellent resource for

the broader research community. In addition to expanding

services, the funds offer a unique opportunity to contribute to

our collective wisdom on how best to prevent child abuse.

Since their initiation, the trust and prevention funds have

incorporated research and evaluation efforts into their one ,.ng

operations. The primary users of these efforts include state

7
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planning units, city or county level plannirg wits, prevention

service providers, and the general child abuse prevention field.

Each of these users have different informational needs. State

and local service planners are in the bu.liness of allocating

scare resources among competing users. For them, the critical

question is what program models offer th. best opportunity to

prevent child maltreatment. The choices may be among programs

targetin7 the same client population or service objectives, such

as group-based versus home visitor parenting programs, or among

programs traveling very different prevention paths, such as

parenting programs ve-sus child assaul4- prevention instructions.

To assist planners in making these choices, evaluative data is

most useful when it assesses program performance in terms of a

common set of outcome measures.

In contrast, providers are more interested 2n knowing that

their efforts are successful and that the procedures they are

following adhere to prevailing notions of "best practice." The

outcome variables identified in studies designed for specific

service providers reflect the attitudes or behaviors a given

program has targeted for change. Such evaluations ere generally

less concerned with comparing a program's performance in terms of

the success achieved by other types of programs. These

evaluative efforts also place special emphasis on documenting the

service delivery process in order to deter"ine the extent to

which an individual client's experiences parallel what providers

8
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believe to be the most effective method for engaging and working

with at risk families.

Finally, the broader child abuse prevention field has need

for a wide range of programmatic and evaluative inrormation.

Like local am state program planners, the prevention community

is eager to learn which programs significantly reduce the level

of risk for abuse or neglect. Of particular importance 's the

identification of programs which can easily be replicates across

the country. Prcgrams which are successful but which are linked

to a unique set of qualifying conditions are of less utility to

the prevention field than they are to ,..he specific communities in

which they operate.

Beyond these program specific issues, the trust and

prevention funds can contribute to the field's collective

knowledge in at least three additional ways. First, these

efforts can identify evaluation strategies which effectively

utilize various administrative data sources. In determining

immediate and longer term impacts of prevention services, client

progress can be monitored not only through direct Loilow-up

'-sessments with families but also by tracking clients through

existing data sources maintained by state and local health,

education and welfare departments. Because each trust and

prevention fund is located within their state's bureaucracy, fund

administrators generally have better ac sss to these data than

programs located outside this structure. Second, the trust and

prevention funds can encourage their grantees to test the

9
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appropriateness of a wide range of standardized assessment tools

for child abuse prevention programs. In those cases where

accurate measures of program outcomes are not available, the

funds offer the research community an opportunity to work with

practitioners in developing useful and reliable alternatives

Fially, trust and prevent' funds which operate an active

nvaluation component can c trate for the field how evaluative

data can be eff(:ctively integrated into prevention program

planning. Such data can be used in determining future funding

priorities or program guidelines zq well as in quiaing the

replication of promising strategies throughout a state.

The identifica ion of promising 1-evention strategies, the

development of more appropriate assessment measu-t, and the

identification of key fac s to consider when replicating a

program are among the contributions research funded by the trust

and prevention funds offer the field in re -eral. Further, this

research can serve as a catalyst in identifying changes within

broader welfare, health, and educational systems such that these

inst tutional forces strengthen their contribution to the overall

child abuse prevention service continuum.

Accomplishing this research mission under evrrert fiscal

const dints is a major challenge. Two fa:tors are key to the

ability of funds to meet this challenge: 1) determining clear,

measurable objectives which will govern all funding decisions;

and 2) enha sing the capacity of individual grantees to assess

their performance. 'Mile contracting with research or program

10
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evaluation specialists will offer most states much needed access

to expert input into the evaluation process, continued reliance

on these experts will significantly reduce the funds available

for direct services. Such experts are best used on a

transitional basis for the development of new assessment measures

and more complex, multi-program evaluation designs. Ideally

ma4ntenance of these systems should gradually be transferred to

the trust and prevention fund staff. Success lies not in the

development of separate program and research agendas but rather

in the integration of these two fields such that each is

regularly informed and shaped by the other. The Children's Trust

and Prevention Funds offer an excellent opportInity to realize

this objective, particularly if present federal assistance and

leadership in this area continues.

FUTURE CHALLENGES

As the trust and prevention fund administrators face the

coming decade, they must overcome at least three challenges in

sustaining tt growth and singular commitment to prevention.

First, resources, while growing, remain woefully in?dequate in

most states. Each year, trust and prevention fund administrators

are unable to support thousands of qualified programs in their

respective states due to a lack of adequate resources. States

are generally able to fund no more than 50% of the requests they

,-eceive. In lome states, this figure is as low as 8%. Filling

these unmet service needs will require not only expanded local

initiatives but also sustained federal support. Because the

11
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average trust and prevention fund grant is less than $25,000,

even small revenue increases can have notable impacts on

available service levels.

Second, responsibility for raising the revenues necessary

for effective child abuse prevention cannot lie solely with the

trust and prevention funds. Child abuse prevention is a tall

order and one which will require
a diversified public and private

revenue source. Following the model of incentive fundire7

implicit in the federal challenge grants, local trust and

prevention funds have expanded their influence by using their

limited funds to leverage
additional revenues from local health

and education agencies as well as corporate leaders. Trust funds

have been successful in securing
a greater emphasis on prevention

from local hospital administrators,
school superintend2nts, and

public health care providers.
Further, corporate support has

played a key role in establishing
effective public-private

partnerships in a number of states. ContinuFcion of the

challenge grants serves as a vital role model for states to

fcllow in identifying creative
revenue enhancem-7:t measures.

Finally, sustaining a unique focus on prevention in light of

a growing number of serious child abuse cases is problematic.

All things being equal, the practical and emotional demands of

present victims will always exceed the more amorphous b't more

rational appeal of prevention. Child welfare agencies in this

country face increasing number of reports with fixed or declining

revenues. Nationwide, more than 2.2 nillion child abuse reports

12
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were filed in 1988, a figure which translates into over 250

reports every hour. For the past tiltee years, over three

children a day have been identified as fatal victims of

maltreatment. Unfortunately, increasing reports and child

fatalities have not resulted in increased revenues for child

protective services. In 1988, only 12 states received increases

in their child welfare budgets and the majority of these funds

merely provided for cost of living increases. Such stable or

declining revenues have meant fewer workers, larger caseloads and

fewer services for the victims of maltreatment.4

While the opportunities for success and cost savings are

significantly greater through prevention than treatment avenues,

the painful realities of having too few services for present

victims endangers the ability of trust funds to continue their

emphasis on prevention.5 It is in this respect that the federal

challenge grant program offers its most significant contribution.

Over and above the dollars provided to the states, the challenge

grant legislation signals clear suppert for prevention among our

nation's leadership. Elimination of tnis program or a reduction

in its scope might well convey the message to local anu state

legislators that prevent'on is no longer a credible way to

confront the child abuse problem. Unfortunately, such a position

would endanger our capacity to make any significant headway in

reducing child ab'se and neglect rites. In many respects, child

abuse follows a developmenta' pattern not unlike that of a

disease. Left untreated even minor symptoms and discomfort can

13
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mushroom into serious, even fatal disorders. Child abuse will

not be reduced by defining away its existence. It will be

effectively t=da,:ed onli through a system of early interventions

which help parents before they develop abusive and neglectful

behaviors. Certainly prevention has its difficulties -- the

potential stigma associated with being classified as "at risk",

the difficulty in measuring impacts, and the general difficulty

of doing good or the limits of benevolence. Despite these very

real problems, the course is one which must be pursued at both

the state and federal levels. Intervening after a child has

suffered is simply too late for the child, for the family and for

a society which values its fiture.
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Chairman OWENS. Thank you both.
M. Strickland, I understand you have a plane to catch, so why

don't I just ask you a couple of questions first.
We have the odd phenomenon he-e that an investment has been

made that is paying great dividends, and so they want to withdraw
the investment. People don't behave that way anywhere else except
in this administration.

You have a very successful program and I congratulate you on
your enthusiasm and thoroughness in your Presentation, but cer-
tainly your enthusiasm, I'm sure, went into the program and is
part of the reason you have such a successful program ;-1 Texas.

What would be the damage if the federal contribution was with-
drawn?

Mr. STRICKLAND. Immediately, $250,000 in the practical sense,
which translates into many of the things that I have been talking
to you about.

If this federal program were withdrawn, you would see the
public awareness program basically scratched. We would not do a
statewide public awareness program. You would see t: c. evaluation
process of the programs and that which we are learning from the
evaluation process drastically cut back. You would see the research
forums eliminated. You would see the technical assistance that is
going to communities all over the state of Texas right now basical-
ly eliminated because the funding is not there for any of those pro-
grams under tl- e state dollars.

I think the..; is another effect, though, and that is perhaps
rather than just those very specific practical things. That is that
you would be sending a very significant message Lem the federal
governments to the state governments that we do not think this
really is a priority.

We are having to hang in there to continue in a time of tight
dollars even in the state of Texasparticularly in the state of
Texas. We are having a c mtinual battle, as most states are having,
to see that these programs continue to be well funded.

We don't need the message coming from the federal government
to the states that we no longer consider this to be a real priority.
This is best going to be done as a federal, state and local kind of
partnership, a partnership which this administration and the pre-
vious administration have talked about at great length.

I agree with Deborah that this may be one of the outstanding ex-
amples of that partnership working, where we have a tremendous
number of match dollars, loth in-kind dollars and actual real dol-
lars, being invested at the local level and then you have the invest-
ment of the state with the federal government.

Your state funding is still fragile It needs to be backed up arid
underwritten in a sense by the federal government saying this is
indeed a priority.

Chairman OWENS. You mentioned several times evr 'uation, that
you have an internal evaluation of each program, et cetera.

Could you expand on that a bit? For the benefit of other pro-
grams as well, what approaches are there that can help us to prove
the cost effectiveness of the program?

Mr. STRICKLAND. Child abuse prevention is a new science, first of
all. We are still learning a lot We don't want to be out there

[......__±0
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ending do'lars, particularly very limited dollars, because we are
tallwg about very limited dollars, on thing: that don't work.

So wt. have ce t in Texas, and I think th t is the feeling shared
by many of the other Trust Funds, that one of the priorities is a
kind of consistent flow of evaluation to determine as clearly as we
possibly can what programs are most effective in ultimately accom-
plishing what we are trying to accomplish, and that is some chil-
dren that are not being abused that would have otherwise been
abused.

In Texas there basically are three levels of evaluation. First of
all, when programs submit an RFP or respond to the Request for
Proposals, they are asked to include in their proposal a program of
evaluation, a procedure for evaluation, of their own program. That
is one of the primary grading ingredients when we grade the par-
ticular proposals that are made. We look at what kind of evalua-
tion process they are setting uo.

Second, we have done an outside evaluation of all of the pro-
grams of the Children's Trust Fund, a kind of generic overall eval-
uation, program by program, to see which ones of them seem to be
functioning well and seem not to be functioning well.

Thirdly, as I mentioned, there is evaluation grouped around basi-
cally emphasis areas such aswe have looked at the programs that
deal with antivictimization, to see which of these programs, which
of these antivictimization programs, seem to be get ng the best re-
sults. Programs dealing with hispanic children, programs dealing
with teenage parents--we are trying to look at them by subject
matter, as well.

All of that is apart from the regular reporting procedure and the
kind of built-in technical evaluation that goes on as to whether or
not they are actually living up to the contract.

Chairman OWENS. Thank you very much. If you have more time,
you might want to participate in answering the next two questions
I have for Ms. Daro, which do relate to the same point of evalua-
tion and justification and cost effectiveness.

You say in you' testimony that the painful realities of having too
few services for present victims endangers the ability of Trust
Funds to continue their emphasis on prevention. You also said, I
think, somewhere else that one of the hardest jobs in research is to
show the value of prevention.

Could you elaborate on that? Are we likely to have any better
scientific approach to that in the future, where we can show the
ratio of prevention to cases that didn't occur, or something that wecan go to the legislators and decision-makers with?

Ms. DARO. Okay, I've got you. The first part is the I lision be-tween where resources are allocated.
I think our ma;or concern there is because so many of the Trust

Funds rely on state appropriations and the state is then drawing
that money from a si-ngle pot as child welfare demands increase,
and we suspect they will increase in coming years. State legisla-
*.tres are going to clad themselves between a rock and a hardplace.

Do we give money to current victims or do we continue to fund
the Trust Funds in the hopes of doing prevertion?

r
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The political realities often of having increasing child deaths, in-
creasing births of cocaine-addicted children in hospitals, hospitals
closing and the like, really do force, I think, state legislators to
look toward the most immediate problem, rather than being able to
have the luxury of foresight, of preventing something down the
line.

With respect to monitoring and documenting prevention effec-
tiveness, I think we are very good at this stage in being able to
show that certain services produce both measurable cost savings
and measurable changes in parenting functioning.

It is a little more difficult to be able to say specifically that these
programs reduce child abuse in the future. There have been some
experimental designs. The best study to date was done by David
Olds in Rochester, New York, which I am sure you are aware of,
where he found that providing a home-based home nurse visiter
program reduced child abuse rates. His families that received these
services had a four percent rate of child abuse ai .I families that
didn't receive these services had a nineteen percent rate of child
abuse, so there are dramatic differences in child abuse in the
future.

The cost savings when people have followed families that have
received early interventions over time really show up in several
areas. Certainly, it is the welfare caseloads. These are families that
are just simply more self-sufficient, so there are fewer dollars
needed for welfare.

They are also families that are healthier. Women that get prena-
tal care and begin worrying about the:7- children while they are
pregnant rather than at the point of birth have healthier babies, so
the hospitalization costs are less. There are less low-birth-weight
babies. So we see it in medical costs, in welfare costs. Then as the
child matures we see it in reduced remedial services costs in educa-
tion.

So the cost savings are really throughout all systems In terms of
short-term outcomes for parents that receive early intervention, we
see greater knowledge about child development, greater knowledge
about different parenting practices, less reliance on the use of cor-
poral punishment and physical punishment as a means of disciplin-
ing a child, greater sense of self esteem on the part of parents, and
for teen parents, I think most importantly, we see a reduction in
that repeat pregnancy rate.

Anyone who has ever said that having two children is as easy as
one clearly never had two children. When you are sixteen years old
and you have one baby, when you are seventeen you don't need an-
other. By working with these girls early on, what we are able to do
is get them off to the right track. They finish school. They don't
have that second baby. They are in the labor force by the time they
are eighteen and nineteen years old and not on welfare.

I think those savings make a very powerful case for focusing on
specifically the area of new parent services.

Chairman OWENS. So as a result of your work at the National
Center, since you have a different perspective, a broader perspec-
ti te, you have some idea of what would be done with additional
money.
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If we doubled the amount of money, do we have some models and
some approaches now which we could offer state to state which are
working to use the additional money swiftly and most effectively?

DARO. I think so. The National Committee has been working
with the Trust Funds The T- 'ist Funds themselves have developed
a real partnership among themselves. 1 think Janie could talk
about how the executive directors of these funds meet regularly,
they talk regularly, they Ere constantly trying to further each
other's missions

So a good idea in Texas is now available to c;:e other forty-six
states that, in fact, have Trust Funds. People are waiting to oper-
ate, to move on those good Ideas, with additional funding.

So the idea of holding forums to enhance our knowledge base
about what would be the most effective way to prevent child abuse,
systems of setting up community-based councils to address child
abuse, to really galvanize in each local community those key actors
that can really make a difference in preventing child abuse, those
are going on in some states but not all states have local councils. I
think all states would if the funding were available.

Home visitor programs for high-risk parentsthere is a wonder-
ful demonstration program going on now in Michigan where they
are carefully evaluating, again, the results of working with women
who are at risk of potentially abusing their children either due to
their age or to a prior history of substance abuse, let's say.

As those programs become better documented and the Trust
Funds share among themselves, I think we would see that kind of
exchange were the resources there.

Chairman OW ENS. A question to either one of youto what
degree can the mass media be utilized in these kinds of efforts, and
in order to do that is there a need also for some kind of national
mechanism to participate on a greater level to provide the kind of
funding and coordination to develop items that can go on public
service television and radio, et cetera?

Mr. STRICKLAND A couple of responses. We have looked at, in the
process of creating a public awareness program in the state of
Texas, a number of public awareness programs around the co,-.ntry
that have been designed to try to create a mind-set on the part of
people about smoking, for example, about drunk driving and other
kinds of behavioral types of adjustments.

We are committed to the fact that a mass media program can
have a real impact, in fact that it is one of the most critical parts
of having a real impact on this problem.

What we need to do in Texas is somehow to create a mind-set
throughout the state and throughout the people of that state that
the abuse of a child is not an appropriate thing to do and that one
simply does not do that in responding to his or her anger, frustra-
tion or whatever it is at the .noment.

The particular initial public awareness efforts center around the
issue of shaking the child, which is a more common practice than
we realized.

Whether or not there ought to be a national mechanism, I think,
for doing that or a national kind of campaignI think that ought
to be explored
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There are some advantages in tailoring the campaign to the
states themselves, perhaps in having some national guidelines for a
campaign, some national expertise for a campaign, but at the same
time allowing the states to make significant adjustments including,
for example, personalities that have an enormous amount of credi-
bility in that state.

Ms. DARO. Yes.
Chairman OWENS. Has your video on shaking children been

shown on cable television stations or
Mr. STRICKLAND. The video is just now going to the stations

throughout the state. It will start being shown in about two weeks
in the state of Texas.

Ms. DARO. The National Committee for several years has run a
national media campaign on a whole range of child abuse efforts.
Right now our campaign is focusing on emotional abuse, as you
might have heard yesterday.

"That public awareness campaigns do, I thinkthey do three
cf. 'cal things.

One, they raise awareness on the part of that individual parent
about, I may be doing something that may be harmful to my child.

3eyond that, they also create, I think, a general demand among
the public for more services for families that aie at risk of child
abuse and a greater interest in just information about th.; problem
and the scope of the problem.

When the public has that kind of interest, it brings pressures to
be r on local agencies to really increase services and to keep better
records about what is happening. I think both of those are extraor-
dinarily important for getting a better handle on when. we are cur-
rently in preventing child abuse and how we can move in the
future.

Chairman OWENS. Thank you.
Mr. STRICKLAND Mr. Chairman, you were referring to the issue

of cost just a moment ago. I was thinking a couple of things.
As I mentioned in my testimony, right now the budget for the

protective services in the state of Texas is approximately $90 mil-
lion a year. I am part of a current effort in oui state to try to find
an. `her $20 million to $30 million for the protective services
budget. With that $90 million a year th -y are providing services to
approximately 60 percent of the children in our state that they
have confirmed as abused.

As t mentioned earlier, we are paying an enormous price for
treating our problems. An inmate in the Department of Corrections
in Texas will cost us somewhere between $35,000 and $40,000 a
year to maintain That is equivalent to six childrenif we could
prevent child abuse on the part of six children in the state of Texas
and prevent their winding up a recipient of the services of the
Texas Department of Corrections, that is the equivalent of the
money that we receive from the federal Challenge Grant.

We must move back to prevention. The social problems are be-
coming overwhelming. I think in the state of Texas some initiatives
that have been taken there in the last couple of years, particularly
by the lieutenal.t governor of our state, show a very strong commit-
ment to moving in that direction.

Chairman OWENS. Thank you both.

r-
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Mr. STRICKLAND. Thank you.
Ms. DARO. Thank you.
Chairman OWENS. Your testimony will be used as we move for-

ward to fight the battle with the administration to get the reau-
thorization of these programs.

Our next panel consists of Mr. Franklin Frazier, the Dire- --,. of
Income Security Issues, Disability and Welfare, of the Gen( Ac-
counting Office; Mr. James Knoll, of the Human Services Research
Institute, Cambridge, Massachusetts; Ms. Jennifer Cernoch, Project
Director, Texas Respite Resource Network; and Ms. Kathy Mande-
ville, Parent and Chairperson of the New Hampshire Support Task
Force, on behalf of the United Cerebral Palsy Associations.

Mr. Frazier, would you like to begin, please?

STATEMENTS OF FRANKLIN FRAZIER, DIRECTOR, INCOME SECU-
RITY ISSUES, DISABILITY AND WELFARE, GENERAL ACCOUNT-
ING OFFICE; JAMES KNOLL, HUMAN SERVICES RESEARCH IN-
STITUTE; JENNIFER CERNOCH, PROJECT DIRECTOR, TEXAS
RESPITE' RESOURCE NETWORK; AND KATHY MANDEVILLE,
PARENT 1...ND CHAAPERSON, NEW HAMPSHIRE SUPPORT TASK
FORCE, ON BEHALF OF THE UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY ASSO-
CIATIONS, INC.

Mr. FRAZIER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman I am Franklin Frazier,
with the General Accounting Office. I brought with me today Patty
Cole and "'A Boyden to help me answer the questions.

As y( Know, your committee has requested the General Ac-
counting Office to conduct a study looking at respite care. We have
some preliminary findings. We looked at five states. The states we
looked at are California, Indiana, Massachusetts, New York and
Texas.

It was a very cursory telephone questionnaire, trying to find out
at the state and national level what was happening with respite
care in those five states.

We found in the five states that respite care is a relatively new
,:oncept, generally done at the grass roots level and generally done
by profit and nonprofit organizations such as Easter Seals, Camp-
fire, Downs' Syndrome, the Council for the Aging, Visiting Nurses.
Those are the kinds of organizations that are primarily providing
the services.

We were not able to tell from the national and state level data
that we have much about the demographics of the families that are
receiving these services. We will probably be talking to you and
your staff directly later to see where we should go from here with
thib particular study.

In terms of federal involvement, we have found very little feder-
al involvement. Since 1983 HHS has grantPd forty- seven grants,
thirty-two of those grants as a result of your I'emporary Child Care
for Handicapped Children.

In the federal government we havn found that the Department of
Defense and in particularly the Dedartment of the Army Service
has the most extemive program.

c...
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At the state level we are finding that the states do have some
programs. They have spent about $44 million, for the five states
that we looked at, but they vary.

For instance, the state of Massachusetts spent about $18 million
on respite care. The state of Indiana, which has a similar popula-
tion with handicapped children and people, spent $1 million. So
they kind of vary all over the place.

Most respite care do not charge families for service, we found in
the five states. Again, there is very little information available at
the state and national level as far as the characteristics of the fam-
ilies served.

The last finding that we have, as has been implicated here
before, we have fount very little research that has been done to in-
dicate the correlation betweenthat there is a strong correlation
between respite care and reducing child abuse or neglect.

We believe that a first step toward the evaluation is that we
need to collect more uniform data on the type of people who are
getting the service and something about the cost.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my statement.
[The prepared statement of Franklin Frazier follows]

c
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Respite Care: Insights on Federal, State, and Private Sector
Involvement

GAO's testimony focuses on preliminary results from our respite
care study at the national and state level. We collected
information on federal government and national organization
activities and surveyed programs offering respite care in 5
states: California, Indiana, Massachusetts, New York, and
Texas. Respite care is tempor-ry relief in the form of child
care for family members and other caretakers who are under higl-
lovele of stress. Res ite c-re could be targeted, for xample,
to parents of disabled chilren, foster parer s, and unemployed
parents. Its purpose is to relieve temporari y the stress 'in.',
in turn, to prevent abuse and neglect and sul_port family unity.

Respite care is a relatively new, often grassroots level
service. It often is provided through local chapters of
national organizations such as the United Cerebral Falsy
Associeton. We have identified 6 such organizations with
257 locai affiliates providing respite care services, but
have been unable to determine the number of families
benefitting from their services.

Federal involvement in respite care is minimal, occurring
mostly through Department of Health and Human Services
demonstration grants. Since 1983, HHS has awarded 47 such
grants, but funding totaled only $(.5 million. Information
on funding from other HHS sources 'hick could be used for
respite care was not available. Within the Department of
Defense, the Army has the most z%tensive formal program for
providing respite care for service families.

While state governments in the states we surveyed are
supporting respite care, little federal assistance, the
programs vary Greatly in size and funding. In 1988, fo:

Massachusetta spent $18.5 million In respite care
compared 1- Indiana's $1.1 million. (Th. two states have
comparable n bers of chilt:ren under age lE and handicapped
children, rougl- measures of respite care ta-get groups.)
Oveall, the programs are new most began atter 1980--and
of en provide services in addition to respite care. Most
provide care at no char,le to the family, but little
information is available on the characteristics of families
served.

Little resear -h has been directed at determining respite
care's effects, for example, cm reducing abuse and neglect.
As a first step toward evalualion, programs need to
uniformly collect information on respite care services,
recipient families, and costs.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommattez.:

I am pleased to provide you with preliminary information from our

respite care study requested by your Subcommittee and the Select

Committee on Chilaren, Youth, and Families. My statement

addresses the nature of national association and federal

involvement in respite care, state-level programs, focusing on

California, New York, Massachusetts, Indiana, and Texas, And the

ext.'nt of respite care research and evaluation.

We collected program data and interviewed national association
and federal officials responsible for respite care. In the

states I mentioned, we conducted a telephone survey to collect

program information. We also surveyed the respite core

literature and talked with area experts.

WHAT IS RESPITE CARE?

Respite care is tempora -1 relief ,n the form of child care for
family members an other caretakers uho are under high levels of
stress. Respite care could be targeted, for example, to parents

of disabled children, foster parents and unemployed parents.

Its purpose is to raliG.re temr,rarily the stress and, in turn, to

prevent abuse and neglect and spport family unity. High levels

of stress within a family, wheth=r caused by the burdens of

caring for a disabled child or such factors as financial worries,

are strongly linked with child abuse. Such abuse, neglect, or

just the family's inability to cope with the child ray lead to
th.. child's placement in an institution or foster care. Respite

care seeks to supr rt the family as a whole by provid.mg a breaK

for parents and a safe place for the child for a brief time.

Respite care has searal cha.ecteristics. It is temporary anc, is

Irixted at the parent or other caret7.1....--thoagh the child's
neels may require a special skills respite care provider. It can
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be planned and act as a preventive service bef,3re a crisis is

reached, but it alr, can be an emergency service such as a crisis

nursery, which specializes in providing short-term crisis care to

abused and neglected childrer.

Recite care as a recognized service is relatively new. As with

ma..y social services, it originated at the grassroots level. The

need for family support services, such as respite care, became

apparent in the early 1970's folloding the movement to allow

disabled persons, particularly children, to remain with their

families instead of being placed in an institution. Crisis

nurseries began at about the same time. Whi,f respite care is

most widely used in the disability area, child welfare agencies

also may include it among their zervices.

Currently, most respite care activity appears to be in the

private sector, provided through local chapters of national

or7anizations. Federal involve,ent occurs mostly through

demonstration grants such as those funded through the legislation

you are considering reauthorizing. Our work in 5 states found

ti at While stite governments are supporting respite care, with

little federal assistance, programs vary greatly in size and

funding. Litle research has been directed at determining

respite care's eff,cts, such as on reducing abuse and neglect.

Aa a first step, programs need to wont toward a uniform

definition and collect information on services, recipient

families, and costs.

NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS:

GRASSROOTS EFFORTS

Support for respite care often comes from national organizations

or associations invJlvtd in social services. These

organizations' local &laoters frequently are the focus for

grassroots activity, since the. -espond to communit, needs. We

2
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identified at least six organizations that had a total of 257

local chapters with respite care services. However, these

organizations did not collect information on how many families

have benefitted from these services.

These organizations use different approaches for providing

respite care. For example, the National Council on Aging uses

its Family Friend Program to match older volunteers with

chronically ill and disabled children. The volunteers visit the

children at least once a week in their homes providing

psychological and social support to the children parents, and
other family members.

The National Down Syndrome Society has a respite c.re program

which places these children with volunt...c host families for one

weekend every six weeks over a one year period. Along with

providing regular respite care for the children's parents, the

program seeks to foster indep..jence in the children and educate

host families and communities about Owen Syndrome.

LIMITED FEDERAL

INVOLVEMENT

Federal involvement in this relatively young human service is

limited largely to demonstration grants. The extent to which

permanent funding sources are used for respite care is harder to

identify, but, except for the ACTION agency, appears minimal.

As expec.ed, much of the activity is by the Department of Health

and Human .lervices. 37 temporary care for handicapped

children and crisis nursery grants make up the largest federal

source of spport for which we could identify funding. Since

1983, MIS has awarded 15 other grants for respite care, only one

of which is still active. Total funding for all 47 grants,

3
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however, is only $6.5 million. Although other HHS funding

sources have been used to provide respite care, information was

not available on the amount provided by (1) Medicaid which in

some cases finances home and community-based services for

disabled individuals, (2) title " of the Social Security Act --

children with special needs, (3) title IV-B of the Socia'

Security Act -- child welfare, and (4) social services block

grant.

The ACTION agency has provided one $25,000 grant for a respite

care program. ACTION also has provided respite care through its

Foster Grandparent Program, whose 178 local programs hire low-

income elderly people to 7.'7, as f titer grandparents to special

needs children. The Department of Education has funded three

grants, each for $A,000, to develDp respite care educational

materials. The Department of Interior has one respite care

project at an Indian reservation.

In the Department of Defense, the Family Support program provides

some respite care through its Fanily Advocacy and Exceptional

Family Members (Handicapped) components. Within the Department

of Defense, the Army has tha most extensive formal program, with

respite rare being one of several family support services

provided. In the United States and overaeas, the Army has (1) 99

installation programs, (2) 133 programs located off its

installations, and (3) 107 foster care programs. Information on

funding and numbers ,r,f iamilies served is not routinely

collected.

The Navy has programs at six locations worldwide which together

spend about $02,000 annually on respite care-related activities.

Ins Ail" Force and the Marine Corps have no formal programs, but

officials told us these services use volunteers, community

resources, and nonappropriated funds tc support respite care

4
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functions. They also use child development centers for respite

care on an infrequent basis.

STATE RESPITE CARE

PROGRAMS VARY WIDELY

Our survey of 24 progra-s in 5 states found extreme variation in

number of families served and funding levels. Several states

have programs with t .gnificant state support. Other programs

are much wore modest. Overall, most programs are relatively new

and, in keeping wits the picture of limited federal involvement,

rece_ive little fede.0 funding.

Program Administration

We found multiple agencies, as many as four in a state,

administering t1-1 programs. Departments o: Human/Eocial Services

and Meltal Health together administered two-thirds of the

provams. Three-fourths of the programs began providing services

after 1980.

The 19 programs which could provide funding data spent about $44

million on respite care in fiscal year 1988. Ninety-nine percent

of tne total was state funding. However, states varied widely

in their support for respite care. For example, Massachusetts

and Indiana have comparable numbers of childrer under 18 and

handicapped children (a rough -.1easure of respite programs'

target population). Yet, Massachusetts spert a total of $18.5

million on respite care, compared with Indiana's $1.1 million.

Most programs paid the providers icr respite care services.

Other funding mechanisms inclu...ed cash subsidies to parents,

direct service provision, and grants to county or local

nonprofit agencies.

5
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Eligibility

The programs are split among those that serve multiple target

populations and those that are narrowly targeted. Each of the

five etutes has at least one program servinj families with a

broad range of special needs children. The most frequently

targeted 0:,013 is families with mentally retarded children. Some

children such is severely emotionally disturbed, abused or

neglected, and fctter children, are less frequently targeted by

individual programs.

Other eligibility criteria center on a child's age and family

income. Almost all of the programs allow families to receive

respite care from the time a child is born. Some programs place

no upper age limits for eligibil._y. Others end eligibility at

ages ranging from 18 and 24 and still others serve only children

of certain age ranges below age 18.

Most of the 24 irograms have no income ceilings above which a

family would be ineligible for respite care services. A 'ew

programs have family income ceilings that would allow most

middle-class families to qualify for assistance. One serves

fan.lies in the Surplemental security Income program, thus

coming under its eligibility reqy rents.

Two-thirds of the programs provide services at no charge to

eligible recipients. Programs requiring a family contribution

require partial payment based on a sliding scale according to

ability to pay, a flat rate, or a formula based on family net

worth.

6
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Service Availabili.1

The 12 programs rer,rting data on recipient families show great
variation in the extent of respite care provision. Programs

operated statewide ranged from 3 to 15, 30 fami'les served in
1987 or 1988. Other programs, those operating at a limited

number of locations, ranged from 2 to 51 families. Programs
could provide very little information on service demand versus
availability or recipient characteristics.

Although respite care is designed to be temporary, program rules
set few specific limits on the amount of respite care available
to eligtble families. For example, respite care is generally
available year round. Only a few programs specifically limit the

number of service hours or days that can be used in a given
period. However, some programs reported that available funding
could limit the amount of respite care they provide to a family.

Respite care is onl; one of several services provided to families
by most of the 24 programs. Additional services included (1)

counseling, (2) homemaker, (3) recreational, and (4) nursing
care. A third of the programs provided respite care only.

Most programs provided respite care services in the home.

Respite caregivers in the home setting included those skilled in
services such as nursing care, homemaker, baby sitting,

companionship, and home health care.

Many programs aloo provided respite care outside he home.

most frequently used settings outside the home were private
family homes, day c.L centers, and residential and respite care
facilities. The services most frequently provided n these

settings we'e r.asing care, personal care, and camping.

7
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The programs surveyed generally do not pay for training respite

care providers However, the state programs regu)red

to be licensed or certified by the respective licensincs,

authorities for their individual specialty, such as rvIrsing.

RESPITE CARE RESEARCH

AND EVALUATION

We could identify little research on respite care's effects, such

as on reducing stress or child abuse and neglect. To date our

literature survey has foun' no significant studies of respite

care. The lack of research may be explained by respite care's

relatively recent emergence as a needed, available service and

the small size and fundins of many respite programs. Also,

because respite cara often is one of several services of:ered by

a program, its effects are difficult t .solate from those of the

other services.

We also reviewed the applications for demonstration grants

awarded under the 1986 '^a,,porary Child Care for Handicapped

Children and Crisis NurcPries Ace to determine how evaluations

will be done. Only about half of these appl,cations contain

deailed plans. The Department of Healih and Human Services

plans to convene a group of project staff in May to develop a

data collection and evaluation strategy for the projects.

In concluding my remarks, I would like suggest some areas

which should be considered in the evaluation of respite care

programs. Our work shows that only limited information is

available on respite care program characteristics and recipient

demographics. But basic program information is needed to

properly plan, provide, and eval,late these services--

8
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notwithstanding the complications brought about by respite care's

inclusion as one of many services provided by a program.

Thus, as a first step in the t.aluative process, programs need to

work toward a common respite care service definition and

uniformly collect, analyze, and report in a consistent way s.,:h

information as:

-- Types and amounts of various services provided as

respite care:

Number of families receiving services:

Recipient demographic data: and

Cost of various types of services.

Finally, as part of the evaluation proce s, programs could

survey families to measure their satisfaction with services

provided. The types of information I hr. c mentioned would allow

better analysis to determine how respite care services are being

delivered, to whom, and the extent to which pa'ents and other

caretakers feel their needs are being met.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared remarks. I would be
happy to answer any questions.

9
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
INVOLVED IN RESPITE CARE

Table I.1: Summary of National Organizations Involved in Respite Care

Organization

!titter of Local
Chapters Providing
Respite Care

NUmber of
States Covered

Visiting Maws
Association 87 29

Camp Fire 73 30
United Cerebral Palsy
Association 46 18

Easter Seal Society 37 26
National Council on Aging 10 9
National Down

Syndrome Society 4 3

TOTAL 257

1
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APPENDIX II APPENDIX II

FEDERAL RESPITE CARE
DEMONSTRATION GRANTS

Table II.1: Funding for Federal Respite Care Demonstration Grants

Laency

Health and Human Services

Number of Grants Total Funding

Temporary Child Care 16 $2,348,336
Crisis Nurseries 16 2,413,508
Other 15 1,753,444
Subtotal -TT- 6,515,288

Education 3 90,000
ACTION 1 25,000

TOTAL 51 $6,630,286
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APPENDIX II APPENDIX II

FEDERAL RESPITE CARE
DEMONSTRATION GRANTS

Table II.2t Federal Grants For Respite Care Activities By Federal Agency
and State

Public LW 99-401 Other HHS Dept. of
Section 203a Section 204b Grants Education Action

Alabama 1

Alaska 1

Arizona 1

Arkansas 1

California 1 1 1 1

Colorado 1 1

Connecticut
Delaware 1

District of
Columbia 1 1

Florida 1 1

Georgia
Hawaii 1

Idaho
Illinois 1 1

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas 1

Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine 1

Maryland 1

Massachusetts 1 2 1

Michigan 1

mj,,,,sota

0 ssippi
uri

ana
,i asks 1 1

Nevada
New Hampshire 1

New Jersey 1

New Mexico 1

New York 1 3 1

North Carolina 1 1

North Dakota 1

Ohio 1

Oklahoma
Oregor 1

Pennsylvania 1

Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee 1

Texas
Utah 1

Vermont 1

Virginia
Washington 1 1

West Virginia
Wisconsin 1

Wyoming
Puerto Rico 1

Totals 16 LI
&Temporary Child Care for Handicapped and Chronically Ill Children.
bCrisis Nurseries.

13

97-966 0 - 89 - 4
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APPENDIX III APPENDIX III

CHARACTERISTICS OF
STATE RLSPITE CARE PROGRAMS

Table III.1: Summary of Characteristics of Programs in Five States
Offering Respite Care

Number of programs = 24

Characteristic Number of Programs

Administering Agency:
Social/Human Services 8

Mental HealthiRetardation 8

Health 4

Welfare 2

Developmental Disabilities 1

Education 1

Year Services Began:
Before 1980 4

1980 and after 18
Unknown 2

Geographic Coverage:
Statewide le

Limited 8

Target Group Coveragea:
Broad 9

Limited 15

Services:
In-Home Only 5

Out-of-Home Only 4

Both 15

a"Broad" targeting means the program covered the developmentally
disabled or all or most of the following groups: Mentall} retarded,
physically handicapped, chronically ill, abused/neglected, visually
impaired or blind. speech or hearing impaired, foster children.
"Limited" targeting means the program served only one or two of those
groups.

C
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Cf,airman )wENs. Thank you. Mr. James Knoll?
Mt. KNOLL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the opportu-

nity to testify to the committee about a service which many par-
ents of children with disabilities see as one of the most significant
supports they can receive from the public sector.

Today I am speaking on behalf Human Services Research Insti-
tute, where I am a senior research analyst, and the readership of
"Exceptional Parent Magazine," who are the sources of the infor-
mation I am snaring with you today.

I might mention that my organization has since 1983 been in-
volved in thirteen studies involving the broad level of family sup-
ports for families of kids with disabilities. Five of these have been
federal projects and eight have been state projects. That has in-
volved us with providing technical assistance or doing research in
at least eighteen states.

In today's testimony I want to highlight some of the major points
in a recently completed national survey of parents' experiences
with respite services that I have provided an almost complete copy
of to the committee.

The survey was distributed in the October 1988 issue of "Excep-
tional Parent Magazine," the premier national publication for fam-
ilies of kids with disabilities. The findings presented today are
based on the return of 2,847 valid returns.

In a time when most discussion related to child care and family
support is prefaced by the caveat that all efforts must be sensitive
to the changing nature of the family, our sample represents a con-
sistent picture of the normative two- parent household. More than
85 percent of the respondents identified themselves as two parents
in the home. The average household had two children.

Sixty-two percent of our respondents had a 1987 taxable income
in excess of $30,000. The sample group is also well educated. Fifty
percent of the prime caregivers had a college degree or more.

Hence, it is important to note in reviewing our findings that the
needs of the single parent, the less well educated or less prosperous
family will be somewhat different and almost certainly more in-
tense than the needs found in our sample.

In general, the family member with the disability in our sample
was a child nine years of age with a relatively severe degree of de-
velopmental or physical disability. The respondents to our survey
were almost equally divided between families that had used respite
in the last year and those who had not.

Since the differences between the users and nonusers were
minor, the major factor which seems to differentiate them is the
availability and accessibility of services. We received returns from
all fifty states, the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico.

The range within those states of people using respite went from
two jurisdictions in Mississippi and Puerto Rico, where no one had
access to respite, to the state of Alaska, where all of the respond-
ents had access to respite.

This study clearly demonstrates that respite is a valuable re-
source for families who are able to utilize it. Fifty-seven percent of
the families ranked respite as a high priority for them.

Of the users, seventy-four percent reported that the service made
a significant difference in their family in the ability to care for the

1 u o
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member with a disability, and thirty- five percent actually s lidthat they would have had w consider out-of-home placement fortheir child if respite were not available.
Fifty-nine percent of the users indicated that they were satisfiedwith the respite options that were available to them, and they werealso highly satisfied with the actual people who provided services.When the question shifted to focusing on the broader servicesystem the level of satisfaction dropped significantly. There seemedto be substantial problems working out the details of getting thisservice. There was a lack of flexibility ir. the types of respite avail-able, in the scheduling of that service, in arbitrary limits on theuse of this service and particularly on the inability of the system torespond to the need for respite in a critical situation.

These all point to services which have not yet taken the conceptof family-centered to heart. This experience is also mirrored in thefamilies evaluation of the degree to which they are really activepartners in planning and control of the services which impinge onthe lives of their communities.
Only a third of the respite users felt satisfied with their involve-ment in that broader service system. When we asked families torank some of the -1dels of respite, they expressed a clear prefer-ence for arrangements that are congruent with normative commu-nity approaches to providing for child care or sitters.
Parents wanted to be in control and have a provider who was re-sponsible to them. They prefer someone who they know and, failingthat, someone who is clearly seen as being the family's employee.As soon as the respite alternatives began to move out of the localcommunity or to minimize parental control, parents were lessprone to endorse them.
The average allocation of publicly subsidized respite is abouttwenty-four hours or three days a month. The average family usest:iirty-three hours of respite a month and they indicated a minimalneed of nineteen more hours a month per family of respite.Some of the findings of our study point to a substantial socialcost as parents, usually women, with a wide range of education andtalents, are unable ' pursue educational and career demands be-cause of the requirements of raising a child with a disability.With the high level of education observed in our sample we an-ticipated seeing a large number of two-income families. In fact,almost seventy percent of the families were single income.When the respondents were asked to identify the opportunity

costs associated with raising a child with a disability, over 46 per-cent indicated that they had foregone either educational or employ-ment opportunities and fully 35 percent said that a member of thehousehold had given up employment in order to take care of thefamily member with a disability.
The issue of child care in general has come to the front of ournational policy agenda because of the economic impact that lack ofresources in this area has had. What has not been addressed is thefailure of respite or generic day care to provide for the needs ofparents of children with disabilities on a day-to-day basis, yet theeconomic impact on these families is certainly more profound thanthe case of a parent like myself who might be late for work oneday because a day care arrangement falls through.

1 L.
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The image of respite that emerges from the families is one which
the public sector regards as an extraordinary resource, made avail-
able to forestall family crises. However, families clearly regard it
as a necessary and regular part of daily life.

Much of what we see argues for expanding respite so that it loses
its specialness and is integrated into a comprehensive system of
child care which includes access to day care in general and also in-
cludes the range of supports which fall under the umbrella of res-
pite that we see in place today.

To put this project with its emphasis on respite in some sort of
context, a final set of questions on our survey asked the respond-
ents to rate various forms of family support according to their level
of need.

The highest rating was given to a need for assistance in future
planning to assure the long-term wellbeing of the family member
with the disability. Second rated was access to specialized services
for the family member with the disability. Respite rated third.

Perhaps as a comprehensive, consistent, responsive system of
community-based family support including respite becomes the rule
across this country, rather than the exception, families can look to
the future of their member with the disability with a little more
confidence.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of James A. Knoll follows:1
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TerWmany of Jame. A. Knoll, Ph D.,
to the Subcommittee on &elect Education on re-authorization of the

'''reasporery Child Care for Handicapped Children and Crisis Nurseries
Act of 1986'

April (I, 1989

I appreciate this opportunity to testify to the committee about a service which
many parents of children with disabilities see as one of the most sigmficant
supports they can receive from the public sector. Today I am speaking on behalf of
Human Services Research Institute, where I am employed as a Senior Research
Analyst, and the readership of Eseeptsartal Parent Magazine who are the source of
the information I am reporting to you today.

I ham a Ph.D. in Mental Retardation with a concentration in the area of
Polk? analysis. I have been involved in the field sernces for children and adults
with disabilities for 15 years. During the last five years I have primarily focused
on research on the development of effective community-based programs for people
with swim disabilities.

In this written testimony I would like to share with the committee a fairly
comprehensive overview of the results of e recently completed nation), rvey of
parents' experiences with non-medical ,espito services. One copy of the compLte
report of this study has wen given to toe subcommittee staff We will gladly
provide additional copies upon request

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The motivation behind this study was to develop a bus of information which
would arable parents to become bear informed consumers of respite services. In
this study we have developed a very clear picture of the experience and needs of
middle and upper-middle close families as they relate to respite services.
Additionally, Wm sample is most representative of families with relatively young
children with a relatively severe level of developmental and physical disabilities.

This study clearly damonstrates that respite is a valuable resource for families
who are able to utilize it. The families are essentially pleased with the individuals
who provide them with respite. However, they seem to have some substantial
problems working out the dwils of obtaining this support. Lack of flexibility,
arbitrary limits on use of the service, the inability of the "service system' to
consistently respond to aims, all point to services which have not yet taken the
concept of parental empowerment to heart This experience is mirrored in the
famihes' evaluation of the degree to which they are active partners in the planning
And implementation of the programs wliich affect their families.

There is a clear preference among families for respite arrangements which are
congruent with the normative community approaches to providingfor child are or
sitters. The parents want to be in control and have the providerresponsible to
them. They prefer someone they know or, failing that, someone who is clearly
seen as being their employee. As soon as the respite alternatives begin to moveout of the local community or begpn to minimize parental control parents becomelees prone to endorse them.

1
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NATIONAL ELLIPTTZ SWIM TINITKONY OF JAKE, KNOLL

Some of the fkilinp of this study point to a substantial social cost as parents-
=womenwith a wide range of education and talents are unable to pursue
opal and goals because of the extraordinary demands of raising

child with a disability. The issue of day care in general has come to the front of
the national policy agenda because of the economic impact _that the lack of
resources in this area has bad. What has not been addressed is the failure of
respite or *generic" day care to provide for the needs of parents of children with
disabilities on a day to day basis. Yet, the economic impact on these families is
certainly more profound than the case of the parent who mimes work periodically
because day care te fall through. The image of respite that seems to
emerge is some& ,g the public sector regards se an extraordinary resource
made available to Amalie. However, families clearly regard it u a necessary and
regular part of daily life. Some of what we see here points in the direction of
expanding respite so it that loses some of it specialness and is integrated into a
comprehensive system of day care.

The failure to develop a coherent vision of the needs of parents and their
children with disabilities is most evident in the wide variation in state-to-state use
of respite. This indicates some major differences in the availability and
accessibility of services.

As we look at what parents say they want in the way of infomation, It seems
to fall into two major areas. First they want to be able to exercise control over the
service' which affect their home life. Second, they want a substan'we Tole in
forming or reforming the system of services in a manner which is really responsive
to their needs.

When we asked what their major needs are, parents' first two primary
concerns are for the overall welfare of their child. Only altar their pervasive
concern for the future of their child is addressed dose respite, or "relief ' for them,
become a priority. Perhaps as a comprehensive system of community-based
supports including respite become the rule rather than the exception parents will
be able to look to the future of their child with a little more vecurity.

A NATIONAL SURVEY OF PARENTS' EXPERIENCE
WITH RESPITE SERVICES

"Respite* is the blanket term used to der ribs a wide ranp of servicai for
families who care for a child with a disability at home. Its origins are fund in
efforts to give ate some *relief," some respite, from the day-to-day demands of
caring for a child with a disability. Often the mystique of disability has made it
impossible for these families to use the typical forms of child care found in our
communities. Hence these families have often had to turn to specialized agencies
to get the most rudbrantery sitter services. With this use of special agencies ha.
come substantial increases in 'he cost of obtaining child cam, therefore many
parents have sought assistance from the public sector to assure availability of this
service and for some help in meeting their extra As it has evolved over
the last decade respite has come to mean any service or ps ograsa which
rookies care for a person with a disability while primary me elver

fol:Win ease other activity. Under this expansive umbrella, all of the
situations, and more, can be found.
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o Beds in an Institution can be periodically reserved by parents. These same
places are also available if a arms arises which impairsthe family's abilityto care for ita member with a disability.

o Spaces in local group homes for people with disabilities can serve the samefunction as institutional programs.

o A variant of these institution and group home based p is a system
whereby individual families take turns using respite f 'ties according toa pre -set schedule. Family members must confirm these dates at the
beginning of the year or loose them.

o A respite house or center is a group home serving exclusively as a respite
facility. Usually such programs allow parents to schedule specific periods
cf Um up to two full weeks, in advance. They also provide emergency
respite so that a child living at home does not lave to go into an institutionduring a family crisis.

o A licensed respite provider will take a person with a disability into his orher home for any prearranged period of time ranging from a few hours to aweek.

o A respite agency will arrange for its employees to are for the person with
a disability either in the family home Jr the provider's home.

a A Licensed Practical Nurse may be sent by a home health are agency on a
weekly basis to provide "respite" for a child with severe disabilities whilethe parent does the family's grocery shopping.

a A "regular" day are center may accept children with disabilities.

a A neighborhood center's after-school program provides special staffing sothat each of its activity groups can include one child with severedisabilities.

o A neighbor, recruited and trained by the family itself, is certified by a stateagency as a respite provider for that family.

a A drop-in weekend day center with limitedspace offers respite are for
children with disabilities an a rustcome, first served basis.

o A college student spends three hours every afternoon after school with a
young man with autism enabling both of his parents to retain their fullYung

Listing all of these purgation together creates the illusion of a
comprehensive system of respite services which should be sensitive co meetim, anywed a family may have. While a aurve of services across the nation is able to
identify individual instances of just about any type of respite a family may desire,the reality is that in most areas families have few, if any, alternatives. If respite
services exist, they are likely to be limited to one or two possibilities which are
presented to familial on a take it or leave it bans.
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The approaches to !Lading respite services are almost as diverse as the
services themselves. In areas of ti country where there is little public support for
respite care, families and not-for-p tilt agencies must carry most of the cost. On
the other extreme, there are data which provide families with cash support, a
certain amount of pre-paid free respite, end publicly subsidized services which are
available to families at a greatly redumd cost should they use up their allotted
amount of respite. Between these extremes there is a wide range of lOnding
mechanisms. include partially subsidized private services, public agencies
with a co-payment provisions, voucher systems, and systems where the public
contribution is negotiated between tbi family and the case manager on an
individual, as-needed bards.

RosOtiis e din Conten
tremendous diversity in respite services results from the fact that these

services are only now finding their form. The uncertain nature of this
development process mirrors the changing public policy environment in which it is
occurring.

Less than 20 years ago the only publicly fianded "support" available to a family
who had a child with a disability was institutionalization. Since then, the public
outcry against the abuse so often aseocated with institutional life and an
awareness of the trauma inflicted on families in the name of helping them has
fostered a refection of oistatutionaluation as a mode of service for children with

Moreover, there is increasing recognition that the great majon'y of
families reject outof-home alternatives in favor of continued care at home,
especially during the child's early years. Taken together, these circumstances
hays prompted a deepening concern that families and their members with
disabilities receive the supports they need

As a result, the newer models of service emerging over the lest 15 years are
presented as being "family-centered" and "community -based" In reality, most state
and local systems are only beginrunE to come to grips with the implications of this
kind of rhetoric. Public policy is actively seeking to define the most useful role the
public sector can play in assisting families to care or children, including those
with the most severe disabilities, at home. States pay over $100.00 a day to
support a child in an institution while still questioning the advisability of
programs which provide in-home supports to families.

Parents in the Policy Arena
Parents of children with disabilities need to take an active role in these policy

discussions which so directly affect their hoes They must be able to define their
own vision of what they need and communicate that vision to their
representatives. On the local level, parents need to be active participants in the
development and evaluation of the services they actually receive. Only then can
they be augured of the appropriateness and quality of these services

Parents and other primary are providers are faced with the need to be
informed, intelligent, and active consumers of services. But given the day-to-day
demands of caring for a child with a disability, where can they turn for the
information they need to fulfill this role?

1 C
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Intent of this Project
The primary intent of this project was to lay the Foundwork for developing a

range of materials that will provide parenta with the information they need to take
a formative role in the area of family supporta and respite services. In keeping
with a focus on parental empowerment, this project calledon parents of children
with disabilities to inform our efforts. We needed them to tall us what they
already know, what they need to know, and the most effectiveways of getting the
products of this project back to parents.

Our primary means for achieving this end was a national survey ofparade wmn children with severe physical disabilities, chronicills and developmental disabilities at home to
+termini, a) their experience with respite services, b) their perception of what

ray used to know to-be more effective consumers of respite services, e) their
n of the need for additional services to meet the needs of their child and

amily, and d) the form materials should take in order to be most accessible tothem.

METHOD

This survey was designed as a way to listen to families and to develop a
profile, now largely lacking, of what their experience of respite has been and what
they need to know to improve this experience. The potential results of this effort
would be two fold 1) to identify the types of information which will assist parents
to be come empowered consumers of respite services and 2) to contribute to the
national base of informatior, and thus ensure that the voice of parents is heard in
the formulation of policy and the design of services.

To achieve this goal, a 46 item questionnaire was designed. The majonty ofthe items on tit! orm were forced chose and rating scales. Several fill- in -the-
blank items were also included in the survey. These latter items usually solicited
the number of hours of service available and used or the cost of services. The
survey was divided into 7 major sections: 1) description of the household and care
ever, 2) description of the family member with a disability, 3) availability and use
of respite, 4) 'addiction with respite, 6) problems withrespite, 6) desirable
information, and 7) desirable forms of family support services.

The its survey was shrink-wrapped with the October 1988 issue of
Magazine, the premier national publication for ta of=ni:iith disabilities. A pre-paid return mad envelop was a Cached to the

form. This mode of distribution insured that the form would not be missed bysubscribers it was the first thing they saw on receiving their periodical. Theform had a cover letter from the editors explaining thepurpose of the survey This
was reiterated in the editor's column inside the magazine. The October lame had
a distribution of 22,943 copies. This isms was received by all subscribers by mid-
October. The Novemberipme of the magazine carried a prominent reminder to
subscribers to return thelaimpledd twit/. December 12, 1988 was the final
return data for all usable questionnaires. By that d...ta, 2,847 completed and
useable forms were received. This representsa return rate of 12.41%, an excelk ntshowing for an unsolicited mailing.
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RESULTS

HOUSEHOLD CHARACTERISTICS
In a time when most discussions related to child care and family supports are

prefaced by the caveat that all efforts must be sensitive to the changing nature of
the family, our sample seems to represent a consistent picture of the "normative"
two parent household. It should be pointed out that the list of primary descriptors
for the household ("two parent," "single parent" "foster home," "shared household,")
were not mutually exclusive. More than 85% of the respondents identified their
household as having "two parents in the home." The average household had 4.1
people. The average number of children in a household was 2.57 (ranging from no
one under 18 years of age (n=186) to 17 (n..1)).

A majority of the households are supported by a single income (69 2%,
n=1970). Of the households sampled 19 5% have more than 1 full time income
and approximately 32% obtain some part of the household income from part time
emplment. 62.4% of the respondents report a 1987 taxable income in excess of
$30,000.00.

The vast majority of the returned questionnaires were completed by the
mother of the person with a disability (n=2483, 87.2%) In most cases, the mother
is also the primary care giver. This sample group is very well educated --S01% of
the primary care givers and 54% of other adults have at least a college degree with
over 26% of the other adults having some graduate education.

With the high level of education observed, we anticipated seeing larger
numbers of two income households. When the respondents were asked to , ientify
some of the opportunity cost associated with care of the family members with a
disability, the data reveal that this probably would have been a realistic
expectation if someone in the family had not had a disability. Over 46% of the
households report that someone has not pursued employment or education
because of the demands of care. In 35.5% of cases a member of the household has
actually given up employment because of the presence of a family member with a
disability. Additionally, a substantial number of households report that the need
to be =corned about care for a person with a disability has influenced some
aspect of e family member's employment experience.

FAMILY MEMBERS WITH A DISABILITY
The family members with disabilities in our responding households ranged l-

ags from under 1 to 86 years of age The average person was a child 8 8 years of
age Only 9.9% (n = 282) of the sample was 18 years of age or older
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Type of ,)ssabtlay Respondents were asked to select the condition or
conditions which beat described their family member from a list of eight types ofdisability In the following 1st the type of disability is followed first by the total
number of respondents will selected that condition and second by the number who
selected at y, :mat condition.

Maw Condition 1120 16
Physical Disability 1733 168
Developmental Disability 2197 278
Speech Impairment 1477 4
Hearing Impairment 324 8
Yuma] Impairment 699 5
Emotional Lhaturbance 422 15
Other 635 103

As is apparen. rom this list the majority of the sample described their familymember as having
925

than one disabling condition 1132 respondents selected 2
or 3 conditions, 925 identified 4 or 5, 168 indicated the presence of 6 or 7, and 7
respondents checked all 8 options

Level of Disability Of greater interest than the frequency with which a type
of clsability was identified is the measure of the severity of that condition Our
respondents were asked to rate for- classes of disability (intellectual, physical,
medical, behavioral) on a four level severity scale ("slight" indicating this type of
condition was essentially not a problem, "mild," "moderate," "severe") 74 7% of the
sample indicated moderate to severe intellectual &sahib. and 65 6% identified the
same range of physical disability As far as medical involvement was concerned,
32 1% of the sample saw tt'nr family member as having a moe rate to severe levelof need the area of behavior problems, 6% of the sample report a severe
problem -de 25 9% report moderate level of du _bility in this area A summary
score was developed to gain a measure of each household's overall level of
disability across categories This rating, with 44% of the sample at the moderate
level and 248% at the severe level, reflects the trend of the sample toward
identifying a relatively severe level of dies.. ihty

Functional Limitations An effort was then made to translate the level of
disability into function,' terms Respondents were asked to rate their family
member's need for ass, stance in seven activities of daily living on a three point
rating scale Respondents were asked to indicate if the family member needed
complete, some, or no assistance in toileting, eating, bathing, groonung, dressing,
communicating, moving around the home, and travel in the community With the
exception of eating, communicating, and movemen. the home, these variables
show a et nauitent pattern Approximately 60-- of the sample needs complet.e
assistance, 30% needs some help, and e. ,t 10% needs no help These trends are
reflected in the overall assistance va- able which averages each respondents
ratings in these areas Tranalatad I low, moderate, and high needs, this
variable finds 16 7%, 28 1%, and 55 4, of t respectively, at these levels

Out-of-home ictivity A major hypothesis that guided the design of tn.s
survey w,.1 the expectation of a relationship between the amount of programmingand re-- eation engaged in by the person with a disability and the househola's naed
for or use of respite We naked the respondents to tell us how many hours per
me. A. their family members were engaged in an educational or worluvocational
p ogram and in recreation, either as part of 'irogram' or informally with
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friends The modifier attached to these questions was that thew activities take
place outside of the home

Based on the pre-suppoeition that the type and amount of out-of-home activity
would be related to the age of the person with a disability, we examined these data
with an eye to different age ranges The 29 2% of our sample under 5 years of ag.i
(n = 831) we found received an average of almost 12 hours of education activity
each week. Only a relatively small percentage of thin age group (12 2%, n = 101)
LS not receiving any educational intervention

For the 609% (n = 1734) of the sample in school age range, 5 to 18 yr,rs, we
See that they are in school for an average of 25 48 hours a week. 97 9% of this age
range get- some educational programming In this same age range an average of
5 8 hours of out-of-home recreation was reported. If the aubstantial percent of
individuals in this age group who are not involved in out-of-home recreation
activity is not considered, the average amount of recreation mcrtases to 746
hours In the school age group the average individual is involved in out-of-home
activities fir 30 23 hours a week.

Almost 10% of the earnnk is 18 years of age and over (n=282) 64 9% of this
group is involved in an 6.e, -1 I 16 hours of work/vocational programming
per week. When the large man people indicator g no hours of vocational
activity is excluded, the averags 'ncrease to 21 5 A substantial number
(n=153, 54%) of people in this age relige are engaged in some sort of educational
activity for an average of 16 44 hours a week. In this same age range, 81 3% are
engaged in a mean of 5.58 hours of out-of-home recreation each week When we
consider only those who actually engage in recreation, the mean is 7 11 hours
The average total amount of out-of-home activity for adults with disabilities in our
sample is about 34 hours.

RESPITE USERS COMPARPD TO NON-USERS
The survey form was designed based on the premise that only a small number

of people who are not currently using respite would take the time to complete the
form. This assumption was a major error on our part In fact the respondents
were almost equally divided between respite users (n=1412, 49 6) and non-users
(n=1391, 48.9%) (there were 15% (n=44) miasma responses to this item) This
result indicates the importance of this topic to familiesespecially those who are
presently not using or having difficulty accessing services There is no other
obvious explanation for the high degree of participation by people who have not
used respite in the last year Since the survey was designed to gain information
frim respite users, a majority of the Items could not be completed by non-users If
we had any inkling of the high level of participatioulNim the non-user group we
would have designed an additional section focused specifically on the issues which
they confront Unfortunately, we mused this great opportunity

An important question we are ante to address is the identification ofany
independe' enables which seem to differentiate respite users from non-users
Statistical testa were conducted which explored the relationship of all ind2pendent
variables, described thus far, to use or non-use of respi

The testa of our hypothesis that there was a relationship between out of home
acavity an use of respite revealed only one statisticahy significant relatio,.ship
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The non-users of respite reported access to signif :antsy more hours of vocational
programming than users of respite (t = -2 00, df = 1346,p =< 05)

An examination of the relationship between use/non-use of respite and the
descriptive variables such as age, level of disability, functional limitations,
household characteristics, and opportunity costs revealed a number of statistically
significant but relatively minor difference between the two group These
difference emerged only because the site of our sample was large enough to assure
that there was little likelihood that these difference could be attributed solely to
chance In summary these differences reveal that respite users are slightly more
likely to indicate that a) their family memberwith a disability is more severelydisabled and needs greater Assistance in moat daily activities and b) that there hasbeen an opportunity cost associated with the care needs of their family member
However, we need to reiterate the magnitude of these differences is relatively
small, in reality non-users and users of respite form very similar groups

The major characteristic which seems to differentiate user and non-usergroups is where they live Questionnaires were returned fr-mi all 50 states, Puerto
Rico, and the District of Columbia Given the almost equal spte.:.etween users
and non-users in the sample as a whole, we would expect that if we were dealingwith a system of services which had some degree of national uniformity the
proportion of users to non-users within a particular jurisdictions would roughly
mirror the national percentages As Figure 1 clearly shows there is wide variation
in the percentage of respite users from one jurisdiction to another BothMississippi In =17) and Puerto Rico In = 4) have no respite users, while Alaska In
= 13) has 100% and the District of Columbia In = 4) has 75% users If thedistribution of states is split at the 50% user mark, we find that we received 51%
of our replies from the 21 "user" areas and 62 5% of all rt3pite users come from
these jurisdictions On the other side of this arbitrary cut off, only 37 5% of the
users are found in the 31 "non -user" jurisdictions from which we got 49% of ourrespondents

IDEPERIENCE WITH RESPITE
The centerpiece of the survey was the section which asked the respondents to

describe their experiences with their local system of respite services The non-
users of respite were directed away from responding to these items All
percentages reported in this section are based on the valid responses elicited fromthe 1412 respondents to our survey who used respite during the last year

As I pointed out earlier, the possible forms or model of respite services areseemingly endless This perception is largely confirmed by our review of theliterature In an effort to organ'? this diversity, we presented respondents with a13 item typology of respite services as a basis for their answers This typology,
presented in Table 1, is made up of six ,n-home alternatives and seven out-of homealternatives No functional definitions were given of these types other than theidentifiers as found in Table I The sole exception to this was an effort to elicitinformation on the use of generic day care by specifying 'community day careprovider" on the survey form

Availability of Respite
Respondents ware asked to identify the models of respite that are available ,n
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TABLE I

AVAILABILITY, UTILIZATION, I DESIRABILITY
OF VARIOUS RESPITE MODELS AS REPORTED BY RESPITE USERS

AVAILABILITY UT'LIZATION DESIRABILITY
REPORTED BY REPORTED BY RATING
B OF USERS B OF USERS IF NOT

IF AVAP..ABLE AVAILABLE
IN-HOME

FAMILY, FRIEND NEIGHBOR 6225% 76 63% I
TRAINED RESPITE PROVIDER 4469% 52 61% 2
LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSE 16 71% 32 63% Is

FORMAL RESPITE AGENCY 42 14% 45 '1% 7
OTHER PERSON 17 99% 61 50% 10
OTHER Ap,'ROACHES < 31% 7105% NA

OUT-OF.HOME
FAMILY, FRIEND, NEIGHBOR 42 Li% 6% ESE 3
PRIVATE HOME 26 42% 40 49% 5
RESPITE CENTER 2210% 16 65% 4
GROUP HOME 5 17% 5 49% 9
INSTITUTION 6 94% 12 26% 12
DAY CARE PROVIDER i3 46% 32 i I4 5
OTHER 1 42% 90 mil

11
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their community The responses to this question are found in the first column of
Table 1 For both in-home and out-of-home respite the most available form is the
largely Informal network of family memoers, friends, and neighbors h. the in-
home category, a trained provider and a respite agency are listed as most available
forms of respite after the informal network We Interpret the "Other Person" that
is available in 17 99% of the cases to be essentially a sitter with no specialized
training The fact that a Licensed Practical Nurse (LPN) is identified in only
16 71% of the responses may Indicate a lack of need and knowledge rather than
availability It is unlikely that moat people would think of this highly
profess:onalized approach as viable unless they needed it because of a family
member's medical condition Idiosyncratic approaches to in-home-respite were
reported 5 38% of the time

For out-of-home respite care, private homes (again the untrained "sitter") and
respite centers are indicated as the next most available forms after the informal
network Community day care is perceived as available in 13 46% of the cases We
were surprised to find that group homer and institutions were only available
5 17% and 6 94% cf the time respectively A small number (1 42%) of the
respondents reported unique approach^s to out-of-home respite

Utilization of Respite
The second column in Table 1 reports the percentage of time a particular

approach to respite is reported as used when it is identified as available It
should not be surprising that the approaches that are dependent on individual
arrangements are the one most frequently used when they are available
Interestingly, trained respite providers and agencies are only used about 50% of
the time LPNa, respite centers, and day care providers are all used about the
same amount of the time The least used options are institutions and group
homes It ather surprising that the institutional option is used about twice as
often as group homes

The figures on Table 2 take this rate of utilization one step further and
present the average number of hours that each respite option was used in one
n.anth The second column of this table indicates the number of respondents who
use. chat option Although used by a relatively small portion of the sample, the
Licensed Practical Nurse were, on average, used for the greatest number of hours
In summary, 90% of all respite users utilize an average 28 27 hours of in-home-
respite per month This figure seems to indicate that where it is available, famil'es
are making good use of respite

The high average hours of use associated with private homes, respite centers,
group homes, and institutions suggest that these out-of-home options are usually
used for overnight stays The few hours of monthly use of community day care is
interesting This seems to indicate that very few parents of children with
disabilities are able to use day care in order to work on a regular basis The
average monthly use of out-of-home respite is 22 3 This represents the wage of
34 9% of al! respite users The figure of 43 7 hours a month of average use for all
forms of respite indicates that these families are making use of both in-home and
out-of-home options in the same month

The date indicate that 479 user households (37%) used only on^ type of
respite option A nearly equal number In--.472) used 2 types of respite 23% of

1
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TABLE 2

AVERAGE HOURS OF VARIOUS MODELS OF RESPITE
USED IN ONE MONTH AS REPORTED BY RESPITE USERS

MODEL

AVERAGE
NUMBER OF
HOURS USED

PERCENT
OF RESPITE
USERS

IN HOME

FAMILY, FRIEND NEIGHBOR 14 75 55 682%
TRAINED RESPITE PROVIDER 11 77 27516%
LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSE 7728 6412%
FORMAL RESPITE AGENCY 1765 22565%
OTHER PERSON 30 91 14 610%

OTHER APPROACHES 25 07 4719%

AVERAGE IN-HOME USAGE 28 27 90 097%

OUT-C/F-HOME

FAMILY FRIEND NEIGHBOR .2 et. 30 357%
PRIVATE HOME 26 45 12 815%

RESPITE CENTER 31 4$ 9 821%
GROUP HOME .3 01 0 325%
INSTITUTION 44 75 1 299%

DAY CARE PROVIDER 2 48 12 744%

OTHER 5 85 4 353%

AVERAGE OUT-OF HOME USAGE 22 30 14 903%

AVERAGE USE OF ALL TYPE OF RESPITE 33 25 100 000%

In 12321

308 respond.nn lard both an home and ox-of home mime
Thad ac usage W. 43 70 hours
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respite users employ 4 or 5 alternatives Three respondents report using 6 or 7
different models of remits within on month. The average household used two
types of respite In some CAM, this reflects a use of several forms of the same type
of respite, rather than the use of one ui-home and one out-of-home ir ,del. In fact,
38% of users report multiple forms of in-home respite, while 27% used several out-
of-home options.

Of respite users, 83% indicated that some part of the respite they used was at
least partially subsidized by some source of public funds When we asked how this
publicly supported remits was allocated, 59% of users indicated that the had an
average allocation of about three days of respite per month (24 82 hours) Twenty
four percent acid that they did not know what the allowable allocation was and
16 2% reported that respite was allocated on an "as needed" beaus. In response to
questions about the need for additional respite, 40 93% of respite users said they
needed an average of 18.3 more hours of in-home respite each month 16 61% of
the users felt they could use 20 4 more hours of out-of-home respite each month

Preferred Models of Respite
The final column of Table 1 shows the desirability lawn of certain forms of

respite among respite users in areas where that approach is currently not
available. The rating score reflects the ranking of these approaches basedon the
number of times each was selected as desirable These ratings seem to
deinonstsata a clear preference fur less formal and individual relationships with
providers (family, friends, and neighbors and mclividual trained providers)
Respite centers and day care providers are ranked closely together as the next
moat preferred options followed by pnvate homes Formal agencies and LPNs
seem to fall together as a grouping of profesinonahzed approaches which are not
quite as desirable as the more informal approaches These are followed by group
homes The somewhat ill-defined options of "other person" in-home and "other"
out-of-home are found next in the ranking The sample sees respite services in an
institutional settmg as the least desirable option This mirrors the relatively low
rate of utilization observed for this option

Experience with Providers
In the next group of vanables we examined parents' experience with respite

providers We found that there us wide variability in the amount of control that
parents have over selecting the person who will be their actual provider
Surprisingly in 23% of the cases some care giver have no input into the selection
of the respite person Most care givers feel that the individuals providingrespite
services are relatively well qualified About 72% of the respondents feel that
providers are well or very highly qualified

Ar addition.,1 set of questions expinred the degree of flexibility o. providers
around being sitters for siblings without disabilities in addition to providing
respite tir the member of the family with a disability 57% of the responding
respite users indicated that their providers were willing to watch other zhildren
In intuit cases (52.74% of users) there was an additional charge for this services
which averaged $2 82 per hour

Cost From a public policy' perspective two important questions are 1) how
much do these services cost the public sector, and 2) how much does this thing
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called respite cost families over and above the typical costs of baby-sitting and
child care? This study did not take a detailed look at this issue but, from the
perspective of the family, we did collect some relevant information Respondents
mere asked about the reimbursement rate for publicly subsidized respite The
majority of respondents left this item blank or checked a box that indicated thatthey did not know The 719 replies we did receive indicated an average rate of$6 86 an hour. There were many different answers ranging from three
respondents who indicated there was no public rate to single individuals who cited
rates of $32.00, $3f.00, $40 00, $50.70, and $9000 an hour

To the question which asked how much money had been spent out of pocketfor publicly subsidized respite during the lead month, 998 individuals responded610 of thee* households encountered no expenditure. On the other extreme were23 households which spent in excess of $200 00 including two whose monthly bill
for respite was more than $1000 00 The average monthly cost for households thathad some additional expense was $57 14. A final fiscal question asked therespondents for the hourly rate they pay for respite which they pay for completely
on their own. The average hourly rate reported by 717 respondent was $4 36

Scheduling In conversations with parente, project staff have been told thatrespite agency requirements for advancescheduling were a mjor problem formany families Three questions in the survey addressed this issue The image ofrespite care that emerges is not of one that is particularly flexible or responsive tothe shifting demands of everyday life 71% of users report that they must schedulerespite at least four days in advance In 18 8% of the cases this lead time is morethan two weeks 53 8% ofuses indicate that the existing scheduling requirements
usually meets their needs However, this means that 46 3% of the respondentswork with a system which does not respond to their needs

Perhaps the real test is whether the system of respite is able to respond, notso much to the day-to-day shills of schedule, but to major crises 46 7% of respite
users report that the system that they use cannot usually meet thoir needs in atime of emergency Only 27% of the sample report sufficient IlexibiLt to respondto a crisis An almost equal number (26 6%) indicate that they have neverencountered a crisis in which they needed emergency respite support

Problems In another series of items, respite users were asked to identifywhich of 15 possible problems with respite they had encountered Table 3 presentsthese problems rank ordHe according to the frequency with which they were
selected. No single probleth was encountered by a majority of the us,rs However,about 40% of them indicated that limited allocation of respite time and the need toleave their family members with a disability with a stranger were problems forthem The scheduling issue discussed in the previous section was cited by 26 98%of the users A quarter of the respite users had encountered problems with thequality of services that were available and almost 23% had unique problems whichfell outside the categories provided on the questionnaire Given that respondentsto this item were already respite users, it is not surprising that some problems
were cited infrequently Issues such as source of referral, cost, waiting list,eligibility criteria, lack of public supported services, failure to qualify for services,and lack of transportation co'ild be expected to rate much higher with non-users

Satisfaction A series of items endeavored to gain a sen.s of the respondents'satisfaction with th system of respite services, their percept or of the value of

1
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TABLE 3

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED BY FAMILIES USING RESPITE SERVICES

PERCENT OF USERS

PROBLEM REPORTING THIS PROBLEM

TOO LITTLE TIME ALLOCATED

RELUCTANT TO USE STRANGERS
TOO LITTLE TIME TO MAKE ARRANGEMENTS
POOR QUALITY OF AVAILABLE SERVICES

OTHER REASONS
LACK OF REFERRAL INFORMATION
AVAILAILE SERVICE TOO EXPENSIVE
DISABILITY DID NOT FTT EUGIBILITY CRITERIA
EXTENSIVE WAITING USTS
ADDITIONAL COST FOR OTHER CHILDREN
LACK OF PUBLICLY SUPPORTED RESPITE
AVAILABLE SERVICE INAPPROPRIATE

FAMILY DID NOT QUALIFY FOR SUPPORT
LACK OF TRANSPORTATION
PROBLEM WITH THE PERSON WITH A DISABILITY

401%
395%
27 OS

254%
n 7%
2054
IS IA
It 3%
It 3%
17 IS
14 9%

14 2%

120%
614
63%
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respite, and their sense of the degree to which the system of service will improve
over the next few years Respite users an, in general, fairly satisfied with the
respite options which they use 59 3% of users indicate that they more satisfied
than not, while 20 8% of fall at the other end of the satisfaction chatnbution This
high level of satisfaction is paralleled by the impact that fiumhes attribute to
respite services 74% of the fanulles reported that this service has made a
significant difference in their ability to care for person with a disainhty at home
On the other extreme, 17 2% of the respondents were neutral in their evaluation of
the value of respite and 8 9% tended to minimize its affect 34 6% of the respite
users indicated that without respite services they would have considered out-of-
home placement for their family member

When we explored whether the respondents feel that they have adequate
input into planning services and sufficient control over the services, only 37 3%
and 32.6% of respite users, respectively, expressed satisfaction with these aspects
of the service systma This low level of satisfaction with the system is echoed in
the range of responses to a question which asked for an evaluation the potential
for positive growth in till community's system of family supports Only 3 9% of
the sample indicated a high expectation for change 12 9% of the respondents
were optimistic, while 45 3% had limited expectations 37 9% of the sample had
essentially no expectation of change for the better

Why Respite?
A final group of survey items asked users to identify the reasons they used

respite Table 4 displays the results of this section the frequencies reflect the
percentage of users who identified a particular reason for using respite As we
review the results, it is very difficult to separate the first two reasons listed --
clearly ume for socializing can be a major way to alleviate stress The next two
items in the hating make an interesting ;Air in their complementary concern for a
member of the family other than the :are g'ver Specifically the use of respite as a
method for expanding the social experience of the person with a disability is
Intriguing Respite can and is used to fulfill the role that social networks and
community involvement, provide for children without disabilities The relatively
low rating of respite as child care for parental employment leads us to wonder if
that might not be a function of the relatively prosperous nature of our sample in
a less affluent group, ',e would expect to see a greater need for respite for longer
periods of time durinf, the workday

NEEDS FOR INFORMATION AND SERVICES
Both respite users and non users were asked to complete the balance of the

Items on the survey These items dealt with the content and tormat of materials
which may be developed as a result of this project and entailed prioritizing respite
within the framework of other forms of family support

Information Needs
Table 5 ranks 13 types of information in the order of inPir rating by all

respondents Over 90% of the respondents rated each of these options on a 5 point
rating scale (1 least preferred to 5 most preferred) The scores in the rating
column reflect Ile average scores associated with these items While the spread on
all of the items is only one point, It is interesting o note that items seem co fa:l
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TABLE 4

REASONS FOR USING RESPITE RI_TORTED BY RESPITE USERS

REASONS FOR RE'-ITE
REPORTED BY
% OF USERS

TIME FOR ENTERTAININGIOCIALIZING

RELIEF FROM EMOTIONAL STRESS
75 92%

73 51%
TIME & ATTENTION TO OTHFR FAMILY MEMBERS 59 21%
SO FAMILY MEMBER CAN HAVE CONTA 2T WITH OTHERS 42 15%
VACATIONS 42 21%
TIME FOR HOUSEHOLD ROUTINES 41 29%
EMERGENCIES 39 59%
TIME FOR EMPLOYMENT 29 46%
ILLNESS IN THE FAMILY 27 97%
ASSISTANCE BFFORE OR AFTER SCHOOL 23 65%
OTHER

12 11%
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TABLE 5

INFORMATION DOOM BY FAMILIES TO ASSIST THEM
Di DellOVING SERVICES IN IIENIR comments

TYPE OF INFORMATION AVERAGE RATING

SOURCES OF FUNDING FOR SERVICES 4 563
HOW TO UCIUTT. TRAIN SUPIEVISII PROVIDERS 4 452
VARIOUS RESPITE ALTERtiAlT/113 4 151

UNDERSTANDING OF THE SERVICE STRUCTURE 4 136
HOW TO ADVOCATE AND LOBBY FOR CHANGE 4 106
KNOWLEDGEABLE POKE TO CONTACT 4 065
HOW TO EVALUATE SERVICES 4 030
HOW TO WORK WITH PROVIDERS 3 999
DILICRIFTION OF MODEL PROGRAMS 199$
AVAILABLE FAMILY SUPPORT OPTIONS 1 950
HOW TO ORGANIZE 3 r,
CONTACT WITH OTHER FAMILIES 3 660
DOCUMENTATION OF RESPITE S VALUE 3 639

TABLE 6

TYPES OF SUPPORT SERVICES DESIRED BY FAMILIES

TYPE OF SUPPORT AVERAGE RATING

FUTURE PLANNING
SPECIALIZED SERVICES

293

772
TEMPORARY IN HOME RESPITE 3 559
SUPPORT FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY 3 356
ADEQUATE HEALTH COVERAGE (INSURANCE) 3 335
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 1171
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL 3 090
DAY PROGRAMAUNO

3 032
TEMPORARY OUT OF HOME RESPITE 2 954
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into related clusters The first three reflect a functional perspective on the
knowledge necessary to organize, manage, or at least fully understand respite
services The next three tie= are concerned with the skills and knowledge
needed to Baileys systemic change The next pair of items focused on working
with and aluating direct service This is followed by information on two types of
best pmzt.o.es The next pair both deal with grassroots organizing The least
desired information is documentation on the value of respite This is not
surprising :mice all of the respondents to this survey have clearly demonstrated
the high value which they place on respite They do not need further resear to
confirm their own knowledge

Support Needs
To put this project with it emphasis on respite in context, the final series of

items on the survey asked respondents to rate nine forms of family support
services, including in-home and out-of-home respite, according to their level
need for that support. Again the ranking was in a five point scale with a higher
score indicating a greater degree of need. Each item was ranked based on its
average rating by all respondents Table 6 presents the results of this ranking

It is important to point out that although "respite" was the focus of this survey
and respondents are very interested in this topic resnite is not their most pressing
need In fact out-of-home respite (as opposed to in -home respite) received the
lowest need rating of any item The highest rating was given to a need fcr
assistance in future planning to assure the long term well-being of the family
member with a disability This wa.- 'ollowed by a need for specialized services
which addressed the disability related needs of the persor In-home respite was
ranked as the third highest priority item Sum:in-. wh,..11 address the needs of the
entire family (sibling counseling, etc ), adequate th insurance coverage, and
financial assistance to meet some of the costs associated with their specialized
needs are found clustered together in ,`Ie center of the ranking A need for
information and referra, to services and a need for day programming round outthe ranking

Respectfully submitted by

James A Knoll, D
Human Services Research Institute

2336 Massachusetts Aie
Cambridge, MA 02140

1617) 876-0426
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Chairman OWENS. Thank you. Ms. Jennifer Cernoch9
Ms. CERNOCH. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I

am Jennife! Cernoch, Project Director of the Texas Respite Re-
source Network.

The Texas Respite Resource Network was establisi- n 1985 as
a grant project of the Texas Planning Council for elopmental
Disabilities in response to the trei.eadous need for respite care
services in the state of Texas.

As a state information clearinghouse and tet1-.r6cal assistance
networl-, Texas Respite addressee issues . _ating to respite care
and we identify, initiate and improve multifaceted respite re-
sources.

Since our inception, we have broadened our focus to include the
implementation of three model pilot projects that I will talk about
in a minute. By default we have become the national data center to
provide technical assistance to parents, agencies and programs
throughout the United States, because currently there is no such
service.

Respite care is typically defined as any type of relief care allow-
ing families the opportunity to take a break from the caretaking of
their children with disabilities Respite ,:an include temporary
relief ra,-_;ing from a few hours to intermittent custodial care rang-
ing up to a few months.

This temporary relief may be provided either in the family's
home or in out-of-home settings in the family's community. 'There
are many types of models of respite care programs, but one of the
most important things to remember is that respite care is a service
oriented toward the whole family. It is not a program specifically
designed as a treatment plan, recreational activity or day care
services for children with special needs

Respite is part of the overall support system that families need
to maintain their children at home Respite is a necessity, not a
luxury in our society.

In 1980 respite care was the need most frequently requested by
families of children with developmental disabilities and special
health care needs As we progress toward community-based family-
centered care programs. respite becomes a vital service for families.

However, most communities are currently not able to provide
this important service to families. Lack of funding, as always, be-
comes a major stumbling block in the provision of respite care serv-
ices.

Many states and local communities have now realized the impor-
tance of respite care, but the need for services far outweighs the
actual provision of the care. Most respite care programs repr t to
us across the country that they have vaiting list for services, or
many are having to limit families to the number of hours that are
available.

Through out networking efforts in Texas alone, we have identi-
fied approximately 105 respite options to meet the :weds of nearly
270,000 Texans with developmental disabilities. Calculations from
these statistics would indicate that each re.,,ite program should
serve over 2,500 families

These figures are overwhelming Witl 'Ir. ted funds avaiP,ble,
most respite nrograms can serve approximet-ly 200 families in

1 r
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their geographic area, and that is a lot In Texas alone this world
leave over 240,000 families _nserved.

In addition to these figures, the Texas Respite Resource Network
has received over 1,500 calls and letters from families, agencies and
governmental entities during the past three years since our ii.^ep-
tion seeking respit" care services, general information and techni-
cal assistance Approximately 60 percent of these calls originate
outside of Texas.

As an example, we assisted a family in New Jersey who desper-
ately needed respite care services after writing a letter to the
White House Through our networking efforts the family was re-
ferred to a program within their area and they are currently re-
ceiving services.

These limited statistics and examples indicate the tremendous
need for services and the lack of services therein. The benefits of
respite care far outweigh the cost of any program development

In the f'w studies that have been conducted to date, it has been
generally purported that respite care has proven to be an effective
means of reducing family stress and preserving family unity. In ad-
dition, respite care costs approximately on -fourth to one-third the
cost of institutionalization.

From a preventive perspective, respite care assists in keeping
families together and minimizing possible abuse and neglect situa-
tions.

For families respite spells relief -relief from the twenty-four-
hour-a-day caretaking of their child, relief to spend time with other
family members, relief to overcome that sense of isolation, relief to
run errands or take a vacation, activities that are part of our daily
lives.

For the majority of families with children with special needs a
qualified, trained provider is a must for them to participate in
these daily life activities that we all participate in

Because of the disabilities of their children. families are not able
to hire a sitter from the neighborhood and many of them do not
have extended family to care for their children.

Respite traditionally is not medical intervention services provid-
ed by many home health care agencies, but rather for relief care

In addition, respite should not be confused with daily child care,
of which there is also a need in our country Respite is that tempo-
rary relief.

In the three model pilot programs that we have developed
through Texas respite, one of our programs, called Respite Care of
San Antonio is a very innovative program providing respite serv-
ices in the family's home or through host families.

In the short time that this program has been in operation, ap-
proximately fifteen months, over 170 families have registered to
use the service and approximately twenty new families register
every month.

Respite Care of San Antonio, supported by a consortium of cund-
ing entities, is an excellent example of a broad-based contiauum of
respite care options.

However, because our funds are limited, families are only able to
use the service 240 hours per year, or ten days out of 365 calendar
days a year
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Families use this service for a variety of reasons As an example,
one family uses the service on Sunday mornings to attend church
services. This is an activity that they have not been able to do as a
family, as a whole family, in over thirteen years.

Another family used the service to attend their daughter's high
school graduation Finally, one family used respite are to obtain
one night's worth of sleep without interruption, soriething that
they had not had in a number of months

The second model program that we have statted through Texas
Respite is called the Respite Station This is a unique hospital-
based respite care program offered as a joint venture between
Texas Respite and Santa Rosa Children's Hospital.

The Respite Station offers families of children with severe medi-
cal conditions living at home a safe environment for the provision
of respite care

This model was implemented as a cost effective means of provid-
ing relief care to an ever-growing large population of children with
severe medical problems that are many times unserved

In our third model program, Family Respite Care is an in -home
service offered to families of children with chronic mental illness

I have mentioned these model programs to you as examples of
creative initiatives in the provision of continuums of respite care
options for families and to indicate the effectiveness to you of con-
sortiums of funding from government agencies, state revenue, pri-
vate sector and community resources All of these resources put to-
gether are important for the delivery of quality respite care serv-
ices

In conclusion, I would like to say that respite care is a vital and
necessary component of family support systems It cannot stand
alone. Please know that for these families respite care is truly a
gift of time

Thank you for the opportunity to present this information on
behalf of our families

[The prepared statement of Jennifer Cernoch follows I
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. Good Morning.

I am ddnnifer Cernoch, Project Director of Texas Respite Resource Network

Texas Respite Resource Network (TRRN) was established in 1985 as a grant project

of the Texas Planning Council for Developmental Disabilities in response to the

tremendous need fur respite care services As the state inf.. ation c'earinghouse

and tecnrical assistance network, TRRN addresses lusues relating to respite care

and identifies, initiates and improves multi-faceted respite resources Since

our inception, Texas Respite O3' hroaurned its focus to include the implementation

of three mooel pilot programs ,t1 T.Loite care and to provide technical assistance

to parents, agencies, and programs throyjhout the United States These additional

activities have ',en devel,ned to better moot the needs of fay,i,ey,

Respite care is typically defined a, any type of relief care allowing families

the opportunity to ta:,e a break from the caretaking of their children with

disabilities Respite can include tenp,rar, relief ranging from a few hours

care to intermittent cuSt7,Olal core rnn3jnq ip to a few months Inv-, temporary

relief may be provided on I, ,1,-ryenc, L,I;rs cr on a per,Jlic or regular basis

either in the family's nose or in out -of -house settings based in the family's

community There are many types of Tolc1,-, of respite care programs,

but one of tire most important thin'm to re'ember is that respite care is a service

oriented towards the whole family It P_ net a pr,gram specifically designed

for rhildren with disabilities us a trcitr,,:nE plan, recreational activities,

day care services Respite 1, part of the o.trall support system that families

need to maintain their rh,ldr,n it -10m he pity is a n2,:essitj, not a luxury

In MO, respite 'Are was the n,,,1 mu',t freqp2ntly requested b, families

of children with do.elp, ental di,a!_,,litics and special n'alth need, As we

progress t,wa,o, fa,,ly- vnt,,d care prrora,,s, respite t:ecome,,
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a vital service for families However, most communities are not able to provide

this important service to families. Lack of funding, as always, becomes a major

stumbling block in the p-ovision of resVte care services. Many states and local

communities have now realized the importance of respite care, but the need for

services far outweighs the actual provision of respite care Most respite care

programs report a "waiting list" for services or mary are having to limit families

in the number of hours that are available Through the networking efforts of

TRPN in Teas, approximately 103 respite options have been identified to meet the

:eds of nearly 270,000 individuals with developmental disabilities Calculations

from these statistics would indicate that each respite program should serve over

2,500 families These figures are overwhelming With limited funds available,

most respite programs can serve approximately 200 families in their geographic

area. In Texas alone, tnis would le,ve over 240,000 families unserved In

addition to these figures, Tex,, Respite Resource Network has received over 1,500

calls and letters from families, agencies, and governmental entities during the

past three years seeking respite care services, general information_ and technical

assistance in the establishment of respite care services Approximately 60% of

these calls originate outside of Texas As an example, TRRN assisted a family

in New Jersey who desperately needed respite care services after writing a letter

to the White House Through networking efforts, the family was referred to a

program within their area These limited statistics and example indicate the

tremendous reed for services and the lack o' ,ervices therein

Thy_ benefits of respite care far outweigh the costs of any program development

In the few studies that have been conducted to date, respite care has proven to

be an effective means of reducing family stress and preserving family unity In

addition, respite care costs approximately one-fourth to one-third the cost of

institutionalization From a preventati4e perspoctive, respite care assists in

2
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keeping families together and minimizing possible abuse and neglect situations

For families, respite provides relief from the 24 hour a day caretaking of their

,hildren with disabilities relief to spend time with other family members

relief to overcome the sense of isolation relief to run errands or take a

vacation activities that are a part of our normal daily lives For the

majority of families of children with special needs, a qualified trained provider

is a must for them to participate in daily tasks and activities. Because of the

disabilities of their children, families are not able to hire a sitter from the

neighborhood and many do not have extended family to assist in the care of the

children A qualified trained provider, who the family tru,ts, is necessary for

the provision of care Resp tr .s not medical intervention services provided by

many home health care agencies, but ratner, relief care for the family In

addition, respite should not to confused w.th daily child care of which there is

a need also in our country R, spite is tempdraa relict provided to the whole

family so that they can enjoy daily life aJivities

In the three model pilot orbcrdms developed through 1RRN, Respite Care of

San Antonio is an innovative program providing respite services in the family's

home or through host families In the shu.i time that this program has been in

operation (15 months), over 170 fimilies have regiotered to use thr service and

approximately 20 new families r, 'ter eve,y month Pespi'. Care of San Antonio,

supported by a consort ys of f,rdtng ;,,,rres, is an excellent examc,,le of a

broad-based continuum of remits ptthns HOwe,,ef, be-aL,Se of limitel tungt

families are only able to aut. the <dery t 24'51 per year or 1( Jay, Out of

365 days Famille-,, vse this snit,, for a ,emi t, reasons us in icily-,

One fairly vises the t,erat,t or r ;di Y n,r1T, t.. attted church ',,rIcet, en

activity that they hi,,e it ti ri able t ut, d to 11,, in 0.er la year, vii ,fher

family used ill, civil la J,ttn,1 ttr '11,4fIttf y it F

97-966 0 89 5

1
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one family used respite care to obtain a night's sleep without interruption. The

secord model program, The Respite Station, is a unipuL uospital-based respite care

service offered as a Joint venture between TRRN ani the Children's Hospital,

Santa Rosa Health Care Corporation The Respite Station offers families of

children with severe medical conditions living at home a safe environment for the

provision of respite care This model was implemented as a cost effective means

of providing relief care to a very large population of children that are many times

unserved The third model program, Family Respite Care, is an in-home service

offered to families of children with chronic mental illness I have mentioneC

these model programs as examples of creative initiatives in tre provision of

continuums of respite care options for famil,es and to ;hd,catc the ef"ectiwcncsS

of consortiums of funding from governmental agencies, state revenue. private

sector, and community resources All resources are important for the delivery

of Quality respite care services

In conclusion, I would like to say that respite care is a vital and necessary

component of -Family support systems It is a tremendously needed service for

families Respite care is truly a gift of time

Thank yni for th' ypportunity to present Information on behalf of families

of children with disabilities

4
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Chairman OWENS. Thank you. Ms. Kathy Mandeville?
Ms. MANDEVILLE Mr Chairman and distinguished members of

this committee, my name is Kathy Mandeville and I am a mom. I
am from Bedford, New Hampshire, a community just outside of the
city of Manchester.

I am pleased to be here representing the United Cerebral Palsy
Associations. UCPA is a national organization of nearly 200 affili-
ates in forty-five states, advocating on behalf and providing a range
of community support services to individuals with cerebral palsy
and other severe kinds of disabilities and to their families.

I come to you as the mothe: of a ten-year-old son with multiple
handicaps, as well as the Chairperson of the New Hampshire
Family Support Task Force.

The Task Force was a legislatively created committee in New
Hampshire whose mission it was to study the needs of families
caring for severely disabled children at home and to make recom-
mendations to the New Hampshire legislature on what family sup-
port ser /ices were necessary to enable the developmentally dis-
abled child to remain in the home and not to be taken away or
placed elsewhere.

That Task Force met for sixteen months and released its findings
this past ary. I have brought with me the summary report of
those rec ndations for your information and a copy is also at-
tached to` estimony for the record

I am married and the mother of three children. I have a picture
of our family which I will share with you. We are a feisty group.
James is ten and he is our child with disabilities Elizabeth is seven
and Margaret is four-and-a- half The .e is never a dull moment
around our house.

The life event that brings us together in this room today was
James' birth ten years ago Richard and I had been married for
about five years. I was the nurse consultant for prenatal services
for the state of New Hampshire and had recently been recognized
for my efforts in the prevention of birth defects for the March of
Dimes.

Richard had recently been named president of the local two-year
community college in Manchester and we were anxiously awaiting
the birth of our first child.

James was born and was very beautiful. He was also very lethar-
gic at birth. He seemed to perk up some, but about four hours after
birth he started having seizures that went on for a full twenty-four
hours.

The first week brought us the knowledge that he had suffered
significant trauma to his brain, but that hf, would live. The second
week told us that whatever damage he had had was probably gon g
to be permanent and extensive.

At this point, by age three, we were describing him as a child
with cerebral palsy and I did not know what cerebral palsy was at
that point. Cerebral palsy means that those areas of the brain that
to de muscles what to do are some way damaged, and James has
cerebral palsy and he has interference with his body moving and
acting in a functional way throughout his entire body

He is described as being profoundly retarded To me that sounds
like somewhere between a cantaloupe and a rock James is not

BES1 COPY AVAILABLE
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that. He has far more of an affect and an ability to hear what is
happening and to know what is happening and to understand some
words.

He is a very beautiful child His head circumference, his brain
growth and what he looks like is that of a very attractive child, but
whose head is about that of a six or eight month old, so he tias a
fancy term called "microcephaly."

He is totally dependent. Last fall he weighed a grand total of 29
pounds, which was the most he had weighed, and he had turned
ten in November.

It was only after a long period of time that we discovered in ret-
rospect that the crying periods that he had had over the years were
due to heartburn. If any of you have a packet of Tums in your
pocket you know what heartburn is. It is not an uncommon kind of
thing to have children who have cerebral palsy to experience some-
thing called reflux, meaning that the acid in their stomach washes
into their esophagus, and we discovered that in fact his esophagus
had the appearance o; something like raw meat.

We had been trying to feed him for several years meals that took
half-an-hour to an hour at a time and he had to be held at the time
to do this, mid we were also adding other children to our family at
the same time, so you can imagine how exciting " nic hour"
was between the hours of three and six o'clock i> evening,
when things were busy anyway

We were fortunate in being able to have him undergo a proce-
dure last fall in Boston whereby they were able to prevent acid to
go up his esophagus anymore, so that he is no longer in probably
constant pain that he had for years.

We also decided to do something called a gastrostomy, which was
in an artificial way feeding him from a tube in his tummy. It
doesn't look as bad as we thought it might. It is less frightening
than we thought it was.

James is weighing close to forty-five pounds now, and that is just
since November. He has been totally transformed, out it has added
an additional dimension to the kind of care that James needs and
receives.

It was not until I had the opportunity of accompanying Richard
on a business trip when James was about two-and-a-half that the
need for care for James for more than a few hours at a time
became an issue or even a remote consideration.

We had heard of the term respite careand, remember, this was
about eight, years agofrom a doctor when James was a few
months old What we heard in our hearts was that respite care was
for families who were exhausted, were at the end of their ropes,
had problems, were unable to cope with their child or whose mar-
riage was on the brink of collapse. Those words were not said, but
those words were heard.

&rice we had no other child care options and we desperately
needed to get away together as a couple, we looked into a place in
New Hampshire two hours from our home, a small residential care
facility that also, offered temporary care. Yo'i may be aware of a
place called Cedar Crest, which is not far from the Vermont
border.

lu,r BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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We were able to get state funds to help pay for Jamie's ten days
there, and it was only through the friend of a friend of a friend
that we found out that even there might have been some help for
that.

I was going only because Richard's expenses were being paid be-
cause it was a business trip, so that my expenses would I mini-
mal. To add on to that the additional expenses of taking care of
James at probably a hundred dollars a day would have been more
than we would have ever looked into. Without that help there is no
way we could have afforded that k=-id of skilled care

We learned, having been away for even two days, that in fact we
had been exhausted. Our energies had gone into paying the bills
and taking care of James and not much else. We came back feeling
relaxed and renewed and we were anxious to see him again.

Respite care became the single most important support to our
family in the next several years and is becoming even moreso. The
opportunity for Richard and I to go out together for a few hours
occasionally was and is extremely important. Respite care made it
possible for me to maintain some professional activitiesI am a
nurse by backgroundand memberships in community organiza-
tions, in Junior Women's Club and being a school volunteer. in
garden club, in whatever I could come up with, that allowed me to
feel some degree of accomplishment and success and identity.

To go from an active professional career to being at home with a
child who is very difficult to feed, screamed in his car seat and
wheelchair for his first two years of life, was not getting any better
for all the energy and effort we were putting into him, created an
incredible amount of frustration, anger, guilt, depression and sense
of powerlessness during those early years To have someone care
for James so that I could just get away and out was extremely im-
portant.

The Family Support Task Force, whose mission it was to deter-
mine the needs of families caring for people with disabilities in our
state, recommended strongly that increasing the amount of respite
and respite care options was very important to families in our
state.

We heard from over 350 families who have childrf n who have
significant disabilities. We heard from many families and small
groups by phone, in personal interviews, in testimony offered
before our committee, which was composed of two parents, of
which I was one, and the others in charge of services in our state
such as special education, mental health area agencies, et cetera.

We heard of incredible situations, from families like ours who do
have insurance and do have an intact family and do have neigh-
bors and do have friends, to families where there were single par-
ents caring for children with disabilities, many working mothers
and fathers with several children and this happened to be the last
child, from a few families whose children demand twenty-four-hour
medical and other kinds of supervision, to families whose children
are physically fine but the kids without supervision would be
spreading feces all over their rooms or going through mattresses or
up and down the streets looking in mailboxes.

r".1,1 1, ,
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When you hear things like that and people , to you, how do
you get along, you think, I'm getting along fine with what we have
but how do you cope?

For many of these families respite care only happens in emergen-
cies. The purpose of respite care is to help prevent burn-out and
family disintegration

In some areas it is doing that In many areas it is little more
than a band-aid, because it is only seen as crisis intervention. As
many people have said before you today, and as I think you under-
stand, it is not supposed to be saved for a crisis when everything is
falling apart. It is a band-aid at that point It is supposed to be pre-
ventive relief.

As a mother and the chairperson of New Hampshire's Task
Force I strongly support the need for accessible, flexible parent-con-
trolled, parent-directed respite care options, but it is also is very
important for me that you understand the greater concept of
family support.

Family support is the provision of those services that insure ordi-
nary families faced with extraordiaary circumstances that come
with having a child with severe disabilities that they get the help
they need without having to give up parental responsibilities and
control and without creating dependency on agencies and profes-
sionals.

Family support services are designed to enhance my ability to
care for my family, deter unnecessary placement of our children
out of our homes and to return people living in institutions back to
their neighborhoods and to their families.

I am told that for a child like James, if we had him cared for
outside of our home, it would probably be anywhere from $65,000
to $90,000 a year We are not asking you to pay for that We want
our kids at home and we are willing to do a lot of that work.

Examples of family support might include such things as infor-
mation referral, service coordination, temporary relief with respite,
connection with other familiesjust to know you are not the first
person or the only person in this world to go through this is very
importantparent education, family counseling, homemaker serv-
ices, adaptive equipment, home alterationsthese are all examples
of family supporttransportation and access to typical community
resources.

I don't want to be isolated and segregated. I want to bring
James, as we are able to, to our own town pool James may not
need the town pool, but 'teed the town pool I need to see other
moms with kids and my other children need to be with their
friends. We don't wont to have a pool down the street for handi-
capped kids. We want to be a part of our normal communities.
These are the kinds of normal situations we are talking about.

We want access to our libraries and to our parks and day care
centers, but we don't want them separate We want tc have them
as normal.

Family support mast be family-centered and flexible enough to
respond to tI-.4 inique needs and circumstances of each individual
family and thei changes over time as determined by that family.
Respite care is important, but for a family without other support
its effects are short-lived

NM
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The funding which the Temporary Child Care for Handicapped
Children and Crisis Nurseries Act of 1986 provides to states on acompetitive demonstration grant basis is encouraging. However,
much more needs to be done.

As Americans we claim that the cornerstone of our society is the
family. We take great pride in that New Hampshire takes greatpride in that. Yet the most recent financial data for Fiscal Year1988 on state expenditures identified in state agencies for personswith mental retardation or developmental disabilities, collected by
Dr. David Braddock at the University of Illinois in Chicago, is very,very depressing.

Out of $11.4 billion dollars spent on these states for services, the
great majority on a variety of out-of-home living situations, only$177.9 million is spent on a variety of family supports

Now, it sounds like a lot of money, but when I saw the list of
states and what percentage that represented of thir entire huuget,it represented that on an average a meager 1.56 percent of their
total budgets was directed to family support.

In days past it is my understandingthis is not my background.
If I wanted special ed, I would have majored in it, so it is some-
thing that I have come into only by being a parent. It is my under-standing that children like James would have been placed at the
turn of the century and in the thirties and forties. I would like toknow where all the money that would have been used to care forhim, in that we have our kids at home right now, has gone.Yet where do most individuals with disabilities reside? Theyreside with us. A copy of this data, with state- by-state compari-
sons, is in the testimony that has been offered to you.

The vast majority of families want to care foi their children with
disabilities in their homes. It is better for the family, it is better forthe child and it certainly better for government funds.

We need help to do it. We can't do it alone. I urge you to contin-
ue your support and leadership and to assure that we will be ableto keep our families from becoming disabled, as well

We recommend the following items for the reauthorization proc-ess:
One, to make the program permanent and to reauthorize the

program for three years.
Two, to increase the authorization level to $20 million.
Three, to set guidelines assuring that the program is family-cen-

tered and flexible rather than bureaucratic. We have wonderful ex-amples in our state of New Hampshire of how we have done that.
It is very simple. It doesn't have to be complex. It really doesn'tWe can get from point A to point B on a local/regional level and doit well on a cost effective basis.

Four, to move forward toward a state formula grant program
rather than a competitive grant award, assuring some services inevery state, with a requirement with a state financial match. In
New Hampshire, from the little I have been up at the state legisla-ture, the word "federal" is a dirty word. If they have a choice they
would rather not get involved. They are not reaching out and Ireally feel that the federal government must take some leadershipin making sure that states like New Hampshire and other states
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really want to dance and to play and to be a part of this kind of a
program and not have a choice about it.

To expand the service capacity in the program, to move beyond
respite care as the only fundable service, and to grasp and to em-
brace a concept of child support.

There three things that T just want to speak to very briefly
in relati to prior testimony. One has to do with this issue of tem-
porarily iunding this program.

I would like to think that people that I have met up in the state
of New Hampshire Division of Mental Health, who are the people
who direct most of the services for our families, would be able to
put their time and energy more in helping families and myself
rather than perpetually writing federal grants trying to justify
that, again, we need the money every year.

I would like them helping us and having people finally buy the
concept, say it works, and have them helping us instead of having
to write reports back to the federal government, going through the
same information, saying "we need it again."

I as a parent want to have the security in knowing that a respite
program in my area is going to be there next year and nrt inse-
cure. I am not going to invest in something of my time and energy
and taking advantage of that service if I don't think it is going to
be there the year after. I need that security to know it is going to
be there.

Second, some thoughts on cost effectiveness. The cost effective-
ness, I think, is obvious. James is not in a crisis nursery because
we have built-in supports in our community. My marriage is intact.
Rich is a wonderful friend and a wonderful human being and a
good husband. The amount of strain that can go on and does go on
periodically with having a child like James is incredible.

I was humbled often in hearing testimony ffom families, to hear
about the numbers of times that marriages broke up after a child
with a disability was born. Families with disabilities are ri.k for
splitting up and this is an expense, not just in money but a human
expense.

Having these kinds of programs allows me to be an active
member of our community. My husband is on the school board. I
am a school volunteer. We both are involved with service clubs. We
both have friends. We are not just sitting in our house feeling sorry
for ourselves.

Having that kind of support allows that to happen. It even al-
lowed me to go skiing this year for the first time in ten years. It
allowed me to tear a tendon in my ligament and allowed me to be
on crutches and have a cast on my foot before you, but it allowed
me to have fun with my friends and that gave me energy back.

It allows our children, our other childrenand most of us have
more than two kids. When you have a kid with a disability and
then you have a normal kid, you figure out how easy it is to have a
normal kid and then you worry about their having a child they can
really relate to, so often we have three and four and five kids in
our familieswe weren't busy enough.

It allows them to grow up without resentment and without
anger. It allows them to grow up to be compassionate and accept-
ing of families and other people with disabilities



It allows James to stay in our home and neighborhood and be
loved and to be, in return, a losing child who attracts people to
him and isn't just a child who just sits in a corner with no eye con-
tact and drips on his bib and is ii capable of attracting peoplP tohim.

Because he has been loved in a relaxed environment he can give
back love. He will attract people to himself in his very limited wayfor the rest of his life when I am not around, and that is very im-
portant.

Finally, in relation to child abuse and neglect, if you want to
help the kids and nrevent child abuse and neglect you help the par-
ents. That is how you help the kids.

I grew up in New York City and we often during the summer
and during the spring would have on the news appeals for people
to contribute to the fresh air fund, and there were three of us
growi:ig up it our family and we were all fairly close in age and
lived in a two-bedroom apartment

My mother would say, "The kids don't need fresh air campit's
the mothers who need fresh air camp. Get the mothers off to camp.
Give them -ome time with each other. Make them a meal they
don t have to clean up."

That is what will help the kids. I am more patient with my chil-
dren. I am more reasonable, I am more able to control my behavior
w' have had time with my friends, when I have had twenty

of perce to myself, when I am able to understand age-ap-
p ,e behavior for a two-and-a-half year old or from my child
whu lids disabilities That helps me to be more sensitive and help-
ful with my children and for me to be a parent who is not abusive
and neglectful. We are all capable of that. It is not something that
just exists in our cities.

It also allows me to go off an get information about James' par
ticul "r disabilities and that allows me to understand him and to
help him.

In losing, I would like to leave you with a porti In of the Center
on man Policy statement in support of families and their chil-
dren, the complete text of which is included in a copy of the
"Family Support Bulletin," which is now reaching over 7,000 sub-
scribers throughout the nation

"All children, regardless of disability, Lelong with famii.es and
need enduring relationships with adults. Families should receive
the support necessary to maintain their children at home Family
support should bu 'd on existing social networks and natural
sources of support.

"Family support should maximize the family's control over the
services and supports that they receive. Family support services
should encourage the integration of children with disabilities into
the community. '

I really appreciate this opportunity. I appreciated hearing from
your original testimor ies, people on the committee, that you have
an understanding of this, as well, and as a mother and as a
member of this country I will help you in any way to further clari-
fy and heip on behalf.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Kathy Mandeville follows.}
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Mr. Chairman, and distinguished members of this Committee:
My name is Kathy Mandeville and I am from Bedford, New Hampshire,
a community dust outside the city of Manchester. I am pleased to
be here representing United Cerebral Palsy Associations, Inc. UCPA
is a national organization of nearly 200 affiliates in 45 states,
advocating on behalf of and providing a range of co=uunitw support
services to individuals with cerebral palsy and othe- severe
disabilities and their families.

I come to you as the mother of a ten year-old son with
multiple handicaps as well as the Chairperson of.the New Hampshire
Family Support Task Force. The Task Force was a legislatively-
created committee whose nissio: it was to "study the needs of
families caring for severely disabled children at home" and "to
make recommendations to the New Hampshire legislature on what
family support services were necessary to enable the
developmentally disabled child to remain in the home environment."
That Task Force met for 16 months and released its findings this
past January. I have brought with me the summary report of those
recommendations for your information and a copy .s also attached
to my testimony for the record.

I am married and the mother of three children; sites, who is
ten; Elizabeth, seven and Margaret who is four. The life event
that brings us together in this room today was James' birth ten
years ago. Richard and I had been married for about 4 years. I
was the Nurse Consultant for pre-natal services for the State of
New Hampshire and had recently been recognized for my efforts in
prevention of birth defects by the March of Dimes. Richard had
recently been named Pres dent of the local two-year community
college in Manchester and we anxiously awaited the birth of our
first born. James was born and was very beautiful but was also
very lethargic. He seemed to perk up some but about four hours
later started having seizures that continued for the next day. The
first week brought us the knowledge that he had har, significant
trauma to his brain, but that 1c would live.

The only childcare help that we had in those first two years
came from two or three people. A grandmotherly woman who liked
babies and two energetic teenagers.

It was not until I had the opportunity of accompanying Richard
on a business trip that the need for care for James for more than
a few hours became an issue or even a remote consideration. We had
heard of the term "respite care" from a doctor when James was a few
months old. What we HEARD in our HEARTS was that respite care was
for families who were exhausted and unable to cope with their
child, or whose marriages were on the brink of collapse. Since we
had no other childcare options, and we desperately needed to get
away together as a couple, we looked into a place in New Hampshire,
two hours from our home -- a small residential care facility that
...so offered temporary care. We were able to get state funds to

- 1 -
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help pay for Jamie's ten days there. Without that help, there is
no way that we could have afforded that kind of skilled care. WeHAD been exhausted. Our energies had gone into paying the bills
and taking care of James -- and not much else. We came back
feeling renewed and anxious to see him.

Respite care became the single most important support to our
family in the next several years and is becoming even more so. The
opportunity for Richard and I to go out together for a few hours
occasionally was and is extremely important. Respite care made it
possible for me to maintain some professional activities and
memberships that allowed me to feel some degree of accomplishment
and success. To go from an active professional career to being at
home with a .:held who is very difficult to feed, screamed in his
car seat and wheelchair for his first few years of life and was
not getting "better", created an incredible amount of frustration,
anger, guilt, depzession and sense of powerlessness during thoseearly years. To have someone care for James so I could just getout and away was very Important.

The Family Support Task Force, whose missiol it was todetermine the needs of families caring for people with
disabilities, recommended strongly that increasing the amount of
respite and respite rare c ions was very important to families in
our state. We 1lard from over 350 families -- in small groups, in
phone and personal interviews and in testimony offered before us.
There were a number of single parents caring for children with
disabilities, many vorking mothers and families without health
insurance. We head from a few families who have children who
require 24-hour mon.tor]ng and care -- the parents take turns going
out. For many of these families, respite care only happens in
emergencies.

THE PURPOSE OF RESPITE CARE IS TO HELP PREVENT BURN -ODT AND
FAMILY DISINTEGRATION. In some areas, it is doing that. In many
areas, it's little more than a band-aid because it is only seen as
"crisis intervention" rather :Ian ongoing 'preventative relief."

As a mother and t'9 Chairnerson of New Hampshire's Task Force,
I strongly support the need for accessible, flexible respite care
options, but it is also imp,rtant to me that you understand that
while respite care is critical, it is only one facet of the greater
concept of FAMILY SUPPORT. Family SI'pport is the provision ofthose services that ensure ordinary families faced with theextraordinary circumstances that come ,ith having a child with
severe disabilities get the help they need without having to give
up parental responsibilities dna control and without creating
dependency on agencies and professionals. Family support services

- 2 -
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are designed to enhance the care-giving capacity of families, deter
unnecessary out-of-home placements, and return persons living in
institutions back to a family setting.

Examples of family support might include such things as
information and referral, service coordination, temporary relief
or respite, connection with other families, parent education,
family counseling, homemaker services, adaptive equipment, home
alteration, transportation and assistance in access to typical
community resources, including physicians, dentists, recreation
center, parxs, libraries, day care centers, etc. Family support
MUST be FAMILY - !'ENTERED AND FLEXIBLE enough to respond to the
unique needs Pad circumstances of each individtal family and to
their changes over tune, as determined by the family. Respite care
is important, but for a family without other support, its effects
are short-lived.

The funding which the "Temporary Child Care for Handicapped
Children and Crisis Nurseries Act of 1986" provides to states on
a competes ive, demonstration grant basis is encouraging; however,
much more needs to be donet As American's we claim tnat the
cornerstone of --nir society is the family! Yet the most recent
financial data for FY 1988 on state expenditure identified in state
agencies for persons with mental retardation/del.elopmental
disabilities collected by Dr. David Braddock at the University of
Illinois at Chicago is very, very depressing. Out of $11.4 bil'ion
spent by these states on services--the great majority on a variety
of out of home livina situations--only $177.9 million is spent on
a variety of family supports--A meager 1.56% of their total
budgets! Yet, where do most individuals with disabilities reside?
The answer is with their families. A copy of these data with
state-by-state comparisons are attached t' my test,mony.

The vast majority of families want to care for their children
with disabilities in their own homes. It is better for the family;
it is certainly better for the child; and it is certainly a better
investment of government funds. But we need help to do it I urge
you to continue your support and leadership and to assure '-hat we
will be able to keep our families from becoming disabled as

We recommend the following items for the reauthorization
process:

1) to make the program permanent and reauthorize the programfor 3 years;

2) to increase the authorization level to $20 million;

- 3 -
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3) to set guidelines assuring that the program is family
centered and flexible, rather than bureaucratic;

4) to move toward a state formula grant program rather than
a competitive grant award assuring some services in every state
with a requirement for a state financial match;

5) to expand the service capacity in the program to move
beyond respite care as the only fundable service.

In closing, I would like to leave you with a portion of the
Center on Human Policy statement in Support of Families and Their
Children, the complete text of which is included in a copy of the
Family Support Bulletin (attached to my testimony), a UCPA
publication now reaching over 7,000 subscribers throughout the
nation.

o All children, regardless of disability, belong wits:
families and need enduring relationships with adults.

o Families .hruld receive the support necessary to maintain
their children at home.

o Family supports should build on existing social networks
and natural sources of support.

o Family sApports should maximze the family's control over
the services and supports they receive.

o Family support services should encourage the integration
of children with disabilities into the community.

Thank you for the opportunity to give testimony on Family
Suvport and Services. I will be glad to answer any questions you
ray have.

KATHY MANDEVILLE
Bedford, Net u9mpshire

/js

.1 ,
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For the Cove of our families,
for the sake ofus ad:

The majonty of New Hampshire's children
and young adults with developmental
chsabi'ities are living at home and being
cared sir by their families

This was not always the case

Before the turn of the century many children with
disabilities did not sunive intancY For the most part those
who did were cared for by their families They were
incorporated into an extended (amity and were pan at the
fabnc of the greater community

As doctors and other professionals became more tn. ol,ed
in the field of di..abilitv family centered care began to he
questioned These experts believed medical specialists
were better able to cam for people with disabildies than their
tanibes or local communities were

Institutions were built in every state Administered h
doctors theye places purported ,o offer the latest in therapies
and treatment Thousands of children and adults with
disabaines were separated from their families and placed in
large, isolated state schools and hospitals from which the,
never returned

Finally in the 1960s and 70s parents and others who
worked on behalf of citizens with disabilities began to
expire the shame of institutional care Society began to
realize what families who had placed their children in
institutions, Of who had cared for their children at home in
isolation already knew Total and separate came of people
with d.sabilities outside of their family and hometown is not
good

Segregation and isolation are not good for the child with
disabilities They wren t good for the adult who the child will
become Of for the family who has responsibility for their
ch 'd s life w'll into the adult Years

Families of the 1980s are grateful not to be pressured ono

placing their disabled .hildren but they are not the Amencan
he useholds of the 180(h who had extended families and
simpler life styles

Today s family may be headed by a single parent It may
be an adoptive family Ora family with a stepparent and
stepchildren The mother of a 1980s family is Intel) to work
outside the home

Recent medical and technologd al advances have made
dnunatic improvements in the Inn of people wifh
tn,abdines Families however have not recessed the same
attention or resources to their struggle to tare for disabled
family members Its time that changed

This Task Force of the Legislature was convened to studs
what New Hampshire can do to support these cart giving
families

Please Lake tie time 10 its few 1)0 ,OnIrtiGndillOn)
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Recommendations of the Task Force
Legislation necessary for a comprehensive
family support network in New Hampshire

The Governor and Legislature need to support legislation and
the necessan appropnation to establish a comprehenso e statewide
lands support network

Purpose

To assist families in whatever manlier needed to obtain and
maintain the tan ices and resources which can test help them
pri i de Ore for their family member at home by

Process

Pros !ding accurate intormation and tirnly referral 'a el-, lies is
24 hour VI tree telephone number)

Providing assistance which is sensitive understanding
indis idualized family directed and ties ible

Assunng that nen region of the state has a meaningful funds
support plan which responorly addresses the needs ot

Assunng ongoing contact with families throughout the years
Pros Wing flexible appropriate service planning implementation

and coordination

Assunng fonds Imol term it in monmonnb program
ectrveness

Structure
Slate Coordinator onil State Film'', Support C Aim il

Wocld reyiew the establishment of Regional Funds Support
Councils and the functions of the Regional coordinator s )

Would ads ise the Director Division of Mental Health and
Developmental Services on issues raised by the Repo lad
coordinators and Faintly Support Councils as to _he effect. eness of
services

Would assist Regional Family Support soordinators and families
6, providing technical assistance training and necessary resources
to suppon local efforts

Regional Ransil, Support Councils
Made up of members of families of people with developmental

disabihnes within each Community DV, elopmental Services
Region ;Arta Agency) of the state

Would approve the plan for services supporting families in the
region

Would advise the Regional Family Support co irdinaior and Ole
Arta Agency on creative strategies N. the effectiveness of
programs created ,n provide meaningful suppon to families

Regional family Support Coordinator's,
Would exist in each of the 12 Community De,elopmental Service

regions in New Hampshire
Each Area Agency we aid receive funds- to implement the

vomprehenso ,tie family support network
Funding y "old need to be pro, Wed by the Division of Mental

Health and Des elopmental hers ices through a competitive process

to determine which lead agency or organization is moo able to meet
faints necus within each region

Regional bomb. Supper c dinm,n
Must he responsihle for assisting tarnines in lulls participating in

their community
Must work under the guidance tat the Regional Family Support

Council
Must communicate requests for local support vinmet needs and

banners to the Regional Family Support Council

Me Governor and Legislature must expand appropnauons to
fund all aspects of tautly support specifically iunding to

Work toward the elimination of waiting lists for housing
employment health care and other community based opnortunities

Increase respite tare and respite care options
Support Youngsters in transitions from school
Provide flexible assistance le g vouchers)
Allow families to obtain supports needed to make home and

vehicle modifications and purchase special equipment suppl o and
services not usually available through cooing programs

To increase early intervention services in order to tine all chit
Into imin irth to sears of age

The (,osernor and Legislature must address the need for wage
and benefit incentises in order to recruit and retain quality caring
people who will provide lasting integrated and productive supports
to families and to people with developmental disabiloies

Accessible and reliable
infonnabon and referral
systems for families

511 State Agencies providing services to families and people
with developmental disabilities must assure that all parents receive
in a timely manner wnnen easily understood information informing
thetn of eligibility, safeguards services provided and available
rights and appeal processes

State and private human service agencies must
Develop specific strategies that address public and professional

awareness of the needs families has e it caring for their children
with developmental disabilities

Foster and facilitate the use of typical community programs ,and
services and not further isolate famines by use of overly specielized
and segregated services

Assure that persons with disabilities and their families receive
assistance in ex penenctng the sane opportunities in participate in
community life as any other citizen

State, local and private agencies must insolse and support
families dunng the transitional stages of life to assure that t amities
tlt arty understand their options in entitlement and

err Informatioa. page
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"When all is said and done, let us ensure
Infonnanon, !nun .:'

non entitlement senses t Entitlement
means an absolute legal right to benefit,
',noun or programs as a result of being a
member tit a defined class of people,

Intant% and todd'ers retie!, prompt
Intenenhon and, oordinated referral
yent ice, that support the fonts and the
child

Students leasing st honl has e as allable

appropriate seniu, that promote continued
learning

Fmplo, menu program, adequately

address the impact that stage earning, hose
on benefits and that stork st hedules
complement tamils routines

%II se, pet and pr 'grams has r adequate
hash ip support in the etent that transition
p unsuatesstul

Stale, local and prisate agencies
serving families must dist %intent old
Monona on an imp, e on oing, basis all
lamils reque.1, ,or .3syorance a" a admit
lists for ,emus, Thou ramifies and
indnitduals a.aaing +end,s most he

Informed it state and ',at polity
addresymy watling lists

Recularb intormed it their status
%purer] it An, e interim ay,otante

There must he ...rant, that sun ILL
des elopment plans are rinponsite aual
unmet needs a, reflected ht these . urine
II.t,

An Inter-agency work group
to obtain a broad base of
support for families

The Developmental Disabilities
Council must uorisene an inter agent%
cork gtoup to bratn the nroatli sin rood",
base tot state federal and 1,31 assns eu in
supponinv I amities

This group should into kale appropriate
agents represent use c g 13, puny on
Ste Mil Health and Lk. elopment 11 her,
Bureau ot Special Ldursatrot Ott Son I

Pubes Health Di,pron id Human Sen.,
Do, don of Chddlen and Youth Unit
porioun tit Sin anon-ft r hahtlitavor inJ
others, reprenenta e, i,r,he 'dare I unit.
S5451.`r5 non's d and lard, inernher
renrnunting other tanill, groups ind

fr%anrhations

The vostf, group must

Ref let% and make rot ommendinons for
eitreaud tboattlia and rtypon,pene,,

practise, rules regulation, pins ins and or
laws eosemtng ter, be% for people synth

des elopmental dtuhthnrs and their
families

itPrtrie evliarhn1,,,,, v,
In need retts,n m, laces

Sled, aid program and rncthum
nqamernents

Deselopmental hoes its turtion
and mint litthl

',ter tare and adoption altema tit es
Flexibillts in :mans ing wry i,e,

File an annual report in expenditure.
and ids intone us made in tamils support

Refitea and t %pond parfittpatton on

interdepartmental agreements Ind sxel.
tundtng 11-1.11 they are tarred

The Lleselopmental tttsaMhtmn
Lounal must tontine a stud, croup that
tontinuou,ly re as and ret ontinehds
change, in all state and federal statutes
turtaiMng to tte,elopmental dt,atutititY

Th, Poults I the ren irss must in lode
,ummar,ts of 1.1,, 11,0011,11,1e gournment

agerwirs rights and appeal pro, edure, and
v... !attunes tan use thin intortnation to
bast Olen- needs mt t bush intormation
should he made ...tante to all tartulte, of
iS ttple ash de, eloprnt ntal

Quality dantal
arc, vices

I egisla,ise task Force urn lamely
state co, raiment and pnsats 111110,

PantL,Pal mum tor. ened ii 0,31, 'he
asailalhirt and astessihtlits of Halos
dental set health %et, ,es as ailahlt to
people a rth ilgulopmenral ipandint Ind
the s,tre, ontrontiria t urn ties
S,,e, lI 1,I,

The redo,. of hr nth Ind den, II
,onhuisertient dionteotl
Shill I 1 remthur,, , ire ^ma r
irk t It

Fit n a lad a phi 'e y

us allahlt n tarn, 11., of LI111111,1

dc,,,Ionniental dpatilitn,
Retommend teaohle Int.thod, of

pros ding affordable and ,orrIprehr.n,i,e
health and dental k.t,eage.

Identify and implement
funding mechanisms for
family support

Stele agencies mutt re, eiu additional
landing identity attematpe tunding
iiiimr,es and anplemt nt new tandair Jua
gerernts such o t%su% hers lo interest lonan,
and other uh.id program, In allow
lanutte. 10 are for their tensity ,nernts,

till

Integrated and appropriate
public ed,icatton

The Stele Board of I. ducanon must
tat oludte the dt telopmcnt tit w,ntrsits ind
in sin ,e Jrnt ula an] t.rtilit Jll, n
,,andarti, for recut ri and pet Sal tdutat its
that promote

Intecation t ill students unto rt sot it
,,hilts and I...loom,

lioatan of all ,liatents 1010 tdutationat
programs

ot 1.101111,10 the t du, Pion

rue State Board of I. dut etion the
State Department of IL di..tation sod local
schie1 distrusts mutt tarn pmt the spirit
and or,ginal ower,1 ththlit 1 as US 14.7
I au, an ,n 4 ,hr Hands al .1 Ii i ah,
A 04AM; us rh ;amities to pro, vac a tree Lou

rppropri ice public ettutation In the load
resit-1,pr ens mint/tent That is ail t h,ldri n
adh di s ihtlifitt should attend nenthborhiod
...hoots a ,th non dpabled ptr. a here the,
retie t, rue approprtate service's and

1 ',cal %%hoof dtsletcf% must althin
I hr if OC, .1 pros 1dt
pretur,irs lire sl ill n- unnia thrruchout the
t Isit s, in lining most minds
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that more will be done than said,"
health education socialization recrea
ti 41/leisure community tunctioning and
vocational and career education Lixal
school distncts should work closely with
adult StrOCe workers 10 assure v successful

transition to integrated and meaningful adult
lives

Legal services
and support

Agencies providing legal counsel
must

Help 'multir leanly unde-stand

entitlement versus optional programs
Make available affordable information and

assistance on such issues as guardianship
wills trusts and estate planning

The New Hampshire Bar Association
m.st .onyenc educational seminars designed
to insure that its memters are aware of the
legal needs of families caring for disabled
people These seminars should focus on
providing accessible affordable and
knowledgeable legal services

The Allontey beneral's OilIce must
Create an office within its Consumer
Protection Division that will au.; and
respond to the needs of families canng for
developmentally disabled children

Availaole and accessible
public transportation

The Department of Transportation
and The Governor's Commission on the
Handicapped muss conduct a statewide
study of existing public and private
transportation resources which address the

unique issues of people with developmental
disabilities This study should include
coordination and shanng of existing
resources among education public and
pnva'r human service agencies

1487 88 'Farnay 8upport Tack taste 'Slott°

and knowledgeable of the special needs of
families avid .(st, will advio ate on their
behalf

Increase their efforts to influence national
policy regarding entitlement to .en ices that
will assure their children s full partmipation
In the community

Improve prevention
and medical services

The Division of Public Health
Services oust be active in its efforts to

Identity present and minimize the
incidence of developmental disabilities

Strengthen its programs for childbearing
families e e pre natal education and
ers ices pm school health ear and for
children with speci.I health needs

Continue to develop and monitor
standards of care for people with develop-
mental disabilities and th. tamale.

The New Hampshire Medical tioesrin
must conduct educational programs
designed to insure that its members p-

Familia with the needs of people with
developmental disabilities and their
families

Aware of methods and participate in
disc us.ions c,t ssues in providing aciossi
ble affordable health care

More able to communicate with people
with developmental disabilities and their
families

Active
family involvement

All faaulies, professionals and
providers of scuices must actively address
discnmmation practices against people with
developmental disabilities and their
fames This includes all areas of
community services including housing
employment health and dental care

transportahon recrenon and education

Families caring for children with
developmental disabilities must

Continue to actively seek out the support
they need to provide the care for their
children

Expand their involvement in family
advocacy groups that speak on their behalf

Cymtinue to actively seek out and
suppon elected officials who are interested

4

Development of process to
assure recommendations are
implemented

The Legislature must establish an
osersight committee to Insure that these
recommendations are implemented

The Work of
, the Task force

rh Task Force used a y anety of
methods to collect and analyze
num-nation ,bout %options for Lunn,.
In the last In months the Task Force

Sponsored numerous rern,n.:
forums for families

Interviewed heard tesnotonv from
and reviewed nine, responses from
over 350 families with disabled
members

Reviewed data and materials from
national ouches and other states

Joined in survey efforts with other
agent ies

Conducted its own state surveys
documenting families requests and
their satisfa. non wah y urrent sin ors

Listened to an array of state and
private agencies educators
pediatricians and adnunisteators
describe then' services for families

Sought the assistant e of
sonaultants to focus refine and
articulate these recommendation.,

It has been with great respect for all
families with a severely disabled
member that the Task Force has
conducted its inyestiganons

For Mere MIParnedea
111R aline Sub Para report, waded
ir Or klar qr ~ftemilks," a

mill* won mem taw die Nese
limapehee Merits et Mosel Fleahh rad
Dees teammeal Union by calla. (603)
2714060.
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These are the families
The people who took part in the

sursess and research of the rands
Support Task Force are nut
strangers
They are our neighbor, friends

and relatises soung and old
prosperous and poor
They havesaoousldlvabliwes

and eerie from families that are
iiita,t families with single toer or
adoptise parents

They are native and newcomer
tires Ilse in eser, comer of the
Granite State

A hat then ask for is reasonable

and humane They don t want to
suffer the Lost, that families
fractured b, stress mus, endure

What thes deserse is
fundamental dignits

Con Pler,ors Jr ai,s1 los slid
ream up on the stapes of Sit
Sunapee Con Jr compoes tit
national's sanctioned ski rases for
chsahlrci people Dud is s urrent
head of Spec ial Families 1 ruled a
support and ads( air group for
!amities is irh a disabled relanie
Little Cars saii he II ski better
than dad sornedas one who
knc,iss ea /ter Pierson would
disagree

Et ery family is unique
The Task Force is indebted 10 the mans tams?, members kto

opened their Imes and hearts through per,onal testimonies A,
sharing their stones sit how the state can support their etion to
are I, r Wren at honk, he present Ma most sompc lung

information of all
From all the test.", the Task Forte distilled this list Of saw,

that embodies families delinitrons or support The values
s ,pressed are not unuauf They are the needs and desires if all

Families this hake shildren AIM deselopmentaf disabilities are Is

different
Every family is uniquy and as needs change over tune
111 indivi.lvals belong in far or Arndt-lax wwings
Families are, or can become sampetent carry., rs
Services should support the everyday needs of the family
Each family needs services tailored to build on us natural

supports, unique skills and rusting community resouri es

C7

Family members, kgulaton. advocates and gate ofwmis ,
including (third from neat Health and Human Erma
Commissioner Wary Horgan, joined Gavernor Sununu loft
spnng when he signed into law a bill that makes some liedicaid
boding atatlale for severely disabled children who are being

cared for at Name Increasing the flexibility ol such funds is
Just one of several rrcommendanans of the Task force on
Family Support Such changes Can assist Sew Hampshire
familim who provide care to a disabled relative or child
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qatiphtrr 3
'Famll t support Ta,h force

H P1111 '1,,

10k 'Recount Sr

Concord, \ H J + +Ji

Should you he reading this report?
This summary is for anyone who
has a neighbor or Is part of a family

It is for legislators and mu mops'
Aleuts YOU who have so inrush to do with
shaping policy and earning out the eversdas
business of our communttles

It is for our librarians and teachers. the
people closest to us who distribute infomya
non work daily in the cornmen.e of ideas
and can expose us to the liberation of
thought and the challenge of change

This is for employers. Ie akrt sou that
we are all in the midst of a season of
changes that sou can help and be helped hs

Why fa:I:Hies?
Families are the most b nefictal and

effective caregivers for pis, ..,tng direct
assistance to their children or tamily member
with developmental disabihnes They must
he supported in their effort to maintain their
children or family member at home or in
community based familv-centered opt.ons
Families are the only constant in the lives of
their children services are not

Support should pros ide the necessary
resources to the farm! y so that it can function
optimally as a family unit

Focus on the Family
The focus should be on the enure familt

and not Just on the individual with a
devet oral disability

spat services must strengthen

f-ntien, of the TaskFtn-ce on

'ku thy Vandrzkfle 'Parent
(ha/person

The Honortdds .frunk'rupper
Co Cfnamison

stjf Hu.w
c hurl. Bona

/Re N,H Ssnarr

reconodenng sour penonnel needs and
practices sour acessibtItts and s fur
opportunits m p0,111, els flange the face of
our communits hi allenng the workplace

For families with a disabled relative this
is a beacon to alert NOU that O,11 are not
alone that NOW Wile- concern is part
of a chorus It is an appeal for sou to join us
in our Wont, to speak candidly arrow what
sou need aid what sou has e to otter

For those working in the disabilities
field ms where this is a reminder chat what

the Limit) s existing resource, and pros tde
appropriate additionJ resources when none
AR available

Family Needs
The Family Support Task Force in

reviewing the issues of (mulles Leong for
people with developmental disabiltnes has
found the following compelling needs of
Neu. Hampshire s families Families need

A consistent easily understood
responsive and active retenal netwerl. the
Jeany ttlIdelltilirld5 the families itsues
provides information on available servke,
and helps sonnet' families to agencies
organaations and individual. that can best
pros ide die support required

Assurance that their relatives w.th

it n P.t coo Paid
Halo 1's emit #14's

\ +1 0+ +1),

SOU hase bunt what sou do re, erheraws far
hcomd those ou seek to 1,1, k

To doctors and law s ers this is a
inder that there one particular needs that

sou can help to till and that sou can he nen
more able and enabling, bs becoming more
informed about disabilities

Ti our corn murots leaders. co w and
religmus group, sent e clubs and business
o.01, .141191 th s eport is an a Nitarion .
know us teener to Kr us and Mir disabled
kin for what we are sour neighbor,

db,blOpIllentai di.abdiues art actise
participants in typical communits acuunes
such an public education nitre...nal and
ascot at UN Mn health care and
employment

An active direct role in deciding from
among a wide Varlets of choices which
supports and unites will hest 1,111 them in
the care of their children or family members

Acute involvement by agencies and
organiretion, in the planning
implementation and rnomionn6 of services
pro tiled for indisiduals with developmental
disabilities

These art the issues that underpin the
recommendations contained in this
summary

Tandy Support, appoutted by the New Hampshire Legislature.

Corp 'Amon, Parra
)prof familial Victor/

Liumirdlutky Earc Amcor
st.:H Drtelopmentul Dualnida, i manca

l(p6ert Krnni4, Director
_spew( Ealuiartion Blur.
,t1 Zhpi or tu.si, snot

ep

South; Prather ties Pm tor
Vt. Verily PO, 'Derelopornlal,,,t.

Effit 'Malley, 'Potreo,-
s11 Pastios fort/41/nm sown ctn..;

DonaLf hurktunn4 Threct,
H Pnitnon Si Venial .uuttk in

Devaierwnrai ,ertuu
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FAMILY SUPPORT SPENDING AS A PE t, NTAGE OF TOTAL MR/DD SPENDING FY 1988
raw

1968 MFVDD

Expenditures

Percent Family
Support of Total

MR/DD Expenditures
Total Family SupPOrt

Expenditures Clients

ALABAMA $325 MO $94 695 432 0 34

ALASKA $718,9007 436 $20,266 200 3 55

ARIZONA 510,645,000 577 735 400 13 95

ARKANSAS $206 OCO 40 $71 371 311 0

CALIFORNIA $30 511 839 32 913 51 137 768 802 2 68441

COLORADO $289 894 $111 732 777 0 26%

CONNECTICUT 51 903,409 492 $36.3 1112 056 050%

DELAWARE $80 352 266 $29,322 358 0 2744

DIST OF COLUM 6483,082 430 $66 238,000 0 74%

FLORIDA $11 265 234 $302 576 944 3 7344

GEORGIA $611 562 1 056 5218 652 454 0 28%

HAWAII $115 000 400 825,567 528 0 45%

IDAHO $113 500 372 534 573 845 0 339

ILLINOIS $12 315 500 12 060 $476 636 556 2 58%

INDIANA 6370 542 1 000 5176 350 195 0 210

IOWA $0 0 $127 860 155 f 00040

KANSAS $0 0 $96 418 039 0 00%

KENTUCKY $2 732 957 $72 6E' '3 3 7694

LOUISIANA $45 743 169 $172 470 4 0 03%

MAINE $197 306 500 $55 107 449 03644

MARYLAND $4 050 136 2 008 $214 695 908

MASSACHUSETTS $18 900 000 $605 835 795

$14 679 251 $455 760 259 3 222:MICHIGAN

MINNESOTA $2 680 700 5304 618 737 0 88%

MISSISSIPPI $3 0 $70 350 690 3 uas*

MISSOURI S538 655 51,0 $i"7 526 268 I 030%

MONTANA $2 644 400 1 755 S33 609 0e0 8 it%
NEBRASKA $0 0 $65 839 307 0 0044

NEVADA $162 200 70 $16 793 773 0 9740

NEW HAMPSHIRE $936 174 1 285 563 139 614 1 4840

NEW JERSEY 18 793 000 $476 633 018

NEW MEXICO $187 770 224 $37 6,3 422 0 50%

NEW YORK $16 536 000 20 000 $1 806 816 303 0 9240

NORTH CAROLINA $1 072 900 1 1 395 $245 415 000 0 4444

NORTH DAKOTA $777 200 $65 034 408 t 2041

OHIO $3 562 462) 5.480 658 581 0 74%

OKLAHOMA $0 ' 0 $101 988 275 0 0090

OREGON SO 0 $115 149 531 0000

PENNSYLVANIA $10 086 219 '5639 5683 270 801 14840

RHODE ISLAND
8,-.171.1 r11.12(1 Ilia

51 700 000 , S82 192 068 2 0799

" .n.n '. ' . ""n n '''.'
SOUTH DAKOTA

TENNESSEE
TEXAS
UTAH

SO

$104 860
$9 642 85o

8447 '00

0

167

3 649

$35 680 933
$118 996 451

$507 360 399
$63 892 B76

0 00%
0 09%
1 90%
0 '0%

VERMONT $588 500 420 $30 030 440 1 1 96%

VIRGINIA 50 0 $184 297 100 0 00%

WASHINGTON $2 466 094 900 $176 346 420 1 40%

WEST VIRGINIA $114 850 536 691 521 031%

WISCONSIN $25 :4 ,r0 3 428 $221 824 '83 1 '406

WYOMING SO 0 $23 626 200 0 00%

UNITED STATES $177 376 437 1,2 035 $11 398 799 156"-- 1 56%

SOL, 8 '11 1 9 33 37 UAP

1

'389
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WELCOME

UNITED
CEREBRAL

PALS.
ASSOCIATIONS

Welcome to the first issue of Family Support Bulletin Our purposes are simple
( I ) to be your source of current information, research, policy and practice at th._
local, state and federal levels regarding supporting families (natural, adoptive and
foster) to raise their children with severe disabilities and, or chronic health need_ in
their own home. (2) to solicit your comments articles, successes and failures in
family support services from which we can all learn, and 3) to develop a national
network of families, friends, providers, government agency officials and elected
policy makers comnutted to assuring the development of consistent policies in the
private and public sector supporting families

It is a sad commentary on our society that until the late 1970's. the bulk of our
sta z and federal legislation provided funding for children with special needs to

live outside of the family home In spite c to advances made in many states nearly
one-half of the states today still offer minimal or no financial or service >upp...1 to
families Most insurance companies continue to pay for costly hospitalization while
vers few will pay for a physician apposed plan of health care and in home support
usually at thirty-five to seventy percent of the cost of hospitalization Finanual
policy has become, in many ways, a perverse incentive to break up families

Family support is ..ommon sense Family support is sound financial polio,
Family support is reinforcing the family as the foundation of our society Family
support, in the best of systems is the empowerment of families to choices and control
over their destiny To these ends we look rward to the next few years of
commurucaion, dissemination, debate and consensus building 'o assure the right for
every dull regardless of sesenty of disability or health condition to grow up with
the !toe nurturing, suppon and relationships that only can be pi ovided in a family
home

Allan 1 Bergman
Lialstio Co). rdinator
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HSRI/UCPA Receive
NIDRR Grant on

Family Support Policy
The National Dentote on Disability and Re lutnlitation

Research of the Department of Education has awarded a
three-year gran to the Human Services Research Insti-
tute in Cambridge, Massachusetts, to identify exemplary
models for designing and financing home care for
children with severe disabilities and chronic illness The
go 1 of the project is to define flexible yet effecuse
mechanisms, to support and sustain family can for these
children In identifying state-of-tne-art practices and
franca% options the Institute will address several
major objectives

To identify the cost of providing home care and the
factors which comnbute to these costs
To develop alternative models for financing home
care using a variety of public and private sources
and

To evaluate the effectiveness of ano feasib'lity of
alternative financing models following implemen-
tation at demonstration sites

The project will include a survey of farruLes to isolate
those variables that are critical In assess mg the financial
burden of providing home can This information will be
supplemented wan a review of literature in the field
intensive case studies of families raising thee children at
home, and options of health care caverns concerning he
costs associated with providing home care Mr children
VP th a variety of chronic illnesses and severe disabilities
To MaXI tie the =pact of the project on families and
children HSRI will be 'tartans with a network of
representatives from national organizations serving
families and children with severe disabilities and chrome
illnesses Two to five represent:woes will be selected for
each state, cased upon illy size of the state and the
availability of liaisons for the national organizations

The liaison neork, the keystone of the information
duseminvuon and policy replication effort, will he
organized by Allan Bergman Deputy Director for
Governmental Activities at the United Cerebral Pals,
Associations Inc Quarterly newsletters conferences
and detailed reports concerning costs and public policy
strategies will be used to Inform she liaison network of
project activities and to maximize opportunities to
influence home and family support policies within each
state

During the second phase of the project states will be
asked to submit proposals for the development of
demonstration projects using new models for financing
and supporting home care The selection of demonstra-
tion sites will be based upon the followinz, entena the
involvement of key public and private sector agencies
the overall impact of the project on the .vell being of
families the probability of success and subsequent
ac-eptance of the model and 'Jr le s el of co nnutment of
the sponsonng agency

The project will also tnctude several national sr-riposte
which will introduce participants to Alterman s e financing
models and prcvtde an opportunity for the liaison
network and other public and pronte nency epresenta-
oyes to participate In the critical reV1, ssues and
policies affecting the capacities of families to provide
can and support in their own homes

For additional information about this project contact
Allan I Bergman, Deputy Director Governmental
Activities Office United Cerebral Palsy Associations,
1522 ' K" Street. N W Washington, D C. 20005
1202 842 12661, or Valerie Bradley, President Human
Services Research Institute 2336 Massachusetts Asenue
Cambridge Massachusetts 02140 7. 876-0426 I

HSRI Announces Availability of
Annotated Bibliography On

Family Home Care
One of the first pi oducts of the federal grant is now

available The Annotated Bibliography includes curry),
articles and books as well as published manuvcnpts
addressing various issues surrounding family home care
for children with chronic health needs and severe
disabilities The bibliography can be pure ,ased from
HSRI for 510 00 to Poser the cost of duplication and
postage Orders with a check should be sent to HSRI
2336 Massachusetts A c Cambridge MA 02140

Calendar of Upcoming Conferences
September I 'A 5, Annapolis Mar; land

Supporting People with e Disabilities in the Cum
mu utv sponsored by the Center on Human Poll,.
Community Integration Project, Syracuse UnleSa,
and 4 Mars land agencies For additional intormaiion
contact Ysonne Wampler t3vi 40-01231

October 14-17, Washington D C
Capitalizing on Our Power annual meeting 01 'he
Association ror Retarded Cluzens of the United States
( ARC USI For additional information contact 1.m
McKenna (817'640-0204)

October 29.31, Chicago, Illinois
Back to the Future Annual meeting of The Assoctation
for Persons with Severe Handicaps ( T ASH t For adds
ion al nfoanauon contact Hiroto Roe t 206 523 F

October 31, Worcester, Massachuseris
amiss Support Conivence iii statewide) adrno

illormatIon Ck,ntac, Jo Bower Alas,achuserts Deselop-
Mental Disabilior Council .617 72' 63"4,
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Units d States District Court in OklahoAa
Orders Statewide Family Support Services

by Allan I Bergman

and moves to a sta open led institution The state has
prove. d little 7 no resources to assist a person to Sta.,
home but has cor Istentl, provided immense financial
resource to hoo_ people away from their own homes

"The result has been that families have become
frustrated with their inability to respond to the family
member's needs Insutuuonalizauon became the only
option Families have eapenenced severe pam at having
to separate their child from home and family For adults
with mental reLiodsuon us has mean' very lire or no
ability to control their owns environment life or pattem of
hying.

'This is further complicated by the Coy:- s finding
that tnsotuuons, and in this instar- II,Nsorn, are the
least likely settings in which to achieve growth and
development The evidence before this Court is clear
that the home, with appropnate supports is the most
likely setting in which to achieve individual growth and
development

"Therefore the Court concludes that

I) A satekeeptng mechanism must be implemented
to insure that persons will not be removed from
their natural home except In extreme circumstances
2i All necessary supports and services must be
provided to the home so that it can be the living
environment most likely to provide for individual
growth and development
3) These provlsiors must apply in the Hissom
service area to all children with mental retardation
from the date of birth or diagnosis

On July 24, IWO, Judge James Ellison, in a sweeping
court order to close Hissom Me moral Center ( a public
insutuuon with 450 residents) in the several year old
class action suit of Homeward Bound, Inc et. al v
Hissom Memorial Cer,'-r declared a set of values end
guiding principles upon which the state must plan its
services to persons with mental retardation

The plan states, in part, 'This case bnngs into public
and iudictal view the conflict winch occurs when bureau-
cratic remedies to human problems violate societ es
legal, moral and ethical values, As Amencans and
citizens of Oklahoma, we believe in rugged inthviduali-
zauon the sucuty of the family and in taking care of our
own We grow from the eapenence of living together in
the community We admire those who work and we work
hard so that our children can have the best life and
education possible We have sacn faced to maintain our
freedom and a life which a noorestnctive These values
are our hentage which we preserve so that it can be
passed down to our children all of our children

'The Quality of life made orailable in the United
States as a result of this value base is the best in the world
for those who are allowed to share in it. The kmencan
Dream rests at the foundation of the values we defend

From the evidence presented it Is apparent that these
values have been denied to that portion of the citizens of
Oklahoma who carry the label of mental retardation
Therefore this Order shall include Guiding Principles
which are intended to direct the remedy ae,eloped b, the
panes as they create community alternatives for persons
with mental retardation pi Oklahoma

Guidios Principles

A ins are capable of grouth and development.
All persons desel y to be treated with dignity
All persons have value
All persons must he involved in and carry the
primary responsibility of the deesions which etTet.t
their lives
oll ;.,--sons should live and work in the moot
natural settings

a All children should lire with famthes
All eluldreo have the nght to a free apprupnate
education
All persons should live in and be a pan of the
community
All citizens have the right wily exercise their
nghts as guaranteed to ',1e Constitution of the
United States

to Home and Family Support_

Hotoncally the public polo, tit liklahoini h, hers
that persons with mental retardation will oil, s sup
pin m h, ire eroiroments it the indisidual lea set. home

To effect these ends, within sot months of the date of
entry of Judgement in this case the State shall develop
and submit for the Court s approval a plan implementing
the above referenced conclusions Such plan plan in
crude, but not be limited ID the following additional
prc

I ) In home and family support services shall not cost
the family any more than would be the cost of
raising a child without mental retardation

2) Necessary and reasonable architectural modific a-
non shall be allowed to insure that the he me is
adequately safe and barrier free

3) Respite including emergency, occasional and
regular respite, as will as in home workers shall he
available as needed to maintain a balanced
nurturing and supportive home environment

4) Specialized sem ices shall be available, as needed
51 Adaptive and augmentative equipment including

medical equipment shall be available as needed
5) Parent/iambi training will be provided on any

osue pertinent to posuvely maintaining the child
at home or the adult in his her home

Conom.td on page 6

r
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4 FAMILY SUPPORT BULLETIN

UCPA "Think Tank" Identifies
Essential Components of Family Support

by Fran Smith

In a national survey conducted dunng the fall of 1986
by the United Cerebral Palsy Assoctauorts. Inc our
local and state affiliates idinotied Family Support as
one of four pnonty services for developmet and expansion.
The Community Services Davison of UCPA Inc deter-
mined that the first step in providing consultation and
technical assistance to its affiliates on this service would
be to obtain agreement by a group of experts" on the
essential components of Family Support

A "tlunk tank was convened in May of this year Th
participants each have a different involvement in and
perspective of, Family Support as it is offered in various
parts of the country However everyone agreed on the
following essential components

The support in family support should be define,
the family,
Families need to be supported in defining their
needs as well as having their needs met
The effectiveness of support services should be
determined by their responsiveness to meeting the
needs defined by the faam,ies
Family support program: should respect that
families are In control and should trust that parents
know what 3 needed
Services should be delivered regardless of family
income,
Services should not attempt to fit the persons to the
program,
Services should focus on the total familynot just
the family member with the disability,
Parents should be given time to build trust
Families expenence life passages we will need
different support andior services at different points
Professionals need to be sensitive about and to
familiesfamilies can be used to tram professionals
Families should have convenient and central access
to 'the system"
The natural supports in the community should by
encouraged relatives neighbors and friends
The -ystem must be label-free and respond quickly
Special equipment should be designed and built
"to live in a family' ,
Family support services should Include options
from an array of services developed and chosen
by families

Tins array of services should hclade, but is not limited
to, companion services, cost support, equipment parent
education parent support home modification transpor-
tation rent a mom/kid" homework helper tutor
,nfonnauco consultant, advocate for access middle of

the-rug tt support broker of service and recreational
activates and,

Family support is a service to the entire family to
assist the family in meeting its needs in functioning
as a family unit within the community

In addition to developing consensus on these corn
ponents the participants also dc.elopeyi a list of sug
gesuons for methods to replicate family support opponu
nitres for families of persors with disabilities in all parts
of the nation

Challenge eligibility criteria
2 Humanize the entry procedurescreate a user

friendly system with non - punitive fees
3 Create a credit card for entry
4 Develop 'model regulations to include procedures

for background checks
5 Use Red CrossYMCA,Neighborhood Day Care

etc work toward synergism
6 L se marketingslulls available loczlly to promote

family support
7 Balance structure and flexibility to indlyidual

families
8 Create cov -ps for equipment exchange
9 EtrablIsh an information base for technology

%oat is available
10 Develop guidelines of who pays for family support.
11 Establish a feed-oack Icop for families and pro-

viders
12 Examine ways large systems can be responsise to

individual cultural and, or reagrous needs of families

UC PA ia using the information gathered during this
two day session as a guide to develop materials for
antnbution J affiliates and to plan a series of Family
Support Conferences which will be yonducticil in a
number of states ot er the next two years The participants
in the 'Think Tank were Doreen Croser Assistant
Director for Developmental Disabilities Baltimore
MD Robert Durgin. Bureau or Children With Special
Needs, Bangor ME Kathryn Gill Executo e Director
UCP of Mobile Resparlity Program Mobde AL Judy
Hoyt, Parent cf Rick and Director of Association for the
Support of Human Services Inc Holland MA Nail
Krancek Director of Special Project Curriculum of
Denver, CO Augustin Lemon Respite Coordinator
UCP of Central Maryland Baltimore MD Michae'
Small Director of Special DD Programs University of
Mary land Baltimore MD Vonnee Sturgeon Parent
and Co-owner of a Public Relations Fri Fresno CA
L CPA staff involved in the 'Think Tank were Allan
Bergman, Jim Hollaban, Fran Smith and Rachel Warren

IL,
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FAMILY SUPPORT BULLETIN

Center On Human Polley
Issues

A Statement In Support Of
Families a i Their Children

Because of the increasing interest in family support
sere ices and the belief that children have a right to grow
up with families, the Center on Human Policy has
developed thefollowing policy statement We are reprint-
ing it for dissemination ana to further shirking in this
major new area of public policy

THE SF PRLNCIPLES SHOULD GUIDE PUBLIC
POLICY TOWARD FAMILIES OF CHILDREN
WITH DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES
AND THE ACTIONS OF STATES AND AGENCIES
WHEN THEY BECOME INVOLVED WITH
FAMILIES

All children. regardless of disablia, belong with
famil,s and need enc .ring relationships with adults

When states or agencies become involved with families
permanency planning should be a guiding philisophv
As a philosophy, permanency planning endorses children s
nghts to a nurturing home and consistent relationship
with adults As a guide to state and agency Pt ictice
permanency placing requires family support encourage-
ment of a family s relationship with the child fcmilv
reunification for children placed out of home and the
pursuit dadopoon for ctuldren when family retuuticauon is
not possible

Families should recent the support necessan to
maintain their yhadren at home

Family sup; n services must be based on he print.ple
harmer it takes In short family stprvo sem ices

should be flexible individualized and designed io nee,
the diverse needs of ramifies

Family supports should build on existing social
networks and nastily, sources of support

As a e principle natural sources of stpport
including neighbors extended families. friends and
community associations should be preferred over agency
programs and professional services When states or
agent,es become Involved with families, they s'iould
support existing social networks, strengthen natural
sources of support, and help build connections to existing
community resources When natural sources of sup^ n
cannot meet the needs of families professionar at
agency-cperated support services should be available

Family supports sho '4 maximize the family s control
over the sent-es and supports the, recei e

Family support services must be based on the assurnp-
non that families rather that states and agencies are in
die bes position to determine their needs

Family supports should support the entire family

Family support services should be defined broadly to
terms of needs of the entire fanulv, including with
th,,dren with disabilities parents and siblings

Faint', support se, ices should encourage the inte-
gration of children with disabilites Into the communal

Fan y support services should be designed to maxi-
mize Integration and participation in community life for
children with disabillue

When aldren cannot remain with their ',miles
wha'oer reason out-of home piacemerq shoa'd be
viewed initial!, as a temporal arrangemenrandefrorts
shou'd be directed toward reuniting the family

,ntiqued on puce
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6 FAMILY SUPPORT BULLETIN

Human Policy Carilinued from Page 5

Consistent with the philosophy of permanency plan-
ning. children should hoe w.th their families whenever
peasible When. due to family crisis or other circumstances
children must leave their families, etToro should be
directed at encouraging and enabling families to be
reunited.

When families cannot be reunited and when active
parental involvement is absent, adoption should be
aggressively pursued

In fulfillment of each child's right to a stable family
and an enduring relationship with one or more adults
adoption should be pursued for children whose ties with
their families have been broken Whenever possible
families should be involved in adoption planning and in
all cases, should be treated with senstinto and respect
When adoption is pursued the poss Min, of open
adoption." wnereby families maintain involvement wiih
a child, should be seriously considered

While a preferred alternative to any group setting or
out of-home placement foster care should obi, he
pursued when children cannot live with the ',families or
with adoptive families

After families and adoptive families, children should
have he opportunity to live with foster families Foster
family care can provide children with a home atmosphere
and warm relationships and is preferable to group
setungs and other placement.. As a state or agency
sponsored program, however, foster care seldom provides
children the continui.y and stability they need in their

lives While foster families may be called upon to assist
support and occasionally fill in for families foster care
is not likely to be an acceptable alternative to fulfilling
each child s ngnt to a stable home and enduring relvuon-
ships

For further nformanon, please contact the Center
On Human Policy, Syracuse University 724 Comstock
3A8v5e1n,ue Syracuse, New York 13244-4230 (315 423

Statewide Services Continued from page 3

7) Intrusion into normal home life shall be minimized
and no more support or service shall be prowled
than is required

8) Normal recreation and leisure opporturuues shall
be available for the inchndual with mental rearda-
non ad his/ her family

91 Transportation shall be adequate to allow involve
ment in community life and activities

101 Case management (ridepenJent of service pro-
vider agencies) v.'!" be provided to insure access to
and coordination of supports and services includ
ing participation in education services

Although Judge Ellison s order applies to persons
with mental retardation i based on Oklahoma s current
state laws) the guiding principles and the ecturements for
in-home and family support services are equa' y appli-
cable to all individuals with labels It is encouraging to
see a court address the futur, of society in a proactioe
mariner instead of limning as order to sermes to pervons
currently in the institution As we go to press the State of
Oklahoma is alleged to be considenng an appeal to this
order
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Chairman OWENS Thank you very much, Ms Mandeville Your
experience makes you a national resource.

Mr Frazier, did your GAO study help to answer the question,
where has all the money gone that would hay t been available for
her son had she put him in a;, institution?

Mr. FRAZIER. No, sir, I'm sort:" We are not going to be able to
answer the question.

Chairman OWENS. You had identified fifteen grants for respite
care that had been awarded by HHS before this program was origi-
nated and you said all but one of t1-.2m has been completed.

What kind of information ri.J we have in terms of the results of
the achievements of these previous grants'?

Mr. FRAZIER. Mr. Chairman, we queried HHS and z.-.F.,ked them
about the results from their study; however, they were not able to
provide any.

They said that most of the grants were ,,ery small grants and
evaluation wasn't a part of one of the things that they would do
with some of the money.

We agreed that they were small and the fact that they were
fairly newthey had just completed However, we believe that as a
minimum they should have collected some information, some proc-
ess information such as the kinds of service provided, the cost, the
recipient and maybe something about the harriers to getting res-
pite care, but to our knowledge HHS has not collected any evalua-
tion information about those fifteen grants

Chairman OWENS. Since you have heard the testimony of the
people who preceded this panel plus the ones on this panel, are
there any other observations you might want to make growing out
of your GAO study that might helpful?

Mr. FRAZIER Sir, we are at the very early part of this study and
we don't want to say anything at this particular time that might
not pan out, and so, no, sir, right at this particular time we do not
want to say anything else.

Chairman OWENS. Thank you.
Dr. Knoll, I think you mentioned that 34.6 percent of respite

users indicated that without the respite services they would have
considered out-of-home placement for their children

Mr. KNOLL. That is correct, yes.
Chairman OWENS. That is a rather high figure Can you-
Mr. KNOLL The question on our survey was simply putif rer

pite services were not available, would you have considered out-of-
home placement?

Thirty-five percent of the families indicated that they would.
That certainlyit does seem like a high figure. Families obvious-

ly see a r-alI think one of the considerations is that families
have thc.r expectations rise after having been exposed to services.

They know that in the pastyou know, Ms. Mandeville said that
in the thirties and forties kids would have been placed out of the
home The reality is that kids are placed out of the home today in
some states and that the only option in some states is maybe a
little bit of respite In some states the only respite for a family is
still some sort of residential placement

1
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Once the families have been exposed to some sort of services they
realize that, you know, how did we get along without some of it
before?

We are not talking about a lot of stuff. I mean, the average we
are talking is three days a month. That isn't a whole lot of service.
So the families realize that this has an impact oil them.

It may be that that finding may be somewhat inflated, but it
does indicate that the service is having an impact on farn:lies and
that the lack of those services would place a major stress on the
families.

Whether they would, in fact, place a child out of the home, that
is a major problem with any of this research around the effective
programs on families, finding clear outcomes. They do,'t tend to be
sustained over time. You tend to see something indicated as an out-
come of services, but the best information in this regard, because
the programs are new, is talking with families and really getting a
sense of how they see themselves and how they have come to func-
tion more as a family, rather than saying that we can point strictly
to a clear outcome measure.

Perhaps with time we may be able to develop some of these
measures for gauging the value of these services, but the reality is
that a community-based family center system of services '. brand
new. The research community, if you look at the literature, is grap-
pling with all kinds ofin my opinion, some of them very bizarre
measures of seeing how group homes or how family supports are
impacting the lives of families, looking for things that you can
count.

At this point I think we are still at the stage of saying that we
have to sit down and talk to the people with disabilities, talk to
their families and understand how they see these services impact
on their lives.

Chairman OWENS. I think the "Exceptional Parent Magazine"
survey was mentioned a couple of times.

Has any one of you been able to identify in any state or any
place the kind of comprehensive system of family support services
which have pinpointed as being needed?

Mr. KNOLL. If I can mention, I think what Representative Smith
mentioned, the Michigan system, has received a great deal of play
nationally becaus:, over an extended period of time, I think prob-
ably close to ten years, they have been moving in the direction of
implementing that statement of policy that Ms Mandeville cited,
that no children will be placed out-of-home, that a full range of
supports will be available.

The Michigan system is noted for the fact that it does make
available a cash subsidy to families with children with severe dis-
abilities, but it is also within a context of a range of services that
have developed over time where families have options and respite
that are available and have a full range of other kinds o.' services
that are available that are by no means just limited to respite In
some plat. s they are called respite, but they can be homemaker
services, they can be home modification

I think we have generated a list of up to fifteen options and ,hen
you interview the people who are running this program and you
say, well. what does this really mean? They will say, well, what it
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really means is our commitment to whatever it takes to keep the
family together

That has meant that they have done some things likewhen I
was doing some research in that area I asked a budgetary person to
Pxplain a contract that I found in a family's file It was for a new
furnace.

The reason that the new furnace was there and that the state
was paying for the new furnace was that the kid had a severe res-
piratory problem. The family wanted to bring the child home but
they owned the home, it was an old forced-air furnace and there
was no way the child could be in that environment.

So family support to that family meant that the state put in.a
new furnace, and that $7,800 vas far and away cheaper than the
$250 a day that the child would have cost at an ICFMR- certified
unit in that state.

Chairman OWENS. Ms. Mandeville, would you, sort of related to
that, care to comment on that "Exceptional Parent Magazine"
study, the observation they made about parent- controlled care,
and also, I think, it was indicated that parents who worked were
given preference over parents who don't work.

From your testimony, the parent at home taking care of that
child c'oes a lot of work

MS. MANDEVILLE Do you want to come home with me?
[Laughter]
Ms. MANDEVILLE. I cannot speak from having read that study. I

am very glad to have heard that I did not participate in that
study.

What I can speak to is from talking to so many families in our
tate The kind of supports that families need are as different as
11 e number of families

The areas where the least amount of money has been spent and
yet the greatest satisfaction seems to be among the families is
when they have talked to E ern -2one in their area who is in char
the respite care monies or something called a family support
worker in their area, who is able to help them plug into existing
resources or helps them articulate what their problem is a, : helps
them find things

It doesn't cost much in the long run, because they are not trying
to buy something, brand new service, or reinvent the wheel, but
they are just plugg ng into things that already exist.

In the sea coast area of our state, for example, they have a
family support worker There was a family who were renting an
apnea monitor for $200 a month The father had to take on a
second job just to do that payment

The family support worker who started in that area last year,
she got on the phone and in their little family bulletin or the bulle-
tin that goes to all families' houses in their newspaper every week,
he put a little blurb in there asking if anybody knew of anyone

who had an apnea monitor
A family two towns down had one up in their attic that was sit-

ting there They didn't need it anymore, but they didn't even think
about anybody using it. She was able to get that to them.

It is that kind of simple, kind of family-directed, family involved,
sensitive, really hearing what the family's needs are and not trying
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to get the family to fit into the mold of the agency that really
makes the difference

Families wantit isn't a power issue. We are not transferring, as
was accused our family early on when we started asking for sup-
port and help, that we are having trouble coping with or grieving
we are stuck in grief and we are not accepting the diagnosis, andthat is why the anger and frustration is coming out, because we
really haven't accepted that Jan- is severe.

Families can deal with grief and they can get used to reality
pretty quick, but they want to be heard about what their needs are.
In our particular area in Manchester that agency has been very
marginal about really helping with respite kinds of needs

Most of the help that I have gotten is because I have put ads in
the paper looking for respite people, I have talked to churches, I
have talked to neighbors and we have established a c.rcle of people
who can help.

I have been able to in the past sometimes get some money out of
the respite care program to pay for that person, but they haven't
been very savvy about how to get to those people like I can, as aparent.

I think all of us, many of us who are willing to do that kind of
thing, we can't get hung up in the bureaucracy. We can't be told
that yoli've gof to fill out fifteen forms, leave the application for
three weeks, we'll be back to you with three people that you might
want to interview. We need to get onto it.

We may have family members living in our area who would be
ideal family respite people that can help with our family. We need
the kind of flexibility and responsiveness that can really help us
plug together, and that is where I think the family is responding
That survey would really seem to be saying thathelp us be in-
volved. We can make it less expensive for you We can do a lot of
the work ourselves, but there may be some mechanical and finan-
cial things that we are going to really need you for

When there is a good partnership at the local level those things
happen without it being an issue

Chairman OWEN' Did you give a figure before for how mach it
would cost in your son's case if he were put in placement9

Ms. MANDEVILLE. Somewhere between $65,000 and $90,000 a
year

Chairman OWENS I thought I heard you say $65,000
MS MANDEVILLE Yes
Chairman OWENS One final question Ms :ernoch, are there

any respite care models that are particularly geared to meet the
needs of families that are racially cultured and ethnically diverse
that you know of

Ms CERNOCH Yes, Mr Chairman Across the United States as
we have been networking we have helped, for example, the state of
New Mexico set up some respite care programs for the Indian res-
ervations We are currently working with an agency here in Wash-
ington DC in trying to do some matches within interracial neigh-
borhoods

So, yes, there are a few model pilot programs, but I think, as Ms
Mandeville has said, the service needs to be at the local communi-
ty
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I think that local community can judge what types of services
are important with the input from the families instead of seine
agency at the top level deciding, this is the way the p.ogram is
going to be established, that we are going to run the program from
nine in the morning to ci,e in the evening. Suppose she needs it at
six in the morning because her other child woke up and had to go
to the emergency room?

You have to have that flexibility and working within that local
community, which is what we do a lot at Texas Respite is go into
the community and assess that community's needs. If it be a cul
tural need or a racial need or whatever else, that is all taken into
account.

There are some model pilot programs out there right now.
Chairman OWENS. Thank you. We have been joined now by the

Ranking Member of the committee, Mr. Bartlett.
Mr. BAirmErr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman Mr. Chairman and

members of the panel, I very much apologize for not having been
here this morning I have looked forward to this hearing for some
time and have reviewed your testimony and I participated with the
chairman in inviting some of the witnesses.

The Banking Committee, on which I also serve, began this morn-
ing the mark-up, which means the amendment process, for the pas-
sage of the FSLIC, so unless Congress resolves the FSLIC crisis I
suspect we won't be able tc talk about much funding for respite
anyway.

Chairman OWENS Even after they resolve it, we had better
beware.

[Laughter]
Mr BARTLETT. Even if we do resolve it
I am most impressed with the testimony I had this visit with

Ms Cernoch and with what would regard as the premier network
in the country, located in San Antonio.

It does occur to me that respite care is both new. It is not a new
concept but it is a new concept as far as an organized concept It is
a long-time need that families have attempted to fill for themselves
and are now beginning to find ways to fill that need on a more or-
ganized basis

It is a lifesaver for both the children who are involved as well as
the families themselves and the siblings It is also a money saver,
and I think much of the testimony that was given here today, par-
ticularly by Dr Knoll, would demonstrate that money-saving abili-
ty of the enormous savings of allowing children to live at home
with that small, little safety valve that respite care can give.

Dr. Cernoch, my question is, you have been running the network
now for several years What in your opinion today are the principal
sou, ces for fundingnot for funding a program, but for funding
respite care by parents available in the United States today? What
are the principal sources of federal funding, if any, and what are
the principal sources of federal funding that should be that are
now largely closed?

If you could change federal law in any way, what would you
make available? What pot of money would you go after first?

Ms CERNOCH That's like having magic just put in front of me.
Mr BARTLETT This is Congress
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[Laughter]
Ms. CERNOCH. Is that on the record? First of all, besides the Tem-

porary Child Care Act of 1986, I am not currently aware of any
other type of federal funding that is available except a grant out of
the Administration on Developmental Disabilities to the state of
Maine to do a statewide respite care service

For families the majority of the funding across the states that we
have just looked at and networked informallymost of the funding
right now comes either from state revenue dollars, local communi-
ties and private foundations.

There is very little in the way of federal dollars to my knowl-
edge, at least, through our informal networking that is available in
this area, specifically designed as respite care dollars.

There are federal dollars out there but for some reason it is
masked and we can't tap into it. Programs can't tap into it. Fami-
lies can't tap into it. You know, it might be under a different ter-
minology or something of that nature.

What we have found in our networking is that many times the
families particularly that are on Medicaid or some other type of
state subsidy dollars can get more support services than a family
like Kathy's. It is our middle class Americans out there that des-
perately need the services. They are a little too poor to qualify for
Medicaid but they are not poor enough to sometimes provide these
support services.

Mr. BARTLErr. Mr Bergman?
Mr. BERGMAN. If I may, Representative Bartlett. I am Allan

Bergman, for the record, with United Cerebral Palsy We have
done an exhaustive analysis of the potentialand I want to under-
line potentialfederal funding streams that could be applied to
respite or family support services

They are not many but for the record, such as Ms. Cernoch's
program, the State Developmental Disabilities Council under the
Developmental Disabilities Assistance and Bill of Rights Act can do
pilot projects, start-up initiatives leading toward a policy change at
the state level, not long-term funding but to get it started. In fact,
in most states we believe the DD Councils have played a major role
in the state initiatives.

The Title XX Social Services Block Grant Program again poten-
tially could fund but, as I think all the members of this committee
know, that has been a capped or limited program for a number of
years in terms of any increased appropriations, and most of that
does not go to respite. It goes to day care. It goes to day services for
seniors and things of that nature

Some of the means-tested programs like the Title IV-E program
under the Welfare programs, which has a family prevention, foster
family support kind of component to it.

The other major federal stream that could do some family sup-
port is community development block grants, which could pay for
renovations to the home and adaptations to the home. That, again,
is done in some communities in your state, in Austin The United
Cerebral Palsy there has a very significant program of renovating
peoples' homes so they an live at home So that is a piece of it Itis not the respite I would like to clarify, though, for the record,
and I think the committee. members did earlier, when it was allud-
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ed to by the administration that special education is a major com-
ponent of family support.

P.L. 94-142 certainly looks at the child within the context of a
five or six hour school day. It does not look at twenty-four hours,
seven days a week. The only piece of that that is available is under
the new Part H authority of 99-457, where you didand we appre-
ciate thattalk about the family support component.

Again, I think it is too early to tell, but potentially some family
support services, we think, could be funded under the umbrella of
the Infant, Toddler, Family program.

To the best of our knowledge those are the federal funding
streams that are potentially applicable other than, as Jennifer
pointed out, the Medicaid or medical assistance program, which
certainly has the institutional bias and is a means-tested program.

Mr. nARTLErr. One follow-up question. If you were designing a
system that provided for long-term funding or day-to-day funding
of respite services, leaving aside whether it wasyou put in your
testimony you would make it flexible, so some would be in specific
locations such as your hospital- based, some would be in the fami-
ly's home and elsewhere

My question is, would you include a portion of that for copay-
ment by the parents?

Ms. CERNOCH. Oh, definitely. In the three model pilot programs
that we have developedTexas Respite was asked to develop these
programs to test the feasibility of program structure Py Id cost effN-
tiveness for possible replication not only in the state of Texas but
throughout the United States

One of the things, before we set up these pilot programs, instead
of us as an agency setting up the parameters we went to the fami-
lies and said, what do you want? This will be your program

Almost ninety-six percent of families came back and said, I want
to pay for part of this service I don't want it as free I don't want
for it to be like a welfare program to me I might not be able to pay
a lot

In our program I have some families that pay me twenty-five
cents an hour, but they are so proud of that payment because they
are not getting anything free They don't want charity anal they
don't want wel ire.

We have a $10 registration fee in our programs that ,ve set up
not as a money maker, and it doesn't really pay for anything, but
it is their membership into the program

I had one mother who has severely handicapped triplets. Two of
them are on apnea monitors and one is on a ventilator Two have
gastro tubes and one has a tracheostomy.

She came to me and she said, is it $30 or do I just get the bargain
of the day at $10 as the registration fee?

We said that we would just charge her $10 She did not have that
$10. She paid that $10 off in nine months, giving us like a $1.00 or
$1.25 a month, but in the interim she was able to use the respite
care services. We didn't deny her the services because she couldn't
pay the money

Everybody kept saying to me, she will never pay it This family
will never pr,y it They did It took them rine months, but they
paid that $10 That, I think. is so important to the integrity of the

is
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famil:, to be able to pay whatever the copay would allow them todo.
Mr. BARTLETT. Thank you
Chairman OWENS. I want to thank the members of the panel Wehave learned quite a bit that can be useful as we move forwardI m sorry, Mr. Payne
Mr PAYNE. Once again, I am spending the afternoon and morn-ing apologizing. I certainly will not delay the hearing any lunger Ifthere are some questions I have, I will submit them in writingThank you. Mr. Chairman
Chairman OWENS. Thank you Thank you again for comingThe hearing is now adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:35 p m , the subcommittee was adjourm-id[Additional material submitted for the record follows I
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TESTIMONY
OF

CONE '-',SMAN GEORGE MILLER
Chairman

Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families

submitted to the
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT EDUCATION

for the hearing or the reauthorization of the
"Temporary CLIld Care for Handicapped Children

and Crisis Nurseries Act"
A, 1 18, 1939

Chairman Owens ano Members of the Subcommittee,

I appreciate the opportunity to submit testimony on behalf
of the "Temporary Child Care for Handicapped Childreo and Crisis
Nurseriez Act," and urge continuation of these two important
child care demonstration programs: temporary child care for
handicapped and chronically ill children, and crisis nurseries to
provide short-term child rare fo- young children who are
potential victims of child abuse and neglect.

The Subcommittee is to be commended for the action you've
taken previously to extend these child care programs, which are
among the most successful and cost-effective child abuse
prevention strategies in operation.

This Committee first authorized these programs as fitle II
of the Children s Justice Act in August of 1986, and
appropriations were approved for FY 1988. The Department of
Health and Human Services did not release the funds, however,
until the -ery end of the fiscal year

We've been waiting for almost three years now to see these
proven abuse prevention programs approved, funded, and
Implemented. While we were waiting, the number of child abuse
victims, including children who died as a res,o' f abuse, has
continued to escalate.

Between 1980 and 1986 alone, according to the Department of
Health and Human Service's own study, the actual incidence of
child abuse and neglect rose 64% -- and using their revised
definition, child abuse rose 150% during this time period.

Just last month, the National Committee for the Prevention
of Child Abuse (NCPCA) reported that in 1988, more than two
million children were reported as abused or neglected -- a 3%
rise just since 1987. My OWP state of California reported the
highest increase -- 26% -- among t , 41 states responding to the
survey Colorado, Massachusetts, and New York also are among the
states with the highest Increases in child abuse reports between
'987 and 1988.

The severity of child abuse has also been intensified
accorcing to NCPCA. In 1988, reported child deaths from abuse
exceeded 1,200, a 5% increase in Jost one year. In addition,
over two-thirds of the states repor,ed that drug and alcohol
abuse were predominant char(' terra' s ampng child abusers. based
on these findings, the Natioal Committee recommended exp,..1sion
of child abuse prevention services including respite care.

The National Comritte's recommendations reaffirm the Select
Committee on Children, Youth, nd Families' finding that respite
and child care play a major role in alleviating stresses that so
many families now stresses which are often precu-sors to
abuse.

1
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Families with a disabled child are at even higher risk for
abuse, especially when social and family supperts are absent,
uhich is frequently the case. Even many hospitals, whicn often
have the frmquent contact with families of disabled or
chronically ill children, are not able to provide or refer for
needed respite. In a recent survey of almost 300 children's
hospitals and general hospitals with pediatric units in the U S
and Canada, only 14% reported that they provided espite care or
arranged for respite services in the community.

The Select Comm tee has also documented that the
overburdened socia -vices system is contributing to the
escalating child ragedy. Now more than eve', families
need support to p the abuse before it occurs.

Cost-Benefits of Respite Care

I have reported preciously that respite care is an
Investment that can reduce fanily stress and the abuse that may
result. In addition, resp to services have been shown to preventmore costly institutionalization

New findings from a nationwide survey of parents with
disabled family members re,-Iffir, those statements -- that a
primary re, ;on families use respite is to relieve emotional
stress and that for most of them, respite allows them to continue
to care for their disabled family member a, 'ome

Crisis nurse ,ervices can also save mo,ey by avoiding
foster care or in cutional placements:

It costs about $1,200 each year to provide crisis nursery
care for one child and support services for the family at
one program in Oregon The average yearly cost to keep a
child in foster care in Oregon is $3,753.

* In California, it has been estimated that an average
investment of $400 per month in crisis nursery child care
can prevent an expenditure as high as $4800 per month per
child for an institutional placement.

at omm tee e Fi din .s

We have waited so long to see these program, put into place.
Families have been waiting far longer In our eagerness and
concern to see how states would respond, I asked Select Committee
staff to 8,...rvey the 28 states that recently received FY 1988
"Temporary Child Care/Crisis Nursery" funds.

We were delighted to learn of the considerable excitement
and creativity with which States are approaching these programs
While many of them are still in the process of releasing funds to
1, at programs, most have taken or are planning to take
innovative ap>rcaches to working with particularly underse vcdchildren and families. Nevertheless, mos.,_ striking was states'
overwhelminj sentiment that the resources made available through
these ,wo p-ograms will be able to fill only a fraction of the
enormous need.

Let me tell you more specifically what our informal surveyrevealed:

TEMPORARY CHILD CARE

States ore finding that the need fcs rg_spite_5_erv_ices for
families of disabled, chronlcally .11 and emg_tion
disabled children is great -4 greater than excited.

Florida: "The respolse a public awareness campaign
for families of chronically ill children was
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overwhelming -- ten times the expected number. We
found number of families in severe stress.

Alabama: "In Birmingtam, there is so much neeo
fanilies are worn out.'

Tennessee: 'It is desperately needed. Parents are
trapped it their own homes..." Referrals started
coming in when the announcement was made that there
woul4 be a respite program.

CPLIPistant with the provisions of the Act, many states are
serving populations previously not served by respite care
programs. including chronically ill or severe_y emotionally
disturbed children, very young children, or families in
isolated rural a-Pas.

* *

* *

*

* *

The California iesp,te care demonstration, to be based
in Los Angeles where there are 10,000 child abuse
reperts monthly, will intervene early with fanilies who
have a disabled or medically fragile incaat or toddler
to reduce referrals to child protective services and
hospital emergency rooms.

Florida, Tennessee, Vermont. and Virginia will be
serving families with emotionally disturbed children
exclusively or children with multiple disabilities,
including emotional ii..turbance.

Massachusetts and New York will provide respite
exclusively to chronically or terminally ill childrer
with AIDS or HIV-,-rldted illness.

Colorado, Florida, T LinolA, Nebraska, few Hampshire,
and Virginia plan t include chronically ill children
among those eligible fo- respire care

Arkansas and Colorado will target respite seritces
exclusively in rural areas, where 'hey have determined
the need to be greatest.

CRISIS NURSERIES

States report that the Crisis nursery grants are creating
ways to respond to parents under stress before damage is
done and before removal of chiloren from the home becomes
necessary. But they also report that the need is
overwhelming, especially for special populations.
* *

Several of the states with existing but limited crisis
nursery or abuse prevention programs reported waitinglists: A program in New Jersey has maintained 20
children and Oregon's Lane County Relief Nursery has
had 90 children on waiting lists; Ohio has previously
had to turn away one out of every two requests and
their new, expanded program filled up immediately

In Los Angeles County, where the larges', increase in
reports of child abuse and neglect over the last three
years has been among infants under age one, the
proposed cr-s., nursery will address ,ne needs of drug-
exposed infants, who are at high risl for abuse, and
their mothers "to reduce the need for costly,
inadequate, and ineffective out-of-home placement

Allow me to report on
! e of the innovative ways states are

using the demonstration grants for temporary child care andcrisis nurseries:

3
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Training and Developing Parent Support Networks

* *

* *

* *

A majority of states, Arkansas, California, Hawaii,
Idaho, Illinois, Kansas, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Michigan, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New York, North
Carolina, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Utah,
Vermont, and Virginia are funding projects which will
train professionals, paraprofessionals and/or parents
in working with the special needs of the population
served. This will not only greatly expand the pool of
providers, but will upgrade existing services as well.

Networks or exchanges to provide respite care through
recruitment of neighborhood providers, parents, and
foster parents are being developed or strengthened in
Illinois, Massachusetts, Michigan, and New Hampshire so
that pAnPnts of disabled children will have a peer-
support system

Arkansas, Haweti, Idaho, Illinois, North Dakota and
Virginia are developing similar parent support and
community networks to reduce isolation among families
at risk of abuse.

s Nurser ervices Developing

In addition to parent networks and support g-oups, states
are expanding other services to foster parent responsibility an
family strength, thus developing a system of lone -term prevent

1as well as short-term crisis relief

++

*

*3

California, New Jersey, Oregon, and Washington include
intensive training and therapeutic work with parents
while their children are in short-term care.

California also has a warmline for parents needing
advice and support.

North Dakota will be able to provide case management to
fam ies who have not yet been reported to child
protective services, to prevent abuse from occurring in

first place.

Improved CoOlqination

** Alabama, Colorado, Nebraska, New Hampshire, North
Dakota, Vermont, and Virginia report th, t the
demonstration funds will provide new oprirtunities for
states and local human service agencies co chanyc their
delivery systems and the way services arc coordinat,d
and integrated to Better serve at-risk families

tature_rundkrigAceds

Finally, states reported on their future funding needs:

in a few of the states, the intent of the' legislation -- to
more significantly_involve states in funding_respite care or
crisis nurseries on tneir own -- may be taking hold, but in
others, current _resources may simply te too limited

In Kansas and Pennsylvania, the grants a providing
start-up assistance It is anticipated that programs
will no continued w'th state and privaro funds

it Tennessee, they ex,i_e t the new lespite m,del to be'
incorporated into throw fay.ily support pilot,' which
, Irrntly not provide respite car,

16
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HoweY2X. since most__: the tem
nursery programs are targeted to limited areas of a state
(only two have statewide -..rocirems), large segments within
states are left with no services whatsoever.

a e 0

* *

* *

Ohio: "My problem now is how to continue thin program
and what to do with the other 87 counties in the
state."

North Dakota: "Funding for another quarter of the state
could more clearly show the need to the legislature by
showing the reductions in cases "

Up until now states have hAd_limited funds for preventio n,
and many have been forced to cut back, rather than expand or
establish these kinds of services

Arkansas: Respite care is low on the state priority
list, but "the need is so great.'

Oregon: Becaase the Lane County Relief Nursery was
considered to be neither prevention nor treatment, it
was difficult for them to obtain funding from the
state.

Alabama: 'Money ie_ respite care has not been a
priority There is some money available, but it is
limited

Massachusetts: "It is very difficult to start such a
service [respite care for families of AIDS/HIV
children] and then have to stop The state is in no
position to fund it now Funds are needed both to
continue this program and to expand as the number of
cases increase "

For many states more time is needed to uemonstrate need
and/or effectiveness of the programs:

Illinois: "We have not had time to dexeinp credibility
and/or plan for tne legislature to pick ,o the respite
care program."

New York. 'It takes a year to get a program started
and anot er to demonstrate its effectiveness

Michigan: 'It takes a minimum of three years to get a
program far enough along to be able to demonstrate
itself so it can be picked up by the ,tate or other
agencies

New Jersey: "Start-up time for infant child care [for
a crisis nursery] is taking much longer than expected
It will barely have a solid star, when the funding
ends

child Abuse Prevention Challenge. Grants

In addition to to .erpite ,.'id crisis intervention servicc,states are exploring other innova pie approaches to child abuse
prevention stimulatod by Child .sbu.e Prevention Challenge Grants(P L 98 -473), and I support the program s reauthorevation.

Despite its success, however, not all states particepate inthe program and in many of those states which do, only a fraction
of quallieil rit.octs art, able to be su[T,orted due to Itmttedending As mar, and mite chiiaren are abused, states are forced
Li devote Ilmtted raSOUlt-03 to tteotment need, at th,, expense of
prevention
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I urge you to reauthorize the challenge grant program so
that we might preserve and expand upon the critical prevention
efforts it has fostered.

cone.,. Inn

I want to thank you for your farsightedness in initially
authorizing temporary child care and crisis nursery programs, and
f^t your continued support. What we have now are very promising
beginnings, but millions of families still receive no respite
services

The General Accounting Office, in a national respite care
study requested by this Subcommittee and the Select Committee on
Children, Youth, and Families, provided testimony on their very
preliminary findings regarding the availability and
administration of respite services in five of the largest state
but was unable at this stage of the study to discern whether or
not the supply was adequate to meet families' needs for services.
Evident from these preliminary findings, however, was the ini.nit'al
involvement of the federal government.

Consequentli, I urge you to e.tend the authorization of the
'Temporary Child Care for Hancicarded Children and Crisis
Nursery" demonstraton programs fci two years at $20 million each
year giving priority to states :-d programs that received funds
in FY 1988 and FY 1989. By extending the resources to build on
the best of the already initiated programs, states will have a
better basis on which to determine the need, demonstrate the
impact these services have on saving lives and dollars too, and
enable families who had remained unseived because of limited
resources to participate in the benefits of respite care. I look
f,rward to the results of these demonstration programs, as well
as tee final GAO report, so that we will be better able to
formulate a comprehensive and far-r,?aching policy that addresses
the unmet needs of families.

97-966 (172)


